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BY THE COMMISSION

There has been filed with us pursuant to the terms of section
15 of the Shipping Act 1916 Act an agreement between Cia
Anonima Venezolana de N avegacion CAVN and Grace Line
Inc Grace

Notice of the agreement was given and hearing was held At
the hearing Alcoa Steamship Company Inc Alcoa Royal
Netherlands Steamship Company Netherlands and Skips AS
Viking Line Viking complainant and interveners respectively I
hereinafter protestants urged that the agreement be disap

proved
After termination of the hearing and filing of briefs by all the

parties named above and by Hearing Counsel the Examiner
issued an initial decision He held that the agreement should be

disapproved because 1 Grace and CAVN Hhave failed to over

come the burden on them of proving that proposed Agreement
No 8640 as amended by Agreement No 8640 1 is lawful and
2 Hthe evidence of record clearly demonstrates that the proposed

agreement if approved would create unjust and unfair discrimi
nations which would prefer respondents CAVN and Grace over

interveners Alcoa Netherlands and Viking favor ports served
by Grace Line prefer shippers exporters and importers who use

such ports and prejudice shippers exporters and importers un

able to use such ports operate to the detriment of the commerce

of the United States and be contrary to the public interest in
violation of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended

1 Section 15 provides in relevant part as follows
uo

every common carrier by water
000 shall file U with the Commission a true copy

00

of every agreement with another such carrier 000 controlling regulating preventing or

destroying competition 000 The Commission shall by order after notice and hearing
disapprove cancel or modify any agreement 000 that it finds to be unjustly discriminatory
or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters
from the United States and their foreign competitors or to operate to the detriment of the
commerce of the United States or to be contrary to the public interest or to be in violation
of this Act and shall approve all other agreements
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subject ports not served by Grace Line to undue and unreasonable

prejudice and disadvantage in violation of section 16 of the Act

Exceptions were filed to the Examiner s initial decision and the

matter was orally argued before us

FACTS

1 The agreement is in two parts the primary agreement
which we have numbered 8640 executed October 6 1961 and a

clarifying addendum which we have numbered 8640 1 executed

November 8 1961 Copies of both collectively referred to as

the agreement are attached as Appendix I

2 The agreement provides for its submission to this Com

mission the Maritime Administration and the Venezuelan Gov

ernment and that it shall not become effective until approved by
them

3 The parties to the agreement are Grace and CAVN the

flag lines and the agreement covers their freighting operations
southbound from United States Atlantic ports to ports in Vene

zuela including ports on Lake Maracaibo The agreement pro
vides inter alia for 1 a minimum number of sailings in the

trade by each party 2 for the pooling of cargo in excess of a

specified percentage carried 3 the pooling of all revenue earned

in excess of a specified percentage and 4 cooperation between

the parties in certain areas of operation Grace is a privately
owned United States corporation which operates subsidized
United States flag vessels in the trade CAVN is a Venezuelan

corporation the stock of which is held by agencies of the Vene

zuelan Government and it operates Venezuelan flag vessels in

the trade

4 Alcoa Netherlands and Vjking the protestants are

third flag operators in this trade inasmuch as the ships they
operate in the trade fly the flags of nations other than Venezuela

or the United States

5 In large measure the proposed agreement represents an

attempt by the American flag line Grace to counteract the effects

of growing pressures and campaigns in Venezuela to ship via

CAVN the Venezuelan national line In the past 10 or 15 years
in South America there has been a growth of nationalism with

a concomitant promotion of national steamship lines through legis
lation and governmental decrees Increasingly during the last
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few years pressures have been exerted by various sources in

Venezuela on importers to utilize the service of CAVN rather

than the foreign lines These pressures were exerted by the

Venezuelan Government as well as by a group known as the
Pro Venezuelan Organization which disseminates literature in an

effort to attract cargo to the national line In many instances the

informal attempts to stimulate Venezuelan importers into patron
izing the national line did not have the full effect desired Without

the imprimatur of official decree or legislation private importers
and in some instanc s even Government agencies resisted the

pressures exerted The lack of complete success of these informal

persuasions can be seen by the fact that CAVN actually carried

substantially less Venezuelan Government cargo in 1960 than it

Icarried in the preceding year dropping from 644 in 1959 to
48 3 in 1960 of the total volume of government cargo i

6 Informal persuasions and suggestions therefore soon

ripened into full fledged requirements imposed by governmental
decrees Thus decree No 166 dated September 28 1959 required
that commercial companies under contract to any Venezuelan

Government agency for public works construction include in their

contracts aclause binding them to the use of the vessels of CAVN
This decree has substantially fulfilled its objectives

7 The most serious of the decrees however have been Nos

255 and 331 Th former dated March 18 1960 sets forth certain
classifications of commodities which wereexempt from payment of

import duties Such classes of commodities known as exoner

ated cargo are

a Machinery utensils and other effects destined for use in industrial

agricultural or livestock development established or to be established in the

country
b Raw materials which are not produced in the country normay become

immediate substitutes for articles of national production
c Raw materials or substitutes produced in the country in insufficient

quantity or of appreciably deficient grade
d Articles destined to be used as containers for national products

8 Decree 255 did not attempt to direct routing of exonerated

cargo nor did it identify more specifically which commodities

were covered by the decree This lack of specificity in the pro
visions of Decree 255 was apparently due to a desire to retain a

degree of flexibility for achieving the purpose of the decreethe

development of the Venezuelan economy The criterion for deter

Inining an exonerated commodity is the ultimate use to which it
is to be put after importation into Venezuela Thus the same
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commodity may sometimes be exonerated and at other times be

subject to payment of duty Decree 255 by itself did not upset
the trade

9 The issuance of Decree 331 effective March 10 1961

caused a major disruption in the trade This decree imposed
upon the commodities subject to exoneration a requirement that

they be shipped via CAVN or its associates as a prerequisite to
exoneration Article 1 of Decree 331 states

The total or partial exemption from import duties handled through this

Ministry as established in Executive Decree No 255 of March 18 1960 is
predicated upon the obligation of the beneficiary to transport the machinery
utensils raw material and other items which he may import by means of
the CAVN or its associated services

10 The immediate result of Decree 331 was period of great
confusion among shippers and consignees and the cancellation of

bookings with non CAVN carriers In some instances shippers
booked all cargo on CAVN vessels rather than attempt to distin

guish exonerated from non exonerated commodities In practice
the determination as to exoneration is made at the discretion of

the Venezuelan Minister of Formento Development on applica
tion for exoneration by the importer or shipper The application
requires the importer to designate the carrier recommended to

transport the commodity and a copy of this application is sent to
CAVN which is thus informed of the prospective shipment and

can determine if it is able to carry it The actual exoneration

from duty occurs after the merchandise arrives in Venezuela at
which time the Minister of Finance effectuates the determination

by the Minister of Formento that no duty shall be paid on the

particular commodity
11 The effect of the Venezuelan Government s program on

the carryings of the lines in the trade soon became clear All lines

lost cargo while CAVN increased sharply its participation in the

trade In 1960 the last year of operation before exonerated cargo
was diverted to CAVN participation in the trade from U S East

Coast ports to Venezuela compared to participation in 1961 was

as follows

1960 1961
Grace 35 Grace 30
CAVN 25 CAVN 37
Alcoa 18 Alcoa 15

Netherlands 10 Netherlands 9

Viking 4 Viking 3
The full impact of Decree 331 is not shown for 1961 because the decree

did not go into effect until March 10 of that year
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12 A further analysis of the trade before and after the re

strictive decree tends to corroborate Grace s testimony that it as

the leading carrier in the trade was suffering the most Figures
compiled by Grace excluding ports not served and excluding bulk
wheat not carried by Grace show a sharp decline by Grace and

I

comparatively low participation by the protesting carriers as

follows

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Grace 40 40 7 33 2 35 2 29 8

CAVN 216 25 5 24 2 24 3 37 3

Alcoa 15 7 8 3 10 2 10 5 9 8

Netherlands 10 5 12 3 9 7 10 9 10 6

Viking 4 0 5 5 4 2

13 The effect of the decrees clearly emerges The carryings
of CAVN in the areas it served and cargo it carried in competition
with Grace increased by a full 13 whereas Grace s participation
declined 54 in one year Other carriers suffered declines to a

much smaller degree Le Alcoa 7 Netherlands 3 Viking
13 The impact of the decrees on Grace especially and the other

lines can be more readily appreciated when we consider that the

trade as a whole has been shrinking Again excluding bulk wheat

and limited to ports served by Grace the total volume of cargo in

tons is as follows

1957 892 464

1958 691 000

1959 577 316

1960 437 366

1961 401 290

14 Statistics for the critical months of 1961 again reveal the

tonnage changes brought about by the decrees

Feb 1961 March 1961 April 1961

Grace 37 2 314 311
CAVN 24 0 32 9 36 6
Alcoa 11 1 112 7 8
Netherlands 116 9 2 12 8

Viking 6 6 3 0 3 2

By the end of 1961 the carryings of Grace had further declined
while other lines had managed to show a slight recovery toward

the 1960 levels The comparatively slight nature of the decline in

tonnage carried by the protesting carriers is shown by the fol

lowing
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Average Tons Carried per Voyage
Jan 1 March 10 1961 March 11 0ctober 6 1961

Alcoa 1330 1190

Netherlands 933 944

Viking 1124 954

These figures include bulk wheat the removal of which would

result in a larger decline for Alcoa Netherlands despite Decree

331 increased its average tonnage

15 Public Resolution 17 73rd Congress provides that when

loans are made by the Export Import Bank to foster the exporta
tion of agricultural or other commodities provision shall be made

that such commodities shall be carried exclusively in vessels of the

United States unless waivers are obtained trom the Maritime

Administration The Maritime Administr tion in a statement of

policy issued on July 24 1959 see Appendix II declared the

policy it would follow in issuing waivers on E port I port Bank

cargo Under this policy recipient Ilatin vess ls may be author

ized to carry up to 50 of such c rgo under socalled general
waivers provided that after investigation the Maritime Adminis

tration is satisfied that parity of treatment is extended to U S

Vessels in the trade of the for ign nation Under Decree 331

Grace of course was not extended parity of treatment by the

Venezuelan Government and so long as the decree continued to

exclude Grace from participation in exonerated cargo CAVN

could not expect to be granted general waivers by the Maritime

Administration However the association of Grace would re

move the onus of Decree 331 and CAVN would again become
eligible to carry Export Import Bank Gargo under general
waivers

Protestants since they operated neither U S flag vessels nor

Venezuelan flag vessels could not carry Export Import Bankcargo
under general waivers Under the Maritime Administration

statement of policy protestants could only carry Export Import
Bank cargo under so called statutory waivers Such waivers

are granted when no U S flag nor Venezuelan flag vessel is avail

able to carry the particuJar shipment
16 Despite the desirability of association it was not until

our predecessor the Federal Maritime Board proposed certain

regulations to offset the Venezuelan decrees that the agreement
here under consideration was worked out by Grace and CAVN

These regulations although never put into effect were made
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available to the Venezuelan Government through our Department
of State in June 1961 A copy is attached as Appendix III Much
of the proposed regulations was in general terms but their action

provisions were clearly aimed at the discriminatory decrees of

Venezuela against vessels of United States registry ie the
vessels of Grace

17 For several years prior to the disruption caused by the
issuance of Decree 331 discussions and negotiations in contempla
tion of a pooling arrangement between Grace and CAVN had been
carried on periodically and informally They were inclined toward
a type of pool offering quota participation such as CAVN had
executed with numerous foreign lines in other trades including
one with the Netherlands in the European trade The issuance
of Decree 331 made it essential that Grace reach some sort of

arrangement with CAVN and Manual Diaz Grace s Vice Presi
dent was dispatched to Venezuela in late March 1961 to press

negotiations with CAVN Grace was concerned not only with the
harm already occasioned by Decree 331 It feared that the Ship
Venezuelan campaign which had not abated would cause the
Venezuelan Government to extend the coverage of Decree 331 by
withdrawing additional cargo from free competition Communica
tions sent Grace by its agent in Venezuela informed it that unless

negotiations between Grace and CAVN were fruitful additional

decrees would be forthcoming which would further promote the
participation of the national line Apprehension about such decrees
was shared by all carriers in the trade The Venezuelan Govern
ment had in fact prepared another decree similar in nature to
No 331 which if promulgated would have been applicable to all

cargo subject to Venezuela s import licensing requirements Al

though the figure may be somewhat high it was feared that the

new decree tpgether with 331 would eliminate 80 of all cargo in
the trade from free competition There is some indication that
the issuance and implementation of the new decree has been with
held pending the conclusion of negotiations between Grace and

CAVN

18 Under the foregoing circumstances the renewed negotia
tions between Grace and CAVN culminated in the formulation

of the agreement here under consideration It is not a true pooling
agreement but an instrument to secure for each party access to

cargo which it would otherwise be denied The fact that neither

Grace nor CAVN wished to make payments or receive cOl11pensa
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tion because of the periodic adjustments so common to the usual

type of pool explains the figures contained in paragraphs 5 and

6 b which are the only provisions of the agreement that could
result in a true pooling of revenue Under them revenue will be

pooled 50 50 between the parties only from cargo which either

party carries in excess of 42 5 of the total volume moving from

New York to Venezuela or 50 of the total from other U S

Atlantic ports to Venezuela The 42 5 figure represents a

compromise between the two carriers and is also the approximate
five year average participation by Grace in this trade Grace and

CAVN believe that these figures will not be attained and that

there will be no paYments between them But if there are the

figures appear at least prospectively to be equitable The levels

of actual carryings by both carriers in this trade bear out their

opinions that there is little probability that actual revenue pooling
will occur under the agreement Similarly it appears unlikely that

there will be pool payments under paragraph 6 b s provision
for such payments in the event the average annual rate per
revenue ton of either party exceeds by more than 10 the average
annual rate of the other There is no evidence indicating that

such a wide discrepancy in rates between the two carriers will

occur Unless the trade drastically changes therefore paYments
if any between the parties should be few and small

19 The major categories of cargo which are significant in

this proceeding are 1 the so called exonerated cargo 2 cargo

subject to import licensing requirements generally equivalent to

cargo under freight collect requirementsand 3 low import
duty cargo known as lIaforo estadistico At the present time

the only type of cargo which is subject to routing requirements
is the first of these exonerated cargo This type by virtue of

Decree 331 must move on CAVN or on an associated service
unless CA VN grants a IIwaiver to the shipper The second type
of cargo is cargo subject to Venezuelan Government decrees with

respect to import licensing While the record is not entirely clear

on this point it appears that this licensing procedure relates to

control of monetary exchange ie to paYment of freight charges
in Venezuelan currency at destination rather than in dollars in

the United States By virtue of this licensing procedure a sizeab le

amount of shipments moving to Venezeula now do so on a freight
collect basis The exact percentage relationship which such com

modities bear to the total volume imported into Venezuela has

not been estimated with precision Estimates varying from 20
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to 35 of the total appear in the record Unless commodities on

the import licensing list have been exonerated however every

carrier may compete for them There is only a vague suggestion
that since the control of routing tends to be exercised by consignees
in Venezuela there will therefore be a preference for the Vene

zuelan line as to this type of cargo The third and less important
classification of cargo is that which is subject to low import duties

known customarily as aforo estadistico cargo Unless the Min

ister of Fomento chooses to designate such cargo for exoneration

it is open to all carriers A final category for cargo not relevant

here is that imported for the exploration of oil in Venezuela which

is exonerated but not restricted to CAVN

20 Certain special type cargoes have been removed from free

access to the various carriers as a result of the pressures of the
Ship Venezuelan campaign Thus contractors engaged in public

works on behalf of the Venezuelan Government customarily insert

clauses in their contracts which restrict carriage of imports to

CAVN However the Ship Venezuelan campaign has not de

prived the non Venezuelan lines of appreciable cargo

21 Only exonerated cargo and cargo shipped to contractors

for the Venezuelan Government are required to move via CAVN

The exonerated cargo now restricted to CA VN approximates 25

of the total movement CAVN records indicate that in 1960 out

of a total of 2 million tons imported into Venezuela from all over

the world 600 000 tons were exonerated i e 30 but this figure
is subject to considerable explanation Over half of it 308 000

tons constituted bulk wheat another 250 000 tons represented
homogenous cargo such as fertilizer copra sesame seeds Thus

only 42 000 tons 2 1 of the 1960 exonerated cargo were gen
eral commodities

22 The best available estimate of cargo covered by the agree
ment is 25 of the trade total and assuming that only Grace and

CAVN can lift this percentage it follows that about 75 of the
total cargo in the trade is freely accessible to the other lines

There is no showing that the other lines have been or will be

disadvantaged or unable to attract cargo in the 75 category
Indeed despite the Ship Venezuela campaign CAVN lost a

substantial percentage of cargo consigned to the Venezuelan
Government itself between 1959 and 1960 dropping from 64 6

to 48 3 On the other hand Netherlands participation in such
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cargo climbed from 15 to 3 9 Alcoa s from to 6 8

and Viking s from 24 to 13 1 while Grace s dropped from

8 3 to 4 3 Figures for the first nine months of 1961 show

CAVN rising to 61 Netherlands slipping back to 2 2 Alc0a

climbing sharply to 22 although a good portioof this might
have been fertilizer and Viking declining to 10 There is no

indic tion that cargo which was freely accessible was lost by
Alcoa or the other protestants for reasons other than normal

competitive selection based on requirements of service Alcoa

admits losing oil equipment cargo to Grace by reason of the

superior service offered by Grace

23 Analysis of the carryings of the protestants reveals that

they can be expected to continue to secure substantial exouer ted

cargo if the agreement is approved It is true that as an assQci te
of CAVN it win no longer be necessary for Grace to rely on

shippers obtaining waivers from CAVN as they must continue

to do it they are to ship via the three protes ants Iowever the

protestants will cettainly carry exonerated cargo in instan ces

where CAVN cannot do so nd Grace does not offer servic either

to the port of export or for the type of commodity to be lifted
The ecord indicate that shippers will probably have to rely oil

lines other than Grace when cargo is moving from SOQth At antic

ports and from Searsport Maine and on shipments of bulk wheat
an important commodity in this trade Also there are significant
exclusions from cargo subject to the proposed agreement namely
FIO shipments explQsives gold and silver bullion or coins dry

or liquid cargo in bulk heavy lift pieces or packages exceeding 35
metric tons mail passenger baggage automobiles accompany ing
passengers or shipped as baggage and livestock Bulk wheat

moves in volume on an FIO basis and constitutes almost one

half of Alcoa s estimatedcarryings in the trade Alcoa carries

an estimated 1000 tons a month and also vigorously competes for

other bulk comlllodities Bulk wheat which Grace does not carry
co stitutes a sizeable portion of cargo for which CAVN has

granted waivers Thus from New York City out of 13 319 884

kilo tons waived by CAVN from February 14 to December 31

1961 3 000 000 constituted wheat From Baltimore in the same

period out of 25 485 417 kilo tons waived some 25 414 839 were

wheat

J24 CAVN does not waive cargo to any particular carrier It

waives to the shipper who then makes his own sel tion of a
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carrier The president of CAVN indicated that it will continue

its present policy of granting waivers liberally but intimated

that should the agreement in question not be approved CAVN

may reconsider this liberal policy since absent approval CAVN

will not have the access it desires to cargoes reserved to American

flag vessels

25 Shippers with waivers will remain free to select any

carrier even if this agreement is approved The status of Grace as

an associate of CAVN enables a shipper to utilize Grace if he so

chooses without securing a waiver but should he obtain a waiver

he may select any carrier he wishes While CAVN has in its own

ships sufficient capacity to carryall cargo offered from New York

the record shows that CAVN has granted aivers from New

York on 14 950 259 kilo tons of cargo Where CAVN grants
waivers any carrier can secure the exonerated cargo and Grace

has and will have no special claim to it Nor will exonerated cargo
have to filter through Grace to other carriers as it must through
CAVN

26 Much exonerated cargo is of a type that Grace would not

carry even if the shipper solicited that line instead of CAVN

Some of it Grace d s not find attractive and does not carry at

all and it would be no more attractive to Grace if the agreement
is approved than it is now As alrea y mentioned Grace does

not carry wheat in bulk considering it incompatible with its berth
service in this trade Likewise Grace finds fertilizer unattractive

and shippers do not usually come to it for carriage of that com

modity Additional commodities such as pulp paperboard or

cardboard which Alcoa claims are important articles subject to

exoneration together with wheat and fertilizer are considered by
Grace to be unattractive cargoes These move largely from South
Atlantic ports and from Searsport Maine which are ports not

served regularly by Grace Thus even under the agreement there

will remain a good deal of exonerated cargo that third flag lines

such as protestants will carry

27 To the extent that Grace may divert cargo from the

protestants such cargo does not constitute the lifeblood of their
business Of the 15 leading commodities carried by Alcoa in 1961

only four can be definitely identified as exonerated namely corn

newsprint paperboard and wheat Six of such commodities

namely bentonite corn oats soda ash sulphur and wheat move

primarily from the Gulf a trading area beyond the confines of
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the proposed agreement and three more move from ports from

which Grace offers no regular service namely newsprint paper
board and woodpulp Bulk wheat appears to constitute almost

half of Alcoa s participation in the trade Netherlands was unable

to state how much exonerated cargo it has carried and has made

no calculations as to the effect of Decree 331 It appears unable

to determine definitely which of the 15 leading commodities it is

accustomed to carry have been exonerated Netherlands acknowl

edges that it has probably carried exonerated cargo which CAVN

was unable to carry because of limited capacity or lack of service

to the port from which the cargo moved Of the 15 most important
commodities carried by Viking only t ree or four could be identi

fied as exonerated Certain commodities such as paper board
feldspar and aluminum sulphate were lost by Viking because of

inability of the shipper to obtain a waiver from CAVN Viking
vigorously sought out other cargo to replace these losses and was

able to improve its position in the latter part of 1961

28 There is no evidence that the agreement will adversely
affect any port interest The Board of Commissioners of the Port

of New Orleans and the Alabama State Docks Department failed

to produce data as required in the prehearing conference An

employee of the former testified as Alcoa s witness that the

agreement is per se monopolistic and therefore contrary to the

Shipping Act 1916 and that we also feel that the agreement
in conjunction with the Venezuelan Government decrees will

operate to the disadvan tage of the Port of New Orleans by
adding Atlantic Coast sailings which can handle exonerated

cargoes An employee of the latter also an Alcoa witness testified

it fears that the concerted sales efforts of Grace and CAVN

twill draw Venezuelan tonnage away from Mobile to Atlantic

Coast ports and that these lines may curtail or discontinue their

service from Mobile However neither witness had any informa

tion as to the amount of traffic actually or potentially involved or

the traffic handled by the parties to this proceeding through their

ports and their claims were in no way substantiated

29 To the extent the Gulf is competitive for Venezuelan

cargo it is due to its geographical location inh nd freight rate

advantages and specialized storage facilities for certain com

modities None of these will be affected by the agreement In

addition it is inherently improbable that CAVN would divert
Venezuelan Government cargo now moving out of the Gulf where
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III
CAVN has the exclusive control to the Atlantic Coast where it I
would be accessible to Grace without waivers and CAVN denies I
arty such intention

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As already noted the Examiner concluded that the agreement
should be disapproved The underlying reason for this conclusion

was the failure in the Examiner s view of Grace and CAVN to

overcome the burden on them of proving that the proposed
agreement was lawful The Examiner reasoned that under the

provisions of Rule 10 0 of our Rules of ractice and Procedure

respondents as proponents in quest of an order by the Com

mission approving the proposed agreement had the burden of

proving that the proposed agreement is not violative of any of

the statutory provisions specified in the order of the Commis iotl

instituting the investigation in Docket No 970 W think this

is an oversimplification of the problem and a misconstruction of

Rule 10 0 as applied to this proceeding Upon a careful review

of the record before us we find that there is ample evidence on

which to base a decision ort the merits In view of such evidence

the case does not turn on and it is unnecessary to discuss ques
tions involving burden of proof

In rejecting the agreement the Examiner also made the
fol

lowing conclusory statement

The evidence of record clearly demonstrates that the proposed agreement
if approved would create unjust and unfair discriminations which would

prefer respondents over interveners favor ports served by Grace Line prefer
shippers exporters and importers who use such ports and prejudice shippers
exporters and importers unable to use such ports operate to the detriment
of the commerce of the United States and be contrary to the public interest
inviolation of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended subject
ports not served by Grace Line to undue and unreasonable prejudice and

disadvantage in violation of section 16 Of the Act

We disagree with this statement It is without adequate founda

tion in the record and no specific supporting reasons for it are

set forth in the Examiner s initial decision

Agreements within the scope of section 15 of the Act are

approvable unless we find them to be contrary to the provisions
of that section Section 15 in relevant part provides as follows

The Commission shall by order after notice and hearing disapprove cancel
or modify any agreement that it finds to be unjustly discriminatory or

unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between
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exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors or to operate
to the detriment of the commerce of the United States or to be contrary to

the public interest or to be inviolation of this Act and shall approve all other

agreements modifications or cancellations

The agreement cannot be condemned upon any of the above

grounds A careful review of the agreement has convinced us

insofar as it is possible to predict that neither party will employ
it to impose oppressive conditions or extort unreasonable pay

ments The agreement does not set up nor will it set up a

monopoly or lessen competition between the parties to an objec
tionable extent and it does not contain any specific provision
which would be ground for disapproval

The agreement is concerned with about 25 of the cargo

moving in the southbound trade from United States Atlantic

ports to Venezuela It is apparent that the real basis for the

Examiners disapproval of the agreement is the theory that

operations under it will result in the protestants being squeezed
out of the trade or at the least being so seriously injured that

there would be no real chance that they would long continue to

serve the route and that this would be unjustly discriminatory
and unfair as between carriers in violation of the Act detrimental

to the commerce of the United States and contrary to the public
interest We find ourselves unable to conclude that this will or

is likely to happen The evidence does not show and we do not

think the agreement will eliminate or seriously restrict Alcoa

Netherlands or Viking as carriers on the route It is not so

intended and is not reasonably likely to have that result

This brings us to the basic question what is the agreement
intended to do and what are its reasonably likely results Article

10 which the Examiner rightly terms the Hmost important pro

vision in the agreement has become known in this proceeding
as the equal access clause It reads

COOPERA TION

00 In order that both lines may enjoy equal access to all cargoes as

defined in Article 4 it is agreed that C A V N and Grace Line obligate them

selves to comply with all necessary proceedings so that the legal or admini

strative regulations in force in the United States and Venezuela regarding
the reservation and protection of cargo to their respective merchant marines

are extended to both lines

This clause in particular and the effectiveness of the entire

agreement in general operate to make Grace and only Grace an

associated service of CAVN The mutual benefit accruing to
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Grace and CAVN through the Hassociation of Grace is imme

diately apparent when the impact of the legislation and decrees of

their respective governments is considered The association of

Grace clears the way to participation by both lines in the carriage
of cargo otherwise unaccessible to them It is the fact that Grace

alone is made an associate that is the crux of the controversy
The immediate benefit to CAVN is that when Grace the only line

flying the American flag in the trade becomes an associated serv

ice of CAVN the discrimination of Decree 331 against American

flag vessels disappears and CAVN by the same token becomes

eligible to carry up to 5000 of Export Import Bank cargo

moving to Venezuela To this Alcoa Netherlands and Viking
cannot object because the approval of this agreement has no bear

iug on their ability to carry Export Import Bank cargo

It is to be foted that the Examiner has not found that operations
under the agreement are intended or reasonably likely to squeeze
Alcoa Netherlands or Viking out of the trade In the light of the

oral testimony on behalf of the protestants no such finding cail

be made With commendable candor witnesses whose interest

pointed in the direction of such a finding in effect refused to say
that if the agreement is approved their lines will cease operating
in the trade nor could they point to any specific curtailment of

the service they render shippers that would result from such

approval

Mr Bell a director of Alcoa who is also its vice president and

treasurer and has been with Alcoa approximately 20 years was

asked by his own attorney to state Alcoa s plans if the agree

ment is approved He replied
We plan to do our utmost to stay in the Venezuelan trade

no matter whether or not this pool goes through we hope to be able to stay
in the Venezuelan trade In other words we have no plans for pulling out of
the trade because of the pooling at the present time

Mr Kieft managing director of Netherlands who has served
that company for 36 years during much of which time he lived in

the Caribbean area was examined at length about the effect of the

agreement on Netherlands Venezuelan operation In reply he

testified that while the agreement represented a serious threat to

Netherlands the line has not so far considered withdrawing even

from its minor port service in the trade or reducing its fre

quency Inasmuch as this minor port service is much less profit
able than Netherlands service to major Venezuelan ports it is a
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rfair inference that Netherlands is not considering abandoning or

cutting down its major port service either

Mr Dooley vice president of Viking s general agent who has
had 15 years of maritime experience said that Viking had

learned to live with Decree 331 and that Viking s main worry
was with the possibility of new decrees and regulations rather
than with the agreement itself This witness in no way indicated
that Viking is giving any consideration to abandoning or restrict

ing its service if the agreement becomes effective Viking s policy
as stated by this witness of cutting conference rates 10 and its

payments of 2V2 minimum and up to 10 maximum brokerage
are certainly competitive advantages against CAVN which follows

conference rates and Grace Alcoa and Netherlands who are con

ference members

The failure of any of the protestants to submit testimony that
the agreement would have specific results requiring that it be dis

approved is in itself strong evidence that such results cannot

reasonably be foreseen As heretofore stated the Examiner did

not make findings showing that Alcoa Netherlands or Viking will
be driven from the trade or that their service will be impaired He
did say that they Hfear CAVN s and Grace s increased competi
tive abilities and indicated their fears were well founded
these fears are not imaginary but may be reasonably deduced

from existing facts But evidentiary support for this deduction
is lacking

The language used by the Examiner appears to have been drawn
from West Coast Line Inc et ale v Grace Line Inc et al 3 F M B
586 595 1951 wherein the Federal Maritime Board said that it
was only able to decide cases on the evidence of existing facts and
che reasonable deductions to be drawn therefrom and not on

speculativ possibilities The Board approved the agreement
chere involved notwithstanding a contention that there was a

reasonable possibility that the proposed agreement might have

an unjustly discriminatory or unfair result It thus took the view
which we share that something more than a fear of increased

ompetition is necessary to justify a fi ding that an agreement is

lnjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers contrary to
he public interest or otherwise merits disapproval under section
L5 of the Act

Apparently the Examiner was of the opinion that in the imme

Hate future CAVN and Grace as a result of this agreement will

7 F M C
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e Any termination of this agreement not in accordance with the pro
visions hereof and any modification of this agreement shall not be vali
or binding upon the parties unless and until it has been filed and approve
by the Federal Maritime Board andor the Maritime Administration of th
United States Department of Commerce Washington D C or by 01
appropriate successor US Government agency or agencies in accordant

with the provisions of Section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended
andor in accordance with the contractual obligation of Grace Line to tit
United States and also unless and until it has been filed with and approve
by the appropriate authorities of the Government of Venezuela
f In case of any termination or cancellation of this agreement poo

revenue and settlements shall be computed and made as of the date of sucl
termination or cancellation

SUSPENSION

13 Should either party hereto be unable to maintain the minimum railings
or to provide sufficient cargo capacity in the trade as required by this agree
meat due to outbreak of war restraint of Governments princes or people
of any nation or the United Nations or Act of God other than orrdinars
storms or inclement weather conditions earthquakes explosions fire strikes
or other industrial disturbances riots insurrection sabotage blockades em
bargoes epidemics barratry or piracy or due to any other circumstances
beyond the control of such party then the force of this agreement may be
suspended by either of the parties upon prompt written notice of such party
to the other such suspension to continue during the period over which the
maintenance of service is affected

ARBITRATION

14 Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this contract
or the breach thereof shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the
Rules of the Inter American Commercial Arbitration Commission This

agreement shall be enforceable and judgment upon any award rendered by
all or a majority of the arbitrators may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction The arbitration shall be held either in Caracas or New York

as the parties may mutually agree

SUCCESSORS

15 This agreement shall be binding upon each line its successors and
assigns

NOTIFICATION

16 A copy of any notice regarding cancellation or suspension given
hereunder shall be promptly despatched to the Federal Maritime Board and
to the Maritime Administration of the United States Department of Com
merce Washington D C by the party giving such notice

CONSULTATION

17 Since the parties desire to mutually collaborate in the development
of and the rendering of service in the trade the parties shall make every
effort to resolve any differences that might arise by mutual accord To this
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md conversations between the parties shall be held at least once every six

nonths

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have caused this agreement
0 be executed by their respective officers or representatives thereunto duly

l uthorized as of the day and year herein first above shown

GRACE LINE INC

pOl
Manuel Diaz

Vice President

par
Robert C Alsop
Assistant Secretary

E
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b GENERAL WAIVERS

In certain circumstances recipient nation vessels may be authorized tc
share in the ocean carriage of ExportImport Bank financed movements
notwithstanding the availability of US flag vessels under socalled General
Waivers Such participation representing a reduction of the US flag
share may be granted when the Maritime Administration is satisfied that
parity of treatment is extended to US vessels in the trade of the foreign
nation When foreign borrowers official or private desire such genera
waivers in order to make partial use of their own national flag vessels
application may be made to the Maritime Administration Office of Shir
Operations directly or through the Export Import Bank for a genera
waiver applicable to the particular credit When application is made by
private interests sponsorship by an official of the foreign government may
be requested in order to obtain satisfactory understanding that the recipient
nation undertakes to Maintain conditions of fair and equitable treatment
for US flag shipping

3 CONSIDERATIONS INFLUENCING APPROVAL OF APPLICATION
FOR GENERAL WAIVERS

In the disposition of applications for general waivers under Paragraph
2 b the Maritime Administration will take into consideration

a the treatment accorded US flag vessels in the trade with the

recipient nation particularly whether US flag vessels have parity of
opportunity visavis national flag or other foreign flag vessels to solicit
and participate in movements controlled in the foreign nation parity in the
application of consular invoice fees port charges and facilities also parity
of exchange treatment including the privilege of converting freight col
lections to dollars as needed Information will be sought from US ship
owners and other sources as to their experiences in the particular trade
b the national policy of the United States as well as the purpose of

the ExportImport Bank in authorizing the credit

4 CONDITIONS OF GENERAL WAIVERS WHEN APPROVED

a Such waivers if granted shall apply only to vessels of recipient
nation registry to the extent of their capacity to carry the cargo based on
normal flow of the traffic from interior through ports of shipment and not
in excess of fifty percent of the total movement under the credit

b General waivers will normally apply throughout the life of the credit
but may be reconsidered at any time by the Maritime Administration or
the ExportImport Bank in the light of altered circumstances

c The record of flag distribution between US and foreign vessels
shall be based on 1 manifest weight in the case of bulk cargoes such as
coal and grain 2 ocean freight revenue in the case of machinery equip
ment and miscellaneous general cargo on liner vessels 3 such other unit
as may be found suitable in exceptional circumstances

d Applicants or their representatives in the United States shall provide
reports of movements to the Maritime Administration Office of Ship Opera
tions at monthly or other intervals as arranged in the general form of
enclosure hereto The data to be included on these reports may be varied
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by the Maritime Administration to meet specific circumstances of the move

ments from time to time

6 EXPORTER CREDITS

a U S exporters who obtain so called exporter credits or lines of credit

from the Export Import Bank may apply directly to the Maritime Adminis

tration Office of Ship Operations as provided in paragraph 2 a above

when it appears that U S flag vessels will not be available

b Exporters may also apply for a general waiver for participation of

recipient nation vessels as provided for foreign borrowers in paragraph
2 b hereof and consideration will be given to such application along the

lines set forth in the several paragraphs hereof to the extent they are

applicable
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APPENDIX III

RULES AND REGULATIONS TO MEET CONDITIONS

UNFAVORABLE TO SHIPPING DISCRIMINATION

BY THE GOVERNMENT OF VENEZUELA

WHEREAS Circular No 166 dated September 28 1959 issued by the
Government of Venezuela provides that all private contractors who enter
into public works contracts with the Venezuelan Government shall be re
quired to use the steamships of Compania Anonima Venezolana de Nave
gacion whenever they find it necessary to bring in equipment and materia
from abroad and

WHEREAS Decree No 331 dated February 9 1961 issued by the Ministry
of Development of the Government of Venezuela provides Total or partia
exoneration of import duties to be processed through this Ministry in ac
cordance with regulations of Executive Decree No 255 of March 18 1960
is conditioned on the compliance on the part of the beneficiary with the
obligation of transporting the machinery tools raw materials and other
items imported on Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion or its
associated services and

WHEREAS under Decree No 480 dated March 17 1961 and Decree No
492 dated April 6 1961 issued by the Government of Venezuela and uncles
regulations effective pursuant to these Decrees all freight charges upon

imports into Venezuela included in the List of Importations of the Con
trolled Market must be paid in Venezuelan currency by the importer in
Venezuela and such importer is prohibited from remitting such charges
abroad and further the non Venezuelan transportation companies including
United States flag carriers must collect such charges in Venezuelan cur
rency and are required to accept payment at a currency exchange rate
fixed by the Venezuelan Government but as to a portion of such charges
may exchange that portion into their own national currency or other cur
rencies only at a relatively unfavorable free market exchange rate and

further the List of Importations of the Controlled Market referred to in
said Decrees No 480 and No 492 is contained in Gaceta Oflcia No 680 Extra
ordinario dated March 29 1961 as amended by Gaceta Wcio No 685 Extra
ordinario dated May 24 1961 issued by the Government of Venezuela and
comprises an extensive list of commodities and

WHEREAS Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion is a Vene

zuelan national flag line owned by the Venezuelan Government and
WHEREAS the effect of Venezuelan Circular No 166 and Venezuelan

Decree No 331 is to completely foreclose United States flag and other flag
vessels from competing for cargo subject thereto the effect of Decrees No
480 and No 492 and the regulations thereunder is arbitrarily to deprive
exporters from the United States of control of the routing of any imports
on said List of Importations of the Controlled Market and to transfer
such control to Venezuelan importers without regard to normal freely
competitive commercial practices to the benefit of Compania Anonima
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Venezolana de Navegacion and to the detriment of other carriers including
United States flag carriers and the further effect of Decrees No 480 and

No 492 and the regulations thereunder is to impose discriminatory cur

rency exchange restrictions upon such other carriers and

WHEREAS the foregoing Venezuelan laws rules and regulations also

ause diversion of cargo not otherwise subject thereto due to uncertainty
on the part of merchants as to the extent to which particular shipments
are subject to such laws rules and regulations and due to advantages of

consolidated pier delivery where only a portion of each consolidated ship
ment is subject thereto and

WHEREAS the total effect of said Venezuelan laws rules and regula
tions and competitive methods or practices is to cause an artificial diversion

If cargo to Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion and associated

services unrelated to normal freely competitive commercial practices and

WHEREAS during the base period on the basis

of the weight of the cargo carried Compania Anonima Venezolana de Nave

gacion carried of the total exports from the United States car

ried by it and United States flag vessels from United States Atlantic Coast

ports north of Hatteras to Venezuela and of the total of such

exports carried from United States Gulf of Mexico ports to Venezuela and

WHEREAS it is reasonable to conclude that any freight revenue here

after accrued to Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion for trans

portation of exports from the United States to Venezuela in a proportion
in excess of the above stated proportion accrued in the qase period is a

result of a diversion of cargo to Compania Anonima Venezolana de Nave

gacion by said Venezuelan discriminatory laws rules and regulations and

competitive methods or practices and

WHEREAS the benefit or advantage hereafter derived therefrom by
Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion after giving consideration to

out of pocket handling costs will be equal to at least 50 of that portion
of the total freight revenue accruing to it for the transportation of cargo

from the United States to Venezuela in excess of the above stated propor

tion accrued to Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion in the base

period and

WHEREAS the Federal Maritime Board has found that the said Vene

zuelan laws rules and regulations and competitive methods or practices are

discriminatory in favor of vessels of Compania Anonima Venezolana de

Navegacion and associated services and against vessels of other flags in

cluding the United States flag confer an unjust unfair and undue advantage
upon the owners operators agents and masters of vessels of Compania
Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion and associated serYices and are detl i

mental to vessels of such other flag including the United States flag in

the foreign trade from the United States to Venezuela thereby creating a

general or special condition unfavorable to shipping in that trade and that

said condition arises out of or results from Venezuelan laws rules or

regulations or from competitive methods or practices employed by owners

operators agents or masters of Venezuelan national flag vessels and
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WHEREAS despite the requests of the United States Government the
Government of Venezuela has failed to remove these discriminations with
respect to shipping in the foreign trade of the United States and

WHEREAS the Federal Maritime Board is authorized and directed pur
suant to authority vested in it by section 191b of the Merchant Marine
Act 1920 as amended 46 USC 876 to make rules and regulations
affecting shipping in the foreign trade not in conflict with law in order to
adjust or meet general or special conditions unfavorable to shipping in the
foreign trade whether in any particular trade or upon any particular route
or in commerce generally and which arise out of or result from foreign
laws rules or regulations or from competitive methods or practices em
ployed by owners operators agents or masters of vessels of a foreign
country and

WHEREAS the Federal Maritime Board by General Order No 88 adopted
February 1 1960 46 CFR 206302206203 provided

f206302 Imposition of equalization fees or charges
The Federal Maritime Board in order to counteract the adverse effect

of fees or charges imposed by a foreign government which discriminates
directly or indirectly against vessels documented under the laws of the
United States will impose equalizing fees or charges against vessels fly
ing the flag of the discriminating country or vessels owned operated or
chartered by shipping companies to which such foreign government has
extended the same preferential treatment accorded to vessels flying the
flags of the discriminating country andor the users of the services of
said vessels

1206303 Other offsetting regulations
If and when other discriminatory practices against vessels documented

under the laws of the United States are found to exist offsetting regula
tions will be imposed by the Federal Maritime Board

and

WHEREAS the Federal Maritime Board has found it necessary to adopt
regulations affecting shipping in the foreign trade in order to adjust or
meet said general or special condition unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
trade from the United States to Venezuela

NOW THEREFORE pursuant to section 191b of the Merchant Marine
Act 1920 as amended 46 USG 876 section 204 of the Merchant Marine
Act 1936 as amended 46 USC 1114 sections 101 and 104 of the Re
organization Ilan No 21 of 1950 64 Stat 1273 and other pertinent laws
the Federal Maritime Board hereby prosposes to adopt the following
regulations

1 The Federal Maritime Board has determined that the Government of
Venezuela is engaged in discriminatory cargo routing practices against
vessels of United States registry in favor of national flag vessels of Com
pania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion and in favor of other vessels

chartered to or operated by Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion
or associated companies to which Venezuela has extended the same privileges
and benefits as are accorded the vessels of Compania Anonima Venezolana
de Navegacion Snch national flag and other vessels are herein referred to
as favored vessels
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2 The Federal Maritime Board has further determined that Compania
Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion and associated services and the owner
operator agent and master of any favored vessel which carries exports
from the United States to Venezuela receive an unjust unfair and undue
advantage from such discriminatory cargo routing practices resulting in a
condition unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade of the United States
which arises out of or results from foreign laws rules or regulations or
from competitive methods employed by owners operators agents or masters
of vessels of a foreign country

3 In order to meet or adjust such unfavorable condition and to offset
the discriminatory benefit derived therefrom the Federal Maritime Board

will impose an offsetting charge against Compania Anonima Venezolana de
Navegacion its associated services and the owners operators agents or
masters of their vessels whenever it appears that the discriminatory cargo
routing practices referred to herein have resulted in a diversion of cargo
carried by United States flag vessels Such diversion and the offsetting

charge will be determined as more specifically set forth
4 The owner operator agent or master of any favored vessel which

carries exports from the United States to Venezuela shall within four days
excluding Saturdays Sundays and holidays after departure of the vessel
from the last United States port of call file with the Federal Maritime Board
Washington 25 D C a complete manifest of all exports from the United
States to Venezuela carried by such vessel Such manifest shall show the

name of the vessel the owner operator agent and master the date of de
parture of the vessel from the last United States port of call the anticipated
first port and date of arrival in Venezuela the total weight of the exports
from the United States to Venezuela carried thereon in pounds and the total
ocean freight revenue accruing to the carrier for the transportation of such
exports from the United States to Venezuela stated in United States dollars
and shall further show for each individual export shipment

a The name of the shipper and of the consignee

b The description of the shipment including where applicable number
and type of packages to be shipped and the marks and numbers thereof
weight in pounds measuren ent if expected to be rated on a measure
ment basis and the applicable freight rates in United States dollars and

c The total freight revenue accruing to the carrier for the transporta
tion from the United States to Venezuela stated in United States dollars

5 The owner operator agent or roaster of any United States flag vessel
which carries exports from the United States to Venezuela shall within
four days excluding Saturdays Sundays and holidays after departure
of the vessel from the last United States port of call file with the Federal
Maritime Board Washington 25 D C a report showing the name of the
vessel the owner operator agent and master the date of departure of the
vessel from the last United States port of call the anticipated first port and
date of arrival in Venezuela the total weight of the exports from the United
States to Venezuela carried thereon in pounds and the total freight revenue
accruing to the carrier for the transportation of such exports from the

United States to Venezuela stated in United States dollars

FMC
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6 The Federal Maritime Board shall keep for each calendar quarter
records of the total freight revenue from exports to Venezuela carried by
Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion and associated services sepa
rately from United States Atlantic Coast ports north of Hatteras United
States Atlantic Coast ports south of Hatteras and the Gulf and Pacific
Coasts of the United States and similar records of the total freight revenue
from exports to Venezuela carried on United States flag vessels The Federal
Maritime Board shall also keep current such totals for each quarter The

Federal Maritime Board upon request shall promptly make such totals

available to authorized representatives of Compania Anonima Venezolana
de Navegacion and associated services and the interested United States flag
carriers

7 A diversion of cargo from United States flag vessels to favored

vessels will be considered to have resulted from Venezuelan discriminatory
cargo routing practices whenever at the end of any ealendar quarter it
appears to the Federal Maritime Board that the proportion of the revenue
accrued in that quarter by Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion
and associated services for transportation of exports from the United States
to Venezuela as against that accrued by United States flag carriers from
the United States coastal district is greater than the relative percentage
proportions carried by favored vessels and United States flag vessels during
the base period in the same trade

In the event the Federal Maritime Board finds such a diversion in any

quarter it shall impose upon Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion
its associated services and the owner operator agent or master of any
favored vessel or any one or more of them an offsetting charge equal to 50
percent of the revenue accrued from cargo which has been diverted Notice

to any one of the foregoing shall constitute notice to each of them Such

charge shall be payable within days after notice and shall bear

interest at the rate of 6 percent per annum thereafter

If in any quarter next succeeding a quarter in which a diversion has
been found and an offset charge determined favored vessels accrue less

than the relative percentage proportion of revenue based upon their carryings
during the base period said deficiency may be back no more than one quarter
to reduce the charge previously determined This subparagraph shall apply
only if a satisfactory bond or other guarantee has been posted as hereinafter
provided

8 The percentage relationships derived from the base period
may be amended by the Federal Maritime Board when necessary

to take into consideration any substantial variation in service vessels or
equipment of either favored vessels or of United States ships from existing
service or when otherwise necessary or appropriate to meet or adjust the
said condition unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade
9 In order to insure collection of any applicable charges or penalties re

sulting from these regulations the Federal Maritime Board may require
Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navegacion or its associated services or
the owner operator agent or master of any favored vessel to post with it a
bond or other guarantee the form and amount of which shall be determined
by the Federal Maritime Board
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10 Any owner operator agent or master who fails to comply with any

provision of these regulations shall be subject to all applicable remedies and

penalties provided by law in addition to the offsetting charge herein provided
11 These regulations shall not apply with respect to the carriage of

exports from the United States to Venezuela as to which the Federal Mari

time Board hereafter finds that Venezuela does not or has ceased to employ
or enforce its discriminating cargo routing practices The Federal Maritime

Board hereby finds that the discriminatory cargo routing practices of the
Government of Venezuela have no present impact with respect to the car

riage of exports from United States Pacific Coast ports to Venezuela T w

Federal Maritime Board finds that Compania Anonima Venezolana de Navega
cion does not presently maintain a regularly scheduled service from United
States Atlantic Coast ports south of Baltimore to Venezuela These regula
tions shall not apply to the trade from United States Pacific Coast ports to

Venezuela or to the trade from Unitoo States Atlantic Coast ports south

of Baltimore to Venezuela until further notice
12 The Federal Maritime Board may from time to time by appropriate

notice modify or amend or suspend these regula ions in whole or in part if it

finds that such action is required or appropriate in order to adjust or meet

the discriminating cargo routing practices of Venezuela or to place the

favored vessels on a parity with vessels of the United States in competing
for cargo or to reciprocate modification amendment or suspension of the

Venezuelan discriminatory cargo routing practices
13 If the Federal Maritime Board hereafter finds the offseting charge

herein provided is insufficient to adjust or meet the discriminatory cargo

routing practices involved it will give consideration to increasing said

charge
Persons interested in the proposed regulations may file with the Secretary

Federal Maritime Board Washington 25 D C U S A written comments

thereon and request for hearing if desired original and fifteen copies within

days after publication of this order in the Federal Register

Dated June 1961

By the Board

SEAL

Secretary
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ORDER

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 967

ALCOA STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC

v

CIA ANONIMA VENEZOLANA DE NAVEGACION ET AL

No 970

AGREEMENTS 8640 AND 86401 BETWEEN GRACE LINE INC AND
CIA ANONIMA DE NAVEGACION COVERING POOLING IN THE

NORTH ATLANTIC VENEZUELA TRADE

The Commission having on this day entered its report contain
ing its findings and conclusions herein which report is made a
part hereof

It is ordered

1 That agreements 8640 and 86401 be and they are hereby
approved

2 That Docket No 967 be and it hereby is dismissed and

3 That Docket No 970 be and it hereby is discontinued

By the Commission September 5 1962

Sgd THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 870

PACIFIC COAST EUROPEAN CONFERENCEEXCLUSIVE

PATRONAGE CONTRACTS

DENIAL OF MOTION TO CLARIFY

ROLE OF HEARING COUNSEL

Decided September 18 1981

BY THE COMMISSION

Respondents Pacific Coast European Conference and its mem
ber lines seek an order from the Commission precluding Hearing
Counsel from taking the position of a prosecutor in this proceed
ing by filing exceptions to the ExaminersRecommended Decision
Respondent goes even further it objects to any participation in
this proceeding by Hearing Counsel on the ground that author
ity for the Commission to permit its own lawyers to participate
in proceedings before the Commission itself representing the

public interest does not exist in any statute

The Federal Maritime Board has already rejected this same

argument in this very proceeding then made in support of a mo
tion to dismiss by these respondents The argument is made again
because respondents contend that the Boards denial of the motion
to dismiss was arbitrary with no reasons given and that the

inference is inescapable that the Board evaded meeting the issues

Respondents seek to give the impression that their objections to
the participation of Hearing Counsel in Commission proceedings
have never been met To the contrary the same argument was
made to our predecessor the Federal Maritime Board in Docket
764 Mitsui SS Co Ltd v Anglo Canadian Shipping Co et al
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5 FMB 74 1956 The position was rejected there and upon
review of the Boards decision in Docket 764 respondent again
made the same argument to the Circuit Court of Appeals The

Court relegated respondents contention to footnote 2 of its opinion
and there stated

Petitioners respondents questioning the standing of this Public Counsel
assert he was employed not by the Board but by the Federal Maritime
Administration We consider this unimportant since the Board permitted
this intervenor whoever he was to speak on behalf of the public This was
a matter within the Boardsdiscretion

Significantly this case was a complaint proceeding in which
Public Counsel had intervened In such a ease the adversary sys
tem traditional to Anglo American jurisprudence can be reason
ably expected to work its usual result of a full exposition of both
sides of every issue In a complaint case the Boardsand the Com
missionsRules of Practice and Procedure allow the participation
of Hearing Counsel only upon leave to intervene

The instant proceeding is vastly different in nature and scope
It is an investigation instituted by the Commission itself In such
a proceeding the exclusion of Hearing Counsel would leave re
spondents unopposed and free to state without fear of contradic
tion any and all contentions no matter how erroneous or frivolous
they may be No cross examination of witness and no rebuttal
testimony nor evidence would ever be produced Indeed the ques
tions which themselves gave rise to the investigation would for
ever remain onesided and incapable of impartial resolution We

find it difficult to believe that contentions for this result can be

seriously made

We are unimpressed by respondents contentions concerning our
lack of statutory authority Review of the Rules of Practice of
other federal administrative agencies reveals that Hearing
Counsel or Board Counsel are extensively employed by other
regulatory agencies eg Securities and Exchange Commission 17
CFR 20117 Federal Power Commission 18 CFR 11f
14 18 Federal Communications Commission 47 CFR 176
1842 1846 1853 1854 1859 Civil Aeronautics Board 14

CFR 30230 302210 302215 203301 Interstate Commerce
Commission 46 USC 16 11

Section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 contains the Commissions
authority to conduct investigations in such manner and by such

The case was then styled AngleCanadian Shipping Co Ltd v US sad FM
264 F 2d 406 1969
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means and make such order as it deems proper We find it diffi

cult to conceive of a broader grant and it clearly suffices here

Since we reject respondents contention regarding our lack of

statutory authority to allow the participation of Hearing Counsel

in this proceeding we must consider their alternative request fo
clarification of Hearing Counsel s role

Respondents contend that recent decisions of the Commission

preclude further participation by Hearing Counsel in this proceed
ing and that he should not be allowed to file exceptions to the

Recommended Decision Respondents cite Docket 882 Unap

proved Section 15 Agreements South African Trade decided

April 9 1962 Docket 916Investigation of Practices etc West

Coast of Italy Sicilian and Adriatic Ports North Atlantic Range
Trade Grant of Petition of Hearing Counsel July 11 1962 and

Docket 896 Unapproved Agreement Coal to Japan Korea de

cided August 2 1962 It is respondents contention that these

decisions are inconsistent with Rule 3 b of our Rules of Practice

and Procedure which respondents say provides merely that Hear

ing Counsel shall actively participate in any proceedings to the

extent that he deems required in the public interest The rule to

which respondents refer was superseded in its entirety by the

present rule 3 b which became effective April 4 1954 46 C F R

20142 The new rule provides
The Assistant General Counsel for Litigation now Director Bureau of

Administrative Proceedings shall be a party to all proceedings governed by
the rules in this part except that in complaint proceedings under 20162

he may become a party only upon leave to intervene granted pursuant to

20174 The Director Bureau of Administrative Proceedings or his

representative shall be designated as Public Counsel now hearing
Counsel and shall be served with copies of all papers pleading and docu
ments in every proceeding governed by the rules in this part whether a

party of record or not Hearing Counsel shall actively participate in any

proceeding to which he is a party to the extent required in the public
interest subject to the separation of functions required by Section 5 c of

the Administrative Procedure Act

Were further clarification considered necessary itwas amply pro
vided in Commission Order No 1 Organization of the Federal
Maritime Commission amendment No 1 effective January 16

1962 27 F R 677 78 which provides
The Bureau of Administrative Proceedings acts as Hearing Counsel in all

formal investigations non adjudicatory investigations rulemaking pro

ceedings and any other proceedings initiated by the Federal Maritime

Commission under thEShipping Act 1916 and other applicable shipping
acts examines and cross examines witnesses prepares and files briefs

II
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motions exceptions and other legal documents and participates in oral
argument before the hearing examiners and the Federal Maritime Corn
mission arm as Hearing Counsel where intervention is permitted in
formal complaint proceedings initiated under section 22 of the Shipping
Act reviews and concurs in all recommendations of other bureaus recom
mending the institution of formal proceedings prepares all orders notices
and other documents which institute formal or informal Commission pro
ceedings furnishes consultative and advisory services and otherwise assists
other bureaus in formulating procedures to be followed in connection with
investigations andor formal Commission proceedings serves with the cone
currence of the Executive Director as requested by the General Counsel
and under his direction in matters of court litigation by or against the
Commission arising out of violations previously adjudicated by the Coma
mission

Respondents have obviously misread the recent Commission
decisions cited to us They contain nothing which is inconsistent
with the CommissionsRules of Practice and Procedure nor which
would require their revision under the Administrative Procedure
Act In each of the decisions cited the role of Hearing Counsel was
discussed only with regard to the practice of requiring from Hear
ing Counsel particularizations of charges against respondents
to Commission orders of investigation In this regard the Com
mission defined the primary mission of Hearing Counsel as that
of obtaining pertinent information in the discharge of his duty
to the public interest to insure that all probative evidence relevant
to the matters under investigation is developed to its fullest pos
sible extent To argue from this that Hearing Counsel may not
after developing a full and complete record take any position re
garding what that record demonstrates defies logic Respondents
would apparently have Hearing Counsel stand mute leaving them
free to interpret the evidence and the law as they choose thus
depriving the Commission of the development of a full and com
plete record This is absurd

If we have appeared to devote undue time and attention to the
Issues raised herein it was done in the hope of laying them to
rest finally

Respondents motion is denied

We note that in both Docket 882 and Docket 898 Hearing Counsel filed and the Commis
sion accepted exceptions to the Examinersdecision No decision by the Examiner has yet been
rendered In Docket 918

q FMC
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 990

ALASKA LIVESTOCK TRADING CO INC

v

ALEUTIAN MARINE TRANSPORT COMPANY INC

Decided September 18 196

Freight rate of 110 per cubic foot on grease wool in bags between

Unalaska Island and Seattle Washington found not to be unjust or un

reasonable within the meaning of Section 18 of the Shipping Act 1916

Order to be entered dismissing complaint

William H Bishop President of Alaska Livestock and Trading
Co Inc for Complainant

Niels P Thomsen President of Aleutian Marine Transport
Company Inc for Respondent

I

I

INITIAL DECISION OF E ROBERT EAVER EXAMINERl

The main question in this case is whether respondent s rate on

Nool from the Aleutians to Seattle is unj ustly or unreasonably
ligh

Complainant Alaska Livestock and Trading Co Inc is an

laska corporation which operates a sheep ranch at Chernofski

Bay on Unalaska Island in the Aleutian chain Respondent Aleu

ian Marine Transport Company Inc also an Alaska corporation
perates the Expansion a small dry cargo vessel in common

arriage of general cargo and a few passengers between the Aleu

1 In the absence of exceptions thereto by the parties and upon notice by the Commission
he initial decision of the Examiner became the decision of the Commission on the date shown

Section 8 a of the Administrative Procedure Act and Rules 18 d and 18 h of the
lommission s Rules of Practice and Procedure

7 F M C
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tion islands the Alaska mainland and Seattle and in carrying
mail between the Aleutians and Seward Alaska

The complaint alleges that the rate of 110 per cubic foot on
grease wool as shown in respondentsFreight Tariff No 1C Item
430 is an unjust and unreasonable rate in violation of Section 18
Shipping Act 1916 in that it is too high and also because the rate
should be based on the hundredweight rather than the cubic foot
Complainantscontentions regarding the proper unit upon which
the rate should be based are founded on the belief that the rate

should be110 per hundredweight In other words its interest in
this matter stems from the amount of the rate rather than from

other shipping matters that might be affected by a change in the
freighting unit from a cubic to a weight basis This was made

clear In the course of the hearing A rate of 110 per cubic foot
is the equivalent of approximately 10 per hundredweight

Neither side was represented by counsel at the hearing but each
appeared pro se by its President Mr William H Bishop com
plainantsPresident appeared and testified on behalf of complain
ant Mr Niels P Thomsen respondentsPresident appeared and
testified on behalf of respondent There were no other witnesses

Both of these gentlemen were completely forthright in the course
of the hearing For example Mr Bishop frankly acknowledged
the value of respondentsservice to this far outpost despite his
conviction that the rate on wool southbound is excessive

There is little if any factual dispute between the parties Re

spondent operates the Expansion as the mail boat on a twice
monthly schedule between Seward on the east and points along
the Aleutian chain as far west as Nikolski on Umnak Island in
the Aleutians on the west It also makes a monthly round voyage
between these points and Seattle Respondent carries the mail tc
and from these points in the Aleutians to Seward under a four
year contract with the United States Post Office Department foi
which respondent is paid 190000 per year On September 1
1961 this payment was reduced from 243000 to its present
amount

The Expansion has a cargo capacity of 250 tons cubic tons of
40 cubic feet all in a single hold This hold is equipped to handle
refrigerated cargo The Ezpansion is one hundred and fortyeighl
feet long has a beam of thirtyseven feet and a draft of twelvt
feet Patrons for her passenger space for twelve are available only
during three or four summer months
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The scope of respondent s operation is small and decreasing
Mr Thomsen founder and President serves as mast r of the Ex

pansion Recently the shoreside office was closed and the paper
work incident to the operation is now done on board the ship

Aside from the mail and shipments of frozen crab respondent
has carried since last September petitioner s wool nd that of an

Dther sheep rancher located at Nikolski is the only available south
bound cargo Each of these tworanchers ha one shipment ofwool
a year in the spring or early summer and they only patronize re

spondent occasionally The wool is clippelin May June and July
and the entire clip the annual shipment of each raneher is about

100 bags of about 300 pounds and 27 cubjc feet each In most of

the eight years since respondent entered the trade in 1954 these
two ranchers have shipped their wool with eontract carriers who
in the main have operated barges with cargo northbound for the

military These operators carried the wool as baekhaul cargo at

rates less than th 110 per cubic foot shown in respondent s

Freight Tariff No J C Item 430 Complain ant has shipped the
wool on respondent s vessel only three times and the other rancher

about the same They only do so when one of the tramp carriers

ls not available

Respondent is the only common carTier by water that has called
lt Chernofski Bay since respondent entered the trade in 1954

Ilaska Steamship Company publishes a tariff which includes a

rate on wool from Chernofski to Seattl but they do not make
alls at Chernofski or Nikolski and have not qone so for many

fears

In support of it s contention that respondent s rate is excessive

omplainant shows

1 That Berger Transportatio n Company predecessor of re

pondent as operator of the mail boat charged 2 65 per hundred
weight for transporting complainant s wool from Chernofski to
Seattle as a common carrier in 1954

2 Alaska Steamship Company has a tariff rate of 185 per
lundredweight on wool on this route plus a 10 surcharge
80mplainant cites this tariff item to show the freighting unit used
lot the rate

3 That complainant s most recent shipment of wool early in
L961 moved from Chernofski to Kodiak on respondent s vessel
lnd thence to Seattle via Alaska Steamship Company At that

r7 F M C
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time respondent did not call at Seattle or any other ports south
of Alaska The charges for the transportation of 101 bags being
33547 pounds of wool from Chernofski to Seattle on that occa
sion came to 271820 or about 8 per hundredweight Re

spondentspresent rate coons to about 10 per hundredweight
4 Complainant also relies on the Act of Congress of August 10

1939 ch 637 as amended 53 Stat 1338 39 USC 487a under
the terms of which the Postmaster General is authorized to enter
into contracts for the carriage of mail between Seward and the
Aleutians This statute provides that the contractor shall furnish
and use in the service a safe and seaworthy boat of sufficient size
to provide adequate space for mail passengers and freight
Complainant contends that this statute is evidence of an intention
on the part of Congress to provide the people along this remote
mail route with monthly passenger and cargo service at reason
able rates He characterizes the 190000 annual payment to re
spondent under the mail contract as a subsidy payment and
concludes that the rate on wool should be somewhat less than
respondents current rate since respondent is calling at Cher

nofski in any event under the requirements of the mail contract
Complainant acknowledged that respondentsservice is prefer

able to that of contract carriers because of the regularity and
frequency of the calls of respondentsship He also testified that
the northbound service of respondent is of value as the respondent
brings the supply of fresh vegetables in and that complainant
has other northbound cargo aboard the mail boat nearly every
month

In 1955 the first year respondent transported complainants
wool the rate from Chernofski to Seward was 75 cents per cubic
foot Since 1954 respondents operating costs have increased

60 percent
The total revenue on one shipment of complainantswool at a

freight rate of 110 per cubic foot would be approximately
3000 The cost to respondent of loading and unloading the wool
would be about 1500 and the cost of insurance about 500
If carried at a rate of 110 per hundredweight the total revenue
on one of complainantsshipments would be somewhat less than
respondentsoutofpocket costs

Since September 1061 when the annual payment under tilt
Govermrient mail contract was reduced from 243000 to 190
000 respondent has experienced a net operating loss of a little
over6000 per month This does not reflect any experience ir

7 FMC
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connection with the wool trade of course because respondent
has not carried any wool during this period Respondent s Presi

dent testified that the only reason it stays in the trade is because
it has posted a 200 000 performance bond under the mail con

tract

Under section 7 c of the Administrativ Procedure Act 5
U S C 1006 c and Rule 10 0 of the Commission s Rules of
Practice and Procedure the burden of proving that the rate is

llnjust and unreasonable lies with the complainant See BonneU

Company v Pacific Steamship Co 1 U S M C 143 1928
The rate of Berger Transportation Company in 1954 is too

remote in time to be controlling in this case While a comparison
fa rate under study with rates of other carriers is an acceptable
est of the reasonableness of the former the persuasiveness of
he test varies directly with the similarity of the circumstances
mrrounding the rates of the different carriers The passage of

ight years in these times of progressive inflation weakens the
robative value of this comparison to the point where it is of little
alue particularly where it has little or no support based on

ther evidQllce in the record

The rate recently quoted by Alaska Steamship Company can

lot be considered because that company does not call at Chernof
Jki and has not done so for at least eight years If anything
hese facts tend to show that the wool trade in the Aleutians can

lOt be very lucrative to carriers or they would probably arrange
0 call there

The fact that the rate of another carrier on wool from Chernof
Iki to Seattle early in 1961 was the equivalent of approximately
ight dollars per hundredweight does not establish that re

pondent s rate is unreasonably high Respondent s rate to Seattle
s the equivalent of about ten dollars per hundredweight The
lervices that gave rise to these charges early in 1961 are not
Lvailable today That service involved carriage by respondent
rom Chernofski to Kodiak and by Alaska Steamship Company
rom Kodiak to Seattle At the time there was no direct service
etween Chernofski and Seattle A comparison of rates in these
wo situations is of only limited value if any

Complainant has not demonstrated that the Act of Congress
ited by complainant 39 U S C 487a was intended to amend the

hipping Act 1916 by requiring the application of different stand
rds as to the reasonableness of rates in the trade covered by the

7 F M C
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The factors existing in this trade lead one to wonder why the
one carrier and the two shippers have not negotiated together
to arrive at a mutually agreeable rate on wool and perhaps even

some forward booking arrangement covering a reasonable period
of time such as that covered in the mail contract However the

testimony did not reveal that any such negotiations have taken

place
Taking the record as a whole and particularly in view of the

fact that the burden of proof lies with complainant it is concluded
that the rate of 110 per cubic foot on wool in bags in this trade
is not unj ust or unreasonable An order will be entered dismissing
the complaint

ADDENDUM

A matter entirely outside the findings and conclusions that should be
brought to the attention of the parties will be mentioned here briefly In
the course of their dealings and during the hearing both parties treated
respondent s rate on wool as being 110 per cubic foot in bags The fore

going decision therefore treats this as respondent s rate However there
appears to be a technical or typographical inaccuracy in the tariff published
by respondent entitled Freight Tariff No 1C in that Item 430 quotes the rate

in bales rather than in bags Apparently rates on wool in bags are not

necessarily the same as the rates on wool in bales See Wool Rates to

Atlantic Ports 2 U S M C 337 1940 It will be noted also that the n o s

rate Item 300 also 110 per cubic foot applies only from Seattle north
bound and not from the Aleutians southbound Appropriate steps should be
taken to clarify this uncertainty

7 F M C
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No 909

HARBOR COMMISSION CITY OF SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

V

MATSON NAVIGATION COMPANY

Decided September 25 1962
Respondent not shown to have given undue or unreasonable preference oi

advantage to Los Angeles nor to have subjected San Diego to undue 01
unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage under section 16 First of the

Shipping Act by failure to provide a regular service between San Diego
and Hawaii

William R Daly for complainant

Edgar J Langhofer for intervener San Diego Chamber 01

Commerce

George D Rives for respondent

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairman JOHN HARLLEE Vice Chairman

ASHTON C BARRETT Commissioner JOHN S PATTERSON Com

missioner JAMES V DAY Commissioner

BY THE COMMISSION

The Harbor Commission City of San Diego California Sar
Diego in a complaint filed June 27 1960 alleged that the

respondent Matson Navigation Company Matson by dis

continuing in 1960 its inbound service to and refusing to provide
outbound service from the Port of San Diego in the trade between
the Pacific Coast and Hawaii has given undue and unreasonable
preference and advantage to the Port of Los Angeles and sub

jetted San Diego to undue and unreasonable prejudice and dis
advantage in violation of section 16 First of the Shipping Act

394
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service Matson provided finding 3 and little in the way of ton
nage to justify the attendant time and expense of furnishing out
bound service It should not be overlooked moreover that

significant portionperhaps as much as 50 percentof the Sal
Diego cargo potential reflected by this record is not new Hawaiiai
traffic but simply traffic now moving through the Port of La

Angeles which would be diverted therefrom to San Diego
On the record here Matson cannot fairly be charged with indif

ference toward the needs of San Diego nor complacency in th4
matter of stimulating sources of added Hawaiian tonnage No

does the fact that Matson is by far the dominant carrier in the
trade suggest to us that it is any the less interested in seeking co
promoting new tonnage susceptible of economic transportation
The contrary it seems to us should be true Beyond this wI

share the hope expressed by the Examiner that San Diego wil
continue to receive Matsons attention as an area that could pos
sibly develop enough tonnage to make a regular service feasible

Undue preference and prejudice Under section 16 First of the

Act must be established by clear and convincing proof Further

similarity of transportation conditions is a necessary element of
undue preference and prejudice Intercoastal Cancellations anc

Restrictions 2 USMC 397 1940 The conditions need not b
identical but should at least be comparable So far as concern

Hawaiian cargo there is no similarity but a great disparity be
tween transportation conditions at the ports alleged in this cas
to be prejudiced and preferred San Diego and Los Angeles Dis

cussion of additional points or authorities having a bearing on the
application of section 16 First is therefore unnecessary

We conclude that this record fails to show that respondent Mat
son has given undue or unreasonable preference or advantage tc
Los Angeles or that it has subjected complainant San Diego tc
undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in violation of
section 16 First The complaint accordingly will be dismissed

7 FMC
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III

ORDER

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 909

HARBOR COMMISSION CITY OF SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA

v

MATSON NAVIGATION COMPANY

This case being at issue upon complaint and having been duly
heard and full investigation of the matters and things involved

having been had and the Commission on the date hereof having
made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and

decision thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a

part hereof

It is ordered That the complaint in this proceeding be and it is

hereby dismissed

By the Commission September 25 1962

Sgd THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 954 SUB 2

INVESTIGATION OF INCREASED RATES ON SUGAR

REFINED OR TURBINATED IN BAGS IN THE ATLANTIC GULF

PUERTO RICO TRADE

Decided September 25 1962

Proposed increased rates on sugar refined or turbinated in bags from
San Juan Ponce and Mayaguez P R to New York N Y Philadelphial

Pa and Baltimore Md found just and reasonable Order of suspension
vacated and proceeding discontinued

Mark P Schlefer and T S Perlman for respondent
John Mason Gerald A Malia and Robert J Nicol for Puerto

Rican American Sugar Refinery Inc and Olavarria Co Inc
John Mason and Gerald A Malia for Association of Sugar Pro
ducers of Puerto Rico Western Sugar Refining Company and
Central Roig Refining Company and William D Rogers and John
T Rigby for Commonwealth of Puerto Rico interveners

Donald J Brunner and Robert J Blackwell as Hearing Counsel

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairman JOHN HARLLEE Vice Chairman
ASHTON C BARRETT Commissioner JOHN S PATTERSON

Commissioner JAMES V DAY Commissioner
By THE COMMisSION

By fifth revised page No 27 to its Homeward Freight Tariff
No 1 FMB F No 2 filed with the Commission to become effective
December 18 1961 respondent A H Bull Steamship Co herein
after Bull proposed to increase its rate on sugar refined or

turbinated in bags refined sugar from Puerto Rican ports to

7 F M C
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he North Atlantic ports of New York N Y Philadelphia Pa
lnd Baltimore Md from 59 cents per 100 pounds to 75 cents per
LOO pounds 1 Upon protest the Commission by its first supple
mental order2 of December 14 1961 instituted this investigation
pursuant to the Shipping Act 1916 the 1916 Act 46 U S C 801
t seq and the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 the 1933 Act

i6 D S C 843 et seq and suspended the operation of the schedule
o and including April 17 1962

Puerto Rican American Sugar Refinery Inc Western Sugar
Refining Company and Centrai Roig Refining Company sugar
refiners located in Puerto Rico whose refined sugar moves to North
Atlantic ports in the United States through the ports of Ponce

Mayaguez and San Juan P R Olavarria Co Inc adistributor
of sugar in the United States which purchases the output of
Puerto Rican American Sugar Refinery Inc the Association of
Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico and the Commonwealth ofPuerto
Rico intervened in opposition to the proposed increased rate

On January 22 1962 following hearing proposed findings and
conclusions oral argument thereon was held before the Examiner

Subsequent thereto the sugar interests filed a motion for further

hearing to receive evidence concerning a substantial change in the
character of the service to be offered by the respondent The mo

tion was granted and further hearing was held on March 5 1962
with oral argument before the Examiner immediately thereafter

By fifth supplemental order served March 5 1962 upon Bull s

application the Commission granted special permission for Bull to
file tariff amendments on one day s notice to eliminate its service
at the ports of Ponce and Mayaguez and to cancel on 30 days
notice the existing rate of 59 cents on refined sugar However
Bull has not yet filed a tariff change cancelling its 59 cent rate but
has ceased serving Ponce and Mayaguez

The Examiner in an initial decision served March 12 1962
found the proposed increased rates on sugar to be just and rea

I
r

I

h

J

i

E

1

1

i
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1 Also involved were trailer and van load rates of 273 77 minimum 40 000 pounds and
123 minimum 20 000 pounds which would be increased to 300 and 135 respectively but

the record indicates that no traffic moves under these rates

2 By original order of December 7 1961 and second supplemental order of January 8 1962

Increased rates on the same commodity filed by the United States Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico

Conference Richard Kinsella agent and by Sea Land Service Inc Puerto Rican Division
were brought under investigation and suspended Upon special permission granted by the
Commission these rate increases were subsequently cancelled and the investigation as to

them was discontinued by third and fourth supplemental orders of January 22 and February
7 1962 respectively
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unemployment rate of 115 percent of the total labor force would

likewise be adversely affected

At the time of the first hearing respondent operated six vessels

in the Puerto Rican trade 4 were C 2 type 2 were fully auto

mated containerships put into service during the latter half of
1961 Two C 2 vessels operated on a two week turn around
from New York offering weekly service at San Juan Ponce and

Mayaguez The other two C 2 vessels operated on a two week

turn around from Baltimore and Philadelphia serving the same

Puerto Rican ports weekly The containerships operated out of
New York on a 10 day turn around serving San Juan only

On February 10 1962 Bull drastically curtailed its service by
removing all but two of the C 2 vessels from the trade With

these two vessels operating on a two week turn around weekly
service is now offered between Baltimore Philadelphia New York
and San Juan The first voyage under this new service was not

completed until about February 26 1962 and the financial results

thereof were not available during the hearing
Bull was the principal carrier of refined sugar moving from

Puerto Rico to the North Atlantic ports Loadings at three Puerto

Rican ports in 1960 and the first 11 months of 1961 were 98 093

and 65 373 gross tons respectively In 1960 refined sugar com

prised about 10 percent of the total cargo handled by Bull and

about 30 percent of total northbound cargo handled by all carriers

in the Puerto Rican trade

In the first 6 months of 1961 on total revenues of 9 219 548

Bull claims adirect loss of 551 557 from vessel operations before

assignment of overhead and depreciation expenses These results

are attributed by Bull to severe overtonnage in the trade loss

of cargo to competitive carriers particularly in those categories
of cargo on which the higher rates are applicable and the

maintenance of allegedly unremunerative promotional rates in

aid of the Puerto Rican economy Bull s vessel space utilization

in 1960 service was only 41 percent of capacity and 50 9 percent
in the first six months of 1961 Bull contends that the existing
refined sugar rate which returns 13 22 per gross tori is non

compensatory and that the per ton revenue of 16 80 at the

proposed 75 cents rate will fail to meet all costs properly assign
able Recognizing that too drastic an increase in the refined sugar

rate would destroy the ability of the Puerto Rican sugar refiners

to compete with mainland refineries Bull states that it is willing

7 F M C
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tocompromise the rate level and claims that the proposed 75 cents
rate is therefore just and reasonable Bull attributes more than

500 000 of its past annual losses solely to the carriage of refined

sugar

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The intervening sugar interests filed 25 exceptions to the
Examiner s Initial Decision These numerous exceptions reduce
themselves to essentially the following contentions of error 1
the Examiner erred when he accepted Bull s evidence of the
costs of loading and discharging sugar instead of the figures
submitted by intervenors and did not properly consider the value
of service element in determining the reasonableness of this rate

2 the Examiner erred in certain cost allocations 3 the carrier
failed to sustain its burden of proving that the proposed rate
was just and reasonable and 4 the Examiner failed to speci
fically indicate that the Puerto Rican trade was unbalanced with
more traffic southbound than moving north

For cargo handling expense the Examiner used actual loading
and discharging costs adjusted for known increases other costs
of operations were allocated by him on the basis of the ratio of

sugar tonnage converted to cubic measurement 45 cu ftton to
total revenue tons also converted to cubic measurement Because
of the reduction in service the Examiner assumed that the carrier
would achieve a higher vessel utilization which he estimated would

be 50 at most From these calculations he concluded the pro
posed rate was just and reasonable 3

Intervenors except to the Examiner s assignment of overtime

applicable to the handling of refined sugar Intervenors contend
that the Examiner should have used the average overtime rate

applicable to all cargo loaded rather than overtime only as it was

applied to sugar They also contend that Bull s reduction of
vessels in use in this trade will result in a higher vessel utilization
than was found by the Examiner i e 80 instead of 50 For

purposes of discussion we have developed a cost per ton for
refined sugar based upon the costs shown in the record adj usted

to reflect an 80 vessel utilization and the average rate 9 1 for

overtime for all cargo These calculations are set forth in Table I

infra
aSince the issuance of the initial decision Bull withdrew from the Puerto Rican trade

7 F M C
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TABLE I

Loading
1961 Costs not including overtime

Overtime at overall rate of 9 1

Tons of sugar loaded

Cost per tonIoading
Increase in stevedoring costs 4 7

PIojected Cost per tonloading

Discharging
1961 Costs not including overtime

Overtime at overall riLte of 9 1

Tons of sugar discharged

Cost per ton
Increase in stevedoring costs 2 9

PIojected Cost per ton discharging
Total cost per ton loading and discharging

409

I

I
r

I
I
r

i

282 629

25 719

308 348
65 375

4 72
22

4 94

306 499
27 891

334 390
61 793

5 41
16

5 57
10 51

l

A

c

e

Vessel Expense
80 vessel utilization rate of 9 51 per cubic foot 45
cubic feet 1 ton per ton expense 4 28

Total Cost of loading and discharging and vessel ezpense
excluding wharfage dockage other port expense other

cargo expenses overhead and depreciation 14 79

The total cost of 14 79 per ton shown in Table I which was

computed on a basis most favorable to intervenor s position ex

ceeds the revenue per ton at the 594 rate which is only 13 22

The rate jncrease in question would give the carrier a return of
16 80 per ton 2 01 more than the cost figure reached in Table I

It is quite clear that any fair allocation of depreciation and over

head woud consume all or a major part of the remaining 2 01

The record shows that allocating these two items on a ratio of
refined sugar total cargo carried on a measurement basis avail

able both north and southbound would result in an overhead

expense of 173 per ton and depreciation expense of 66 per ton
Thus the addition of only overhead and depreciation would pro
duce a 17 18 cost per ton

Intervenors may quarrel to some extent with overhead and
depreciation allocations yet we do not see where it can be validly
contended that the remaining 2 01 will fully cover the carrier s

overhead depreciation and other expenses that were not included

7 F M C
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in the calculation in Table I let alone result in any sort of profit
to this carrier

Intervenors have objected to the Examiner s cost allocation

formula which was based upon a ratio of the cubic measurement of
sugar to total cargo carried They claim he erred by not requiring
respondent to submit a breakdown of actual cost figures for every

operating expense and not taking into account the factor ofbroken

stowage We do not think their objections are well taken in either
instance The Examiner in his calculations treated sugar equally
with other cargo excluding broken stowage throughout his calcu
lations While broken stowage conceivably could be a factor in
some cases it is a variable one that depends upon many things
including the nature of the cargo weather conditions to be en

countered the type of containers used the type of vessel involved
and the hold in which a commodity is stowed As a practical
matter broken stowage will vary with the skill of ship s officers c

the carrier s shoreside personnel and the stevedore and longshore e
men loading a vessel We think the Examiner correctly excluded
broken stowage in making his calculations since by its variable
nature it would not have resulted in amore accurate ratio Broken

stowage is also of relatively little importance when vessels are

not being fully utilized which is the case in this trade It was not
in our opinion unreasonable or inaccurate for the Examiner to

adopt an allocation formula for operating expenses particuliarly
when a major part of his overall calculations was based upon
direct costs

The record contains conflicting evidence as to the proper stow

age factor to be used in determining the cubic measurement per

gross ton of sugar and the Examiner after reviewing the prob
lem concluded that a stowage factor of 45 cu ft per gross ton
was proper and in accordance with a recognized authority on the

subject Modern Ship Stowage 4
a standard reference manual that

was developed by the United States Department of Commerce

The proper stowage factor was much in dispute in the proceedings
before the Examiner and the parties even went so far as to

actually measure bags of sugar during the hearing The stowage
factors submitted as evidence varied from 43 cu ft to 56 cu ft

per gJoss ton and from all this conflicting evidence we can only
conclude that the Examiner quite reasonably adopted a figure that

4 Modern Skip Stowage U S Department of Commerce Bureau of Foreign Commerce 1942
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fell within the limits of the evidence presented and was in con

formity with an established reference manual

While we acknowledge the obvious fact that there is and will

continue to be a substantial reduction in the service offered by
Bull the calculations made in these proceedings were on a unit

basis cost per single ton for the same type of vessel a C 2

freighter that Bull says it will be using in this trade This we

believe should cure any major infirmities that might result from

a reduction in service In addition we have evaluated the rate

llsing the greater vessel utilization recommended by intervenors

t should also be noted that the major portion of the costs of

ransporting this sugar is attributable to loading and discharging
for which the carrier submitted actual costs Intervenors attack
he validity of the actual costs for loading and discharging which

respondent submitted and the use of the carrier s operating results

ror the first half of 1961 in forecasting future costs They claim

hese figures are not representative or probative for various rea

sons changes in loading ports difficulties encountered by the

arrier in New York as the result of damage to terminal facilities

and othersimilar contentions They demand a degree ofspecificity
hat is impossible As the Examiner stated cost finding is not an

exact science and if we were to adopt the stringent approach ad

vocate by these intervenors a carrier would rarely if ever be

able to sustain its burden of proof nor would we be able to evaluate

the great majority of proposed rates for future use We agree
with the Examiner that all that is required is that the results

obtained represent a reasonably close approximation of the as

signable costs In our opinion this has been achieved and the

respondent has sustained its burden of proving the cost of service

even in light of its reduction in operations The intervenors

contend that since this trade is heavily unbalanced in favor of

the southbound traffic the rate should be based upon essentially
an added traffic theory for the carrier s vessels would be sailing
light northbound because of this imbalance In substance one of

the intervenor s major contentions is that only out of pocket
costs are really pertinent and the value of this service to Puerto

Rico and the Puerto Rican sugar refining industry is the primary
consideration While the carrier has indicated a willingness to

compromise it has decided that the rate on this commodity must
reflect cargo handling costs and a proper allocation of vessel

operating expense with some contribution towards overhead and

depreciation and other expenses of operation Generally this is

7 F M C
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a decision within the province of the carriers managerial dis
cretion

In our opinion the Examiner correctly rejected intervenors

added traffic theory and did not err by failing to make a specific
finding that there was an imbalance in this trade Whether traffic

is heavier moving north or south if a shipper does not pay his
full share of the expenses incurred in the carriage of his goods
including overhead and depreciation then the deficiency must be
spread among other shippers or absorbed by the carrier This is

simply an economic fact of life and applies equally to each leg of
a vessels itinerary and whether a trade is balanced or not The

Examiner rejected intervenors related argument that value of
service should be given prime consideration in evaluating this
rate because of the competitive predicament in which the Puerto
Rican sugar refiners hind themselves and the effects of this rate
upon Puerto Rico and the refinery workers and we feel he was
correct in doing so

Value of service falls within the realm of public interest and
under certain conditions may be the determining factor in resolv
ing the question of the reasonableness of a rate However the
consideration and effect that must or should be given to the public
interest is limited by the Due Process Clause of the 5th Amend
ment to our Constitution At one time the Supreme Court ex
pressed the view that under the 5th Amendment public interest
could not be invoked to require a carrier to transport a commodity
at less than cost or for merely nominal compensation and that the
devotion of the carriersproperty to public use is qualified by the
carriersright to a reasonable reward Northern Pacific RR Co v
North Dakota 236 US 585 1915

This view was to some extent modified or explained in Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad Co v United States 345 U S 146 1953
wherein the Supreme Court ruled that so long as carriers rates as
a whole afforded them just compensation for their overall services
to the public the Due Process Clause should not be construed as a
bar to fixing noncompensatory rates for carrying some commo
dities when the public interest is served On this basis carriers on
occasion have been required to charge a rate for a particular
service that is not fully compensatory but only when the carrier
is making an overall profit See Pan American World Airways v
Civil Aeronautics Board 256 F 2d 711 DC Cir 1958 cert

denied 358 US 836 1958 Quite clearly the carriers financial
position limits the effect that may be accorded the public interest

FMC
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Itseems to us that the value of aservice to aparticular segment
of the public is also outweighted by the general public s interest

in the carrier s continued existence of a sound economic footing
and its ability to serve all shippers at reasonable rates In this

regard it is unnecessary to determine the solvency of Bull for

even if it were making a profit on its over all operations we do

not see where it could be sound regulatory policy or in the

public interest to require Bull or any other carrier to sustain
substantial losses on a large segment of the cargo it carries Such

a practice would simply result in either disproportionately high
rates on other cargo or a substantial weakening of the carrier s

economic position or both Even if we were to discount to some

extent Bull s claim of losses due to the carriage of this sugar

at the 59 rate the r cord clearly indicates that this rate is not

compensatory and that the carrier has sustained substantial losses

carrying the refined sugar at this rate As for the new rate which

we have been considering it is not fully compensatory and in our

opinion the carrier although willing to compromise to some

extent has properly exercised its managerial discretion in deter

mining how far it can economically go in its efforts to accomodate
the shippers of refined sugar and yet maintain a sound financial

position We recognize and of course are sympathetic to this

apparently distressed sugar industry but we cannot lawfully nor

rationally favor its interests over those of an equally distressed

carrier subject to our regulation

In view of our previous discussion it is unnecessary to make

findings relative to the Puerto Rican refining industry s inability
to absorb an increase in rates or their production costs and

revenue from sales Intervenors made further contentions of

error relating to wharfage brokerage and bill of lading charges
These items were not included in computing Table I and specific
findings as to the applicability and actual amounts charged for

these expenses are unnecessary in view of the undeniably small

return Bull would receive from the 75 rate over and above

costs of cargo handling and vessel operating expense We must

also reject as did the Examiner evidence of stevedoring costs of

a contract carrier which intervenors claim is pertinent Not only
is contract carriage quite a different matter but we have actual

7 F M C
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cargo handling costs available Any remaining contentions of

error not specifically discussed herein we have found irrelevant

redundant or not persuasive

Based upon the foregoing we find and conclude that the rate

increase here under investigation is just and reasonable

An order discontinuing this proceeding will be entered

7 F M C
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IiIiORDER

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 954 SUB 2

INVESTIGATION OF INCREASED RATES ON SUGAR REFINED OR

TURBINATED IN BAGS IN THE ATLANTIC GULF PUERTO RICO TRADE

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in this

proceeding have been had and the Commission on the date hereof
having made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions
and decision thereon which report is hereby referred to and made
a part hereof and having found that the proposed rate under

investigation is just and reasonable

It is o1dered That this proceeding be and it hereby is dis
continued By the Commission September 25 1962

Sgd THOMAS LISI

Secretary
7 F M C
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No 987

J M ALTIERI

V

THE PUERTO RICO PORTS AUTHORITY

Decided October 18 1962

Terminal operators withholding of refund of overpayment on demurrage
charges did not violate the Shipping Act 1916 Not shown to have

created a competitive disadvantage nor to consitute a shipping practice
as distinguished from an isolated incident involving ordinary business

activity

J M Altieri complainant appeared on his own behalf

John T Rigby Arnold Fortas and Porter for respondent

INITIAL DECISION OF

E ROBERT SEAVER EXAMINER

This matter was submitted without oral hearing under Rule 11

procedure The essential facts are not in dispute
On September 28 1961 complainant imported a shipment of

151 cartons of footwear into Puerto Rico from the United States

mainland The fact that the footwear was shippedindomestic
commerce does not appear in complainantsstatement of the facts

but it appears to be admitted in the respondentsstatement In

any event the examiner will take notice that the vessel SS

Beatrice sailed from New York on the voyage on which the foot

wear was alleged to have been shipped On November 6 1961

1In the absence of exceptions thereto by the parties and upon notice by the Commission

the initial decision of the Examiner became the decision of the Commission on the date shown

Section 8a of the Administrative Procedure Act and Rules 13dand 13hof the Com

missions Rules of Practice and Procedure

7 FMC
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complainant paid to respondent a public body that operates a

marine terminal at San Juan Puerto Rico the sum of5418 for

demurrage on the shipment Respondent had erroneously notified

complainant over the telephone that that was the amount of the

charge On December 4 1961 respondent sent an invoice to com

plainant which stated the correct amount of the demurrage as

1401 For these reasons an overpayment of 4017 had been
made

Respondent refused and still refuses to refund the amount of the

verpayment to complainant Instead respondent credited the

amount of the overpayment to an indebtedness in the amount of

16758 which respondent contends complainant owes to respond
ent by virtue of the following transaction

On November 24 1961 respondent sent to complainant an in

voice in the amount of 16758 covering demurrage charges on an

import shipment of bicycles Respondent contends that the ship
ment was that of complainant and that complainant is therefore
indebted to respondent for the demurrage Respondent applied the

overpayment on the demurrage charge on the footwear shipment
against this later 16758 demurrage charge on the bicycle ship
ment

Complainant denies that it is indebted to respondent for the

16758 demurrage charge on the bicycles and alleges that the

import shipment that gave rise to that charge was the shipment of
U S and Overseas Products Ltd He states that the latter con

cern made a partial payment of 3570 on the demurrage charge
on February 26 1962 and that this sum was accepted by respond
ent Respondent does not deny the acceptance of that sum from

U S and Overseas Products Ltd

Complainant contends that respondentsrefusal to refund the

overpayment of 4017 violates the Shipping Act of 1916 in the

following three respects and he seeks reparation and an order

requiring respondent to cease and desist from the aforesaid vio

lations and to establish and put in force and apply in future

such other charges as the Commission may determine to be law

ful

1 Respondentsaction was unreasonably preferential prejudi
cial and disadvantageous in violation of section 161

2 It was unjustly discriminatory or prejudicial in violation of

section 171

3 It was unjust and unreasonable in violation of section 181

1see Appendix
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Respondent contends as to the first charge that complainant
has not established the necessary competitive disadvantage to

prove a preference under section 16 That is he has not proved a

disparity between the treatment accorded him and that accorded

other importers They cite Asgrow Export Corp v Hellenic Lines

Ltd 5FMB597 1959 and other cases decided by the Com

missions predecessor agencies The principle is well established
and respondent is correct in its contention that there is no show

ing of competitive disadvantage A violation of section 16 has not

been shown

Respondent correctly contends that section 18 applies only to

carriers and not to terminal operators For this reason respond
ent can not be found to have violated that section

As to the remaining contention of complainant that re

spondentsaction was unjustly discriminatory or prejudicial in

violation of section 17 respondent argues that section 17

applies solely to any common carrier by water in foreign com

merce and that since the Puerto Rico Ports Authority does not

fall within this classification complainantsallegation that

respondent has violated section 17 is without merit It is not
clear whether respondent means that this section does not apply
because respondent is not a common carrier or because the ship
ment in question was not in foreign commerce In either case

respondent is incorrect

By its terms the second paragraph of section 17 applies to

other persons subject to this act This includes persons pro

viding terminal facilities according to the definition of the phrase
other persons subject to this act in section 1 See California v

United States 320 US577 1944 This paragraph does apply to

domestic commerce insofar as terminal operators are concerned

Services Charges and Practices etc 2 USMC 143 1939 The

question is whether section 17 is applicable to the circumstances

involved in this case

The complainant appears pro se The complaint and statement
of facts filed herein are not as complete and precise as might be

desired Taken in their best light as they should be where as

here respondent has not filed a counterstatement of facts com

plainants pleadings and sworn statement amount to an allegation
that the conduct of respondent constitutes an unjust and unreason

able practice under section 17 If so that is if it is the type of

conduct covered by section 17 complainant is entitled to relief

7 FMC
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The unjust and unreasonable practices condemned by section 17

are those in the words of the statute relating to or connected

with the receiving handling storing or delivering of property
The practices that are intended to fall within the coverage of this
section are shipping practices It is these practices and only these
that were assigned to the special expertise of the Agency Thus
it might be an unreasonable practice for respondent negligently to

stow bricks on a high shelf so that they repeatedly fell on the
heads of complainant and others The injured persons would un

doubtedly have causes of action against respondent in a court of

law but is could not be seriously contended that this practice
would constitute a violation of section 17 even though it is unjust
nd involves the storing of property It has been held to give
another example that claims for loss of or damage to cargo or for

damages due to failure to follow routing instructions do not fall
within the Act Pilgrim Furniture Co Inc vAmericanHawaiian

Steamship Co 2USMC517 1941
On the other hand the shipping agencies have taken cognizance

under section 17 of such practices as the unfair charging of de

murrage Atlantic Syrup Refining Co v Luckenbach Steamship
moo 2USMC 521 1941 Sigfried Olsen v War Shipping Ad

ministration et al 3 FMB254 1950 and the refusal by a

arrier that was claiming both dead freight and detention dam

age to deliver the cargo Hecht Levis and Kahn Inc et al v

lsbrandtsen Co Inc 3FMB798 1950
Complainantscase is undeniably an appealing one because re

spondent has unilaterally effected an offset of monies admittedly
owing to complainant against a disputed claim of respondent
against complainant As a general rule the courts have found
such action to be unlawful FourGCorp v Ruta 131 Atl 2nd
566 NJ Super 1957 Hamilton v Wilcox 140 Atl 201 Me
Sup 1928 Williston on Contracts Revised ed Vol 3 Secs 887E
and 887F 1936 70 CJS Payment Sec 32 page 2423
1951 The categorical statement of respondentscounsel that

respondent had a right to withhold the refund and offset it

against the other claim is without foundation This unlawful act
frespondent if it is one may provide the basis for an action in

ourt but it is not necessarily a violation of section 17

Does the action of respondent fall within that class of activities
lescribed above that are cognizable under section 17 or does it

Fall within the category also described above that is outside the
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purview of that section While the question is not entirely free

from all uncertainty a full and detailed consideration of all the

aspects of the case leads to the conclusion that the circumstances

here do not warrant relief under section 17

By the time the respondent refused to refund the money the

purely shipping aspects of the transaction had been completed
A dispute as to liability for demurrage or as to the amount of it
or even a persistent and continuing shuffling of the accounts of

importers might fall within section 17 But there is no dispute
here as to the propriety of the imposition of the charge or the

amount of it 1401 The dispute is over the question whether

respondent must refund an overpayment The issues incident to

this question would be exactly the same if the overpayment were

on the purchase price of groceries They are not so peculiar to

shipping matters that they require or warrant the intervention of

the Commission A court can handle all aspects of these issues

This is not to say of course that court and agency action are

always mutually exclusive

If the action of respondent were one of a series of such occur

rences a practice might be spelled out that would invoke the cov

erage of section 17 Hecht Levis and Kahn Inc etal v Isbrandt

sen Co Inc 3 FMB 798 1950 However the action of

respondent is an isolated or one shot occurrence Complainant
has alleged and proved only the one instance of such conduct It

can not be found to be a practice within the meaning of the

last paragraph of section 17

Complainantspapers filed in this proceeding allege other vio

lations of the shipping statutes by way of conclusions No facts

are stated to support them in the affidavit submitted under Rule

11 They therefore have not been established

For the foregoing reasons an order should be entered dismiss

ing the complaint
7 FMC
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APPENDIX

SEC 16 That it shall be unlawful for any shipper consignor consignee
forwarder broker or other person or any officer agent or employee thereof
knowingly and wilfully directly or indirectly by means of false billing false

classification false weighing false report of weight or by any other unjust or

unfair device or means to obtain or attempt to obtain transportation by water

for property at less than the rates or charges which would othewise be appli
cable

That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water or other person
subject to this Act either alone or in conjunction with any other person

directly or indirectly
First To make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage

to any particular person locality or description of traffic inany respect what
soever or to subject any particular person locality or description of traffic
to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect what
soever

Second To allow any person to obtain transportation for property at less
than the regular rates or charges then established and enforced on the line of
such carrier by means of false billing false classification false weighing
false report of weight or by any other unjust or unfair device or means

Third To induce persuade or otherwise influence any marine insurance
company or underwriter or agent thereof not to give a competing carrier by
water as favorable a rate of insurance on vessel or cargo having due regard
to the class of vessel or cargo as is granted to such carrier or other person

subject to this Act

Whoever violates any provision of this section shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor punishable by a fine of not more than5000 for each offense

SEC 17 That no common carrier by water in foreign commerce shall
demand charge or collect any rate fare or charge which is unjustly dis
criminatory between shippers or ports or unjustly prejudicial to exporters
of the United States as compared with their foreign competitors Whenever
the board finds that any such rate fare or charge is demanded charged or

collected it may alter the same to the extent necessary to correct such unjust
discrimination or prejudice and make an order that the carrier shall dis
continue demanding charging or collecting any such unjustly discriminatory
or prejudicial rate fare or charge

Every such carrier and every other person subject to this act shall establish
observe and enforce just and reasonable regulations and practices relating to

or connected with the receiving handling storing or delivering of property
Whenever the board finds that any such regulation or practice is unjust or

unreasonable it may determine prescribe and order enforced a just and
reasonable regulation or practice

SEC 18 That every common carrier by water in interstate commerce shall
establish observe and enforce just and reasonable rates fares charges
classifications and tariffs and just and reasonable regulations and practices
relating thereto and to the issuance form and substance of tickets receipts
and bills of lading the manner and method of presenting marking packing
nd delivering property for transportation the carrying of personal sample

7 FMC
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and excess baggage the facilities for transportation and all other matters

relating to or connected with the receiving handling transporting storing
or delivering of property

Every such carrier shall file with the board and keep open to public
inspection in the form and manner and within the time prescribed by the

board the maximum rates fares and charges for or in connection with r

transportation between points on its own route and if a through route has i

been established the maximum rates fares and charges for or in connection
with transportation between points on its own route and points on the route

of any other carrier by water

No such carrier shall demand charge or collect a greater compensation for

such transportation than the rates fares and charges filed in compliance
with this section except with the approval of the board and after ten days
public notice in the form and manner prescribed by the board stating the

increased proposed to be made but the board for good cause shown may waive

such notice

Whenever the board finds that any rate fare charge classification tariff
regulation or practice demanded charged collected or observed by such
carriers is unjust or unreasonable it may determine prescribe and order
enforced a just and reasonable maximum rate fare or charge or a just and

reasonable classification tariff regulation or practice

7 FMC
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tween the United States and Guam and several surrounding
islands

The tariffs under investigation are PFEL Guam Tariff No 2
FMBFNo 2 APL PacificGuam Tariff No 5FMBFNo
9 and APL AtlanticGuam Tariff No 3FMBF No 8 which
published a general increase of about 10 percent in rates between
ports in the United States and Guam and which after suspension
became effective on April 30 1960 and PFEL Tariff No 3
FMBF No 3 API PacifleGuam Tariff No 6FMBFNo
11 and APL AtlanticGuam Tariff No 4 FMBFNo 10
which published a general increase of 20 percent in rates between
ports in the United States and Guam and which after suspension
became effective on January271961

The Government of Guam Guam Associates the Harbor Com
mission of the City of San Diego and the General Services Admin
istration intervened

Following hearings the Examiner in an initial decision found
the increases of 10 and 20 to be just and reasonable

Exceptions were filed and oral argument held

Respondents APL and PFEL are the only common carriers pro
viding service between the United States and Guam and the only
United States flag service between Guam and foreign countries

During the first six months of 1960 PFEL transported approxi
mately 87 percent of the revenue tons of non military freight
shipped from all ports in the United States to Guam and 96 per
cent of such traffic from West Coast ports to Guam In view of
PFELs dominant position in the trade the Examiner concluded
that the lawfulness of the general increases under investigation
should be determined in the light of traffic operations revenues
and net profits or losses of PFEL in the trade We agree

Prior to June 30 1960 PFEL utilized three AP3 ships and two
chartered C3 ships in the Guam trade Two sailings a month were
made from California and one call each month was made in the
Pacific Northwest and at Honolulu

On outbound voyages as required the AP3 ships would con
tinue on to Japan Formosa and the Philippines and return via
Guam The C3 ships would continue on to Japan and return
directly to the West Coast On June 30 1960 PFEL discontinued
its charter of the C3 ships and replaced them with three C2
ships chartered from a whollyowned subsidiary Sailings to

7 FMC
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the private commercial shippers nor the people of Guam should
pay any part of PFELs expense for such service or for any
return on the property PFEL devoted to such carriage Accord
ingly such service will be excluded in determining the reason
ableness of rates under consideration

PFELs tariffs contain a rate for the carriage of cement in
bulk which rate is available to all commercial shippers The fact
that it is carried in bulk and for only one shipper is not controlling
in this proceeding The controlling fact is that it is common
carriage subject to the tariff rates and available to any private
shipper While the record shows that PFEL did not charge the

IA tariff rate during 1969 and part of 1960 this does not
warrant our excluding it from our considerations in this proceed
ing An investigation into the lawfulness of rates is not the proper
proceeding for an adjudication of alleged violations of law We
find that the transportation of bulk cement is a part of the service
covered by the rates under investigation and the revenues and
expenses therefrom will be considered in testing the reasonable
ness of the proposed rates

The Examiner in his initial decision projected a net profit after
Federal income tax of 134480 for the year 1960 In arriving at
that profit the Examiner allocated expenses between commercial
cargo military household goods and military cargo in the manner
set forth above He found that military household goods and
military cargo accounted for 47 percent of the revenue tons carte
ried in the Guam service in the first six months of 1960

The following table sets forth the Examiners projection of
PFELs net profit of 134480 for the year 1960

Revenue 5990534

Voyage Expense 4905584

1084950
Other Shipping Operations Net 30740

1054210

Adnninatrativeand General Expenses 602876

Depreciation 171168

774044

Profit before Income Tax 280166
Federal Income Tax 145686

Net Profit 134480

Guam argues that the Examiner erred 1 in adjusting PFELs
projected voyage expenses to reflect the substitution of three

7 FMC
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C 2ss for twoC 3 s by giving effect to increased operating expenses
wice and 2 in failing to exclude rentals paid for whaleback

pallets and 3 in failing to reduce the expense of other shipping
perations by savings resulting from the reduction of the num

ber of vans and containers under lease

The Examiner eliminated charter hire on a ton mile prorate
applicable to commercial cargo and substituted operating ex

pense for the three C 2 sh ps after allocation and added estimated
increases in expenses primarily for wages and fuel The method

adopted by the Examiner was correct and does not result in giving
effect to increased operating expenses twice

With regard to the whaleback pallets and the reduction of

vans and containers under lease the evidence shows that PFEL

reduced its net expenses of other shipping operations by 58 000

for the year 1960 which it claims includes an estimate of the

savings resulting from reductions in the number of leased vans

containers and whaleback pallets The Examiner found net

expenses of other shipping operations for year 1960 to be 30 740

The evidence of record supports the Examiner s finding The

exceptions are disallowed

We agree that the record supports the Examiner s projections
of expenses except as to administrative and general expenses We
find 570 290 to be the just and reasonable amount to be allo

cated to the carriage of co mercial cargo for administrative and

general expense in the Guam service Such amount reflects the

deletion of the legal expenses in connection with PFEL s sub
sidized operations and reflects savings resulting from reductions

in force effected in 1959

After such adjustment we find that PFEL s net profit after

Federal income taxes for the projected year 1960 for the carriage
of commercial cargo in the Guam trade under the proposed in

creases to be 150 121

PFEL excepts to the Examiner s failure to find that operating
ratios should be considered as a measure of the reasonableness of
the rates under investigation

On the record before us we find that the fair return on the

fair value standard should be used in determining the reasonable

ness of rates in the Guam trade and that the prudent investment

standard should be used to arrive at the fair value of the property
devoted to the Guam trade Atlantic Gulf Puerto R ico Gene1 al

Increase in Rates and Cha1 ues 7 F M C 87 1962 Our reasons

7 F M C
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are adequately set forth in that case and no purpose would be
served by restating them here It is therefore unnecessary to
discuss transactions involving the acquisition and disposition of
one of the APs and the three chartered CZs owned by PFELs
subsidiary and used by PFEL in the trade

Six ships are used by PFEL in the Guam trade Two are owned
by PFEL and four as stated above by a wholly owned subsidiary
For the purposes of this proceeding all six ships will be con
sidered as though they were owned by PFEL

In addition to ships other items properly included in the rate
base of a domestic water carrier are the values of other floating
equipment devoted in whole or in part to the service other assets
and working capital The principal item claimed by PFEL in
the category of other floating equipment is the barge Adak Isle
This barge was purchased by PFEL in 1966 and used until late
1958 to speed the unloading of cement from ships used in the
Guam service In 1958 the superstructure and all gear such as
pumping equipment used to unload cement were removed and
the barge has not been used since In view of the present condi
tion of the Adak Isle there is no apparent use which can be
made of it by PFEL in the Guam service The barge cannot be
considered as property used or useful in providing service to
shippers and therefore will not be included as a part of the rate
base

PFEL claims that a house located in Guam which is owned by
a PFEL subsidiary Pacific Micronesian Lines and occupied by
PFELs representative should be included in the rate base Such
house is being used in the regulated trade since PFELs local
representative aids in the administration of that trade and its
depreciated value properly allocated will be included in the rate
base for this reason A second house located on Guam which is
owned by PFEL and leased to a shipper is not used and useful
in the trade but is for the benefit of others and its value will
be excluded

In Atlantic GulfPuerto Rico supra we allowed as working
capital an amount equal to one round voyage expense of each ship
in the service Applying the same measure here and allocating as
between commercial cargo including bulk cement and military
cargo on the basis of the relation of the voyage expenses 63 per
cent to commercial and 37 percent to military we find the fair
and reasonable allowance for working capital to be1118524
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ORDER

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

WASHINGTON D C

No 901

GENF2AL INCHES IN RACPACIFIC ATLANTICGUAM TRADE

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in this

proceeding having been had and the Commission on October 23
1962 having made and entered of record a report stating its

conclusions and decisions thereon which report is hereby referred
to and made a part hereof and having found that the proposed
rates charges tariffs and regulations herein under investigation
are just and reasonable and lawful

It is ordered That this proceeding be and it hereby is discon
tinued

By the Commission October 23 1962

Sgd THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 854

SWIFT COMPANY AND SWIFT AND COMPANY PACKERS

V

GULF AND SOUTH ATLANTIC HAVANA STEAMSHIP

CONFERENCE ET AL

DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT

On August 23 1962 complainants filed a stipulation advising
that the parties have entered into a settlement of this controversy
and all related matters that complainants accordingly desire to
withdraw the complaint herein and request that the Commission
enter an order dismissing the complaint with prejudice and that

upon dismissal of the complaint the conference and its members
shall pay to Swift the sum of 13 335 90 representing the amount

of damages Therefore

It is ordered That the complainant herein is hereby dismissed

with prejudice to its renewal and the proceeding is discontinued
By the Comm ssion October 29 1962

Sgd THOMAS LIS I

Secretary
7 F M C
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rh1JERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 946

GRACE LINE INC

V

SKIPS AS VIKING LINE ET AL

No 950

SKIPS AS VIKING LINE

v

GRACE LINE INC

No 953

SECTION 19 MERCHANT MARINE ACT 1920 INVESTIGATION OF

PRACTICES OF VIKING LINE

Decided November 13 1962

Neither Grace Line Inc nor Skips AS Viking Line is shown upon the
record in these cases to have violated section 14 15 16 or 18 of the
Shipping Act 1916

Conditions unfavorable to shipping do not now exist in this trade area

within the meaning of section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 and
no rules will be issued

The complaints in Dockets No 946 and No 960 are dismissed and Docket
No 953 is discontinued
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

rHOS E STAKEM Chairman JOHN HARLLEE Vice Chairman

ASHTON C BARRETT Commissioner JOHN S PATTERSON

Commissioner JAMES V DAY Commissioner

By THE COMMISSION

These three proceedings have been consolidated They involve

arrier competition and a resulting rate war in the United

States North Atlantic Venezuela trade Venezuelan trade

In No 946 by complaint filed May 24 1961 as later amended

he complainant Grace Line Inc Grace alleges that the re

pondents in this proceeding Skips A S Viking Line Viking and

ertain individuals firms and companiesl associated in one way

or another with Viking have since early January 1959 carried

on a joint service in the Venezuelan trade under the name of

Viking Line pursuant to an unfiled and unapproved Section 15

agreement that this service was provided at rates lower by
fixed percentages or by specific amounts than the established

rates of the U S Atlantic and Gulf Venezuela and Netherlands
Antilles Conference Conference that Viking s rates were set

without cOllsideration by Viking of the usual rate making factors

and that the service pursuant to said unfiled agreement was and

is detrimental to the commerce of the United States in violation

of Section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 the 1916 Act and that

the competition ofViking caused the Conference to receive numer

ous requests from shippers to protect them that to meet this

competition the Conference named certain emergency rates and

opened other rates that the Viking competition precluded Grace

and the Conference from establishing and maintaining rates on

a remunerative basis and subjected Grace and other members

or associate member of the Conference 2 to irreparable injury
that Grace lost revenue of approximately 1 025 000 in 1960 and

that this lost revenue was a major factor in its substantial cash

loss in 1960 in the Venezuela trade Grace prays that the Com

mission direct respondents to pay it as reparation for the injury
caused by violations of the 1916 Act the sum of 1 025 000 for

1960 and such further sums as may be determined to be proper

An amendment to the complaint alleges continuing damages

1C T Gogstad Co Jens Henriksen O N Henriksen Thor Eckert Co Inc RisoT

Shipping Co Skips A S Imica and D S A S Lab

By assoeiate member Grace means Cia Anonima Venezolana de Navegaeion CAVN

In fact CAVN participated in many conference activities and privileges as hereinafter

appears more fully but whether CAVN had any true membership status is unclear

7 F M C
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Grace further alleges that the rates charged by Viking are
unremunerative that its service is operated at a loss that Viking
pays to freight forwarders excessive brokerage fees not fairly
related to the value of services performed all for the purpose of
preventing and destroying competition among carriers in the

Venezuelan trade that the actions of Viking justify the issuance
of a rule under Section 19 Merchant Marine Act 1920 the 1920
Act and that Vikings activities subject the traffic in the

Venezuelan trade shippers and receivers thereof and localities

to undue and unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage and are
unjustly discriminatory and unfair between carriers shippers
exporters importers and ports in violation of sections 14 and 16
of the 1916 Act

Other than Grace no member nor associate member of the
Conference including CAVN intervened or testified in these

proceedings No shipper receiver exporter importer nor port
intervened or testified Grace has not in any way supported or
followed up its contentions of violations by Viking of sections
14 and 16 of the 1916 Act There is no evidence of the use by

Viking of deferred rebates fighting ships retaliation against
shippers unfair contracts undue preference or other means of
violation by Viking of sections 14 and 16 of the 1916 Act and
accordingly these allegations are not further considered herein

An allegation by Grace of violation by Viking of section

18b 5 of the 1916 Act was made at the hearing as a trial
amendment to the complaint in No 946 This section recently

enacted provides that The Commission shall disapprove any rate
or charge filed by a common carrier by water in the foreign com
merce of the United States or conference of carriers which after
hearing it finds to be so unreasonably high or low as to be detri
mental to the commerce of the United States Emphasis sup
plied Section 18b 1 of the same Act provides in part that
from and after ninety days following its enactment common

earriers by water in foreign commerce and conferences of such
carriers shall file with the Commission tariffs showing their rates
and charges to and from United States ports and foreign ports
Since this section was enacted on October 3 1961 it did not re
quire filing of the rates contemplated by section 18b 5 until

January 2 1962 The taking of evidence herein was concluded in
November 1961 and consequently the record does not include

any rates required to be filed by Viking under section 18b 1
There being no such rates of Viking of record there can be no
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finding of unlawfulness under that section of Viking rates and
the section 18 b 5 allegation will not be further discussed

In No 950 by complaint filed June 27 1961 complainant
Viking alleges that respondent Grace threatened to retaliate

against Viking unless Viking should abandon its rate policies and

practices that Grace proposed to the Conference a drastic reduc
tion in rates either by reducing or opening them for the purpose
of driving Viking out of the Venezuelan trade that when the
requisite number of other members of the Conference refused
to concur in Grace s proposal Grace indicated it would withdraw

from the Conference and did tender its resignation that the
Conference then agreed to the Grace proposal and Grace with
drew its tendered resignation that certain Conference rates were

reduced and certain rates were opened that those rates were on

the principal commodities carried by Viking that Grace reduced
its rates on such commodities to the point at which as Grace

knew and intended Viking could not profitably carry cargo in the
Venezuelan trade that the rate level maintained by Grace in

1960 wa well below its osts and noncompensatory that such
actions by Grace were and are for the purpose of excluding and
preventing competition from Viking and to drive Viking out of

the trade in violation of section 14 Second of the 1916 Act

that such actions did subject and now s bject Viking to undue

and unreasonable prejudice in violation of section 16 First of
the 1916 Act that during 1960 Viking s revenues were reduced by
the amount of at least 968 000 as a result of the unlawful acts of
Grace that during 1961 in the period to June 8 Viking s revenues

were reduced similarly in the amount ofat least 253 000 and that
Viking s loss of revenue resulting from the unlawful acts of Grace
is continuing Viking prays that the Commission direct Grace to

pay Viking reparation of 1 221 000 and such further sums as

may be proper Viking also amended its complaint to allege con

tinuing damages Should reparation be found justified and due

to either Viking or Grace both agree that another hearing should
be held to determine the exact amount of reparation payable

In No 953 by order dated July 17 1961 of the Federal Mari
time Board an investigation as instituted pursuant to section

19 of the 1920 Act to determine whether Viking is cutting rates

differentially below Conference levels charging non remunerative

rates or paying excessive brokerage fees whether need exists for

issuing rules to prevent such practices and what the substanc of

such rules should be

7 F M C
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agreed to abide by the dual rate system any shipper was free to
ship by Independent or nonConference lines and still obtain the
Conference contract rate when shipping via CAVN

6 Prior to the rate war in 1960 which resulted in reductions
in many Conference rates there had been no general increase in
Conference rates since 1955 because CAVN asked the Confer
ence not to raise rates in the interests of the people of Vene
zuela CAVN in turn had been told by its owner the Venezuelan
government not to increase rates

7 The Venezuelan trade depends naturally upon the pros
perity of that country The activities of the oil companies and
the governmentspolicies on housing construction and oil prices
affect the volume of imports of both industrial and consumer
goods The Venezuelan trade was norm in 1955 1956 and
1959 and enjoyed a peak or boom in 1957 which lapped over
into 1958 but it suffered a major falloff in 1960 which continued
into the late spring of 1961 and since then the volume in the
trade has firmed up again The falloff in trade in 1960 was

about 18 to 20 percent in weight Much of the falloff was caused
by a lack of cargo moving to the oil companies which had re
stricted their operations considerably Price control by the Vene
zuelan government hampered oil exported in competition with
lower priced Russian and Arabian oils The Venezuelan govern
ment has from time to time taken actions such as the exoneration
of certain cargo from import duties to encourage shippers to use
CAVN The government also has provided for the payment of
collect freight in Venezuelan money

8 Several lines have entered and quit the Conference from
time to time Generally since January 1959 they left the Con
ference because of intense competition between all carriers in
cluding the rate war in the trade in 1960 and because of Vene
zuelan government actions which tended to reduce their share in
the volume of cargo and to increase their costs Torm Lines came
into the Conference in August 1958 operated out of Atlantic
ports and left the Conference about October 1960 The Peninsula
and Occidental Steamship Company P 0 which also had

been operating out of Atlantic ports in 1958 and since left the
Conference on or before May 31 1961 It now operates spo

radically as a non Conference liner Belgo Lines operat
ing out of Gulf ports joined the Conference in February 1959
having been in the trade before that time and left the Conference

1 FMC
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In February 1960 resuming operations as a non Conference line

nsco Lines left the Conference in or about Mayor June 1960

9 Another carrier left the trade for differ nt reasons North

Atlantic Gulf Steamship Company Norgulf began operations
in about October 1954 with a weekly service out of the ports of
New York and Baltimore and a fortnightly service out of the port
of Philadelphia to the principal ports in Venezuela LaGuaira

Maracaibo and Puerto Cabello At one time it also operated a

fortnightly service out of the Gulf Norgulf operated in various

areas including the Venezuelan trade with a fleet which at times

included sixty ships Its service to Venezuela was profitable but

this was at a time when there was a great demand for ships
Unfortunately for Norgulf it made a poor estimate of the ship
harter market suffered financially went bankrupt and after

operating for a time under a trustee lost key personnel including
its Venezuelan agent Norgulf left the Venezuelan trade about

July 1 1958 having made 22 sailings in the trade that year

10 While operating in the Venezuelan trade Norgulf char

tered three C1 MAVI type vessels which now are chartered by

Viking and which now are known as the LAGO VIKING the

LEI VIKING and the BENNY VIKING At the time Norgulf
went bankrupt it was chartering these vessels at 32 500 each

per month on charters fixed two years ahead These C1 MAVI

vessels are well suited to the Caribbean service because they have

considerable deadweight compared with their cubic capacity mak

ing them efficient northbound bulk carriers The first two of these

vessels were in Norgulf s Venezuelan trade on a permanent basis

and the BENNY was an in and outer in that trade

11 Some of Viking s New York agent s officers were formerly
employed by Norgulf but otherwise the ownership and manage

ment of Viking is entirely new having no connection with the

ownership or management of Norgulf In the matter of setting
rates the Norwegian management of Viking relied heavily if not

almost entirely on Viking s New York agent Viking s entrance

into the trade provided to the ships own rs a use for these three

ships at a time when the demand for such ships was poor Infact

at the time no other profitable employment for these ships was

available to their owners

12 Viking entered the Venezuelan trade in January 1959

operating out of North Atlantic ports with these three Cl MAVI

type vessels offering a fortnightly service as a common carrier
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independent of the Conference charging rates generally lower by
10 percent than the rates of the Conference and paying brokerage
to freight forwarders generally of 25 but in some instances
5 to 100 instead of the Conference rate of 125 percent
Usually when a non conference line enters a trade it resorts to
higher rates of brokerage as well as to lower freight rates Thus
Viking was following custom in its rate and brokerage practices

18 From time to time there had been a number of nonCon
ferenee operators out of the Gulf ports to ports in Venezuela but
the Conference generally had coped with them or was not sub
stantially affected by them However except for CAVN which
cooperated with the Conference there had been no serious at
tempt to operate a regular liner non Conference service out of the
United States North Atlantic ports to Venezuela Viking upset
this pattern in that it not only offered a regular fortnightly liner
service but also had good Venezuelan port coverage carried a
large range of general commodities and offered some refrigerated
space along with general cargo space in the same vessels

14 The officers of the New York firm which became the agent
of Vildng felt in contrast to the relatively lowpaying cargo out
of the Gulf that the higherrated cargo out of the North Altantic
ports particularly the port of New York even with rates 10 per
cent below the Conferencesrates would support the operation of
a successful non Conference line Of course even from the North
Atlantic ports all lines need to supplement the socalled cream
type of the cargo with lowerrated heavier loading types of cargo
in order to have sufficient revenues and where C131AV1s are
used also to obtain needed weight

15 Vikings vessels are relatively slow at about 105 knots
compared to the vessels of Grace at about 16 knots and 21 knots
and to the vessels of other Conference lines and of CAVN at
about 135 knots Viking offered fewer sanings one every two
weeks compared to the sailings of the Conference lines and CAVN
as a whole about 18 every two weeks in 1959 when Vildng entered
the trade At that time Grace had 3 weekly sailings CAVN 2
Dutch Line 2 Alcoa 1 and Torm Lines 1 Since Vikingsships
were slower since its service was less frequent and since it did
not offer container service or a service with the transportation of
cargo on pallets in the vessels Viking and its New York agent felt
that it had nothing to sell but a outrate service
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16 In 1959 the Conference and Grace in particular became

mfficiently concerned with Viking s competition to publish about

l5 so called emergency rates These were rates reduced below

regular rates and scheduled to expire on a definite date at which

ime the old rates would again become effective

17 In the meantime and on later occasions overtures were

nade by Grace and by Conference officials to Viking as to the

ossibility of its joining the Conference but it declined unless it

would be guaranteed apercentage of the tonnage or unless it could

harge lower rates than other members as a class B member

which latter possibility had been suggested in the Office of Regula
Gions of the Federal Maritime Board The Conference would not

onsider guaranteed cargo percentage or anything but regular
membership and Conference rates for Viking

18 Besides Viking there have been and are othernon Confer

nce operators in the Venezuelan trade Such carriers haye in
luded Dovar Line American Defense Line American Caribbean

Line Caribbean Hamburg Line Three Bays Line and Wallenius

Wallenius carried automobiles at very low rates and autos are one

fthe largest volume cargoes moving to Venezuela Viking had

little effect on the rates on autos in this trade These carriers

services have been sporadic were in small ships have covered a

limited number of ports and fewer commodities or have been

limited to particular shippers Some of these independents have

provided service only incidentally to their service at government
missile sites in the Caribbean area Nevertheless Viking takes the

position that were it not in the trade actively as a non Conference

carrier some other line such as Dovar would be more actively
competing in Viking s place At times Viking has had primarily to

meet the competition of another independent rather than the com

petition of the Conference Lines

19 The airlines have competed in the trade taking cargo such

as television sets and refrigerators Overall however airline

competition was minimal The principal competition however

has been between the Conference lines and Viking and intra

Conference competition between member lines themselves includ

ing competition between Conference members and CAVN

20 While Grace believed Viking was the cause of the worst

troubles in the trade this opinion was far from unanimous among

Conference members as indicated by the fact that no other mem
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ber joined in Grace s complaint or intervened herein At a meet

ing of Conference principals in June 1960 the Dutch Line felt that
the inability of the Conference lines to move effectively against
contract violating shippers was the factor which had unsettled the
Conference rate structure CAVN at that meeting took the posi
tion that the Conference s real problem was Hopen rates and not

Viking competition Alcoa was opposed to open rates

21 For the entire time Viking had operated in the Venezuelan
trade as an overall average Viking carried no more than about

five or six percent of the cargo by volume although for a short

time in the latter part of 1959 it carried about eight percent
Grace carried about 35 percent of the cargo in the trade in 1959
and about 33 percent in 1960

22 By January 1960 Grac was genuinely disturbed about
the competition of Viking One of its non polley making officials
a highly regarded freight solicitor and assistant vice president
in 1959 and 1960 stated to an officer of the New York agent of I

Viking that Grace was prepared to lose a couple of million dollars
to get rid of Viking because Viking was in Grace s hair Viking s

captains told Viking s Norwegian manager that Grace was

threatening to retaliate against Viking The same report also

came to Viking s New York agent from its Venezuelan agent
Grace felt that Viking was the first rate cutter and thus the
beginner in the rate war of 1960 Grace felt that it had to respond
to Viking s rate level with rate cuts in order to retain the loyalty
of its shippers and to keep them competitive with shippers using
Viking

23 On January 8 1960 Grace moved the Conference to open
rates on nineteen commodities carried by Viking The motion was

passed subject to the concurrence ofCAVN and it was provided
that another meeting would be held if CAVN did not concur

CAVN refused to concur Grace moved at a meeting on January
14 1960 that the open rates be made effective by giving the

required 30 day notice to CAVN There was no second to Grace s

motion By letter dated January 15 1960 Grace tendered its

resignation from the Conference effective in 30 days
24 A Conference principals meeting was held on February

10 1960 at which time Grace withdrew its resignation At a

meeting on February 18 1960 certain emergency rates on 22

commodities were agreed upon These rates were later concurred
in by CA VN At a meeting on February 23 1960 rates were
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declared open on more than 30 commodities The rates were

opened effective March 7 to expire April 30 1960 One rumor

in the trade was that the rates were opened for about sixty days
because the Conference expected Viking to be out of business in

that length of time

25 Additional rates were opened from time to time with the

concurrence of CAVN and the expiration dates of open rates

were extended Generally rates were opened on all commodities

which Viking carried The open rates were continued in effect

through 1960 and part of 1961 during which year rates were

individually and by groups gradually restored to normal Some

rates were closed in the fall of 1960 The rate war began about

February 1960 and substantially ended about February 1961

26 The Conference decided to close rates despite the opposi
tion of Grace Some members apparently felt that intra
Conference competition was having worse effect on their financial
conditions than Viking s competition Certain members even

feared that they would be forced to quit the trade When the rate

war ended Viking was as it still is in the trade as an independent
As the Conference raised its rates back to or toward normal

Viking also raised its rates but still maintained rate levels below

those of Conference s

27 When Conference rates4 were opened it was the policy of

Grace not merely to meet Viking s rate or go 1 or 2 under

Viking s rate but to go down immediately to the minimum rate
which Grace considered it could charge Thus when rates were

opened Grace s rates were not decreased by stages but generally
in one big cut

28 The Conference rate effective on and after December 14
1955 on agricultural implements was 27 It was opened March

7 1960 and Grace made its rate 12 on that date Viking s rate

prior to the rate war was 24 except for one shipment at 20 25

early in 1960 On household washing machines the normal Con

ference rate of 20 was opened with a minimum of 15 effective

February 22 1960 which was the rate Grace made effective on

that date The Conference opened the rate without any minimum

effective March 7 1960 and Grace s rate on that date became 11

Viking s rate prior to the rate war was 18 On toys with avalue
of less than 350 a freight ton Viking normally charged 3150

t Rates herein are stated per ton weight or measurement
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and the Conference charged 35 During August 1960 both

Viking and Grace charged 13 50 Grace intended to go as low

as Viking s break even point in setting its rates but even such

low rates were met and Grace went to even lower rates On
individual rates both Grace and Viking undoubtedly reached

non compensatory levels

29 When the rate war ended although many rates went up
to normal others while raised did not rise to their previous levels

Commitments to shippers kept some rates from returning all the

way up to their normal levels Viking s policy during the rate

war was to cut its rates so long as it obtained enough revenue

to cover loading discharging and commissions plus something
for the ship such as 1 or 2 a ton

30 Viking had its ships under time charters at 18 000 each

per month on six month renewal bases or about 600 per day
The ships owners rather than Viking had to pay operating ex

penses including crews wages food maintenance and repairs
etc Bunkers however were a cost of the charterer Operating
expenses of a C 1 MAVI were about 17 000 amonth The charter

rate was adjusted downward slightly for operations in 1959 and
downward substantially for 1960 so that technically Viking broke
about even instead of operating at a loss in those years In

actuality both the Viking and the Grace operations in the

Venezuelan trade in 1960 lost very substantially For the first

six months of 1961 Viking s operating results considerably

improved
31 The losses of Viking which were absorbed by the owners

of its ships were in part absorbed by the Norwegian government
The Norwegian income tax rate of at least one of the owning
companies was 65 percent and losses of Viking in the Venezuela

trade were offset against the profits of other ventures of that

company Similarly Grace Line s losses may be said to have been

absorbed by the United States Government to some extent

32 Grace is a subsidiary of W R Grace Co which said in

its annual report fOJ 1960 that five adverse factors resulted in

Grace s operating at a loss in 1960 for the first year since 1932

These five factors were stated to be the world wide surplus of

cargo shipping capacity the downturn in trade with Venezuela

losses in Grace s Great Lakes service Grace s inability to in

augurate its container ship service in 1960 and inclusion of the

high cost of certain South American government owned or sup
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ported lines in the determination of the amount of Grace s operat
ing subsidy No mention was made in this report of competition
with Viking Line as a loss factor

33 The rate war lasted throughout 1960 in which year there
was also a major falloff in trade with Venezuela The rate war

ended gradually in 1961 and Grace s the Conference s and Vik

ing s rates gradually increased in 1961 In November 1961 the

trade was still improving but the Conference with fewer mem

bers had a total of only about 12 sailings every two weeks

compared to 18 prior to the rate war in 1960

34 In its first year of operation 1959 Viking charged com

pensatory rates In 1960 both Viking and Grace charged less

than compensatory rates at least on some commodities Viking
carried refrigerators washing machines and household stoves in

large quantities and on this type of cargo Viking was receiving
substantial revenues and profits Such cargo was obtained strictly
on a rate basis

35 Viking s rates were made generally below the Confer
ence s rates on both the high and low rated commodities Where

the Conference had low rates Viking cut as little as possible
Sometimes a cut of 0 25 or 0 50 was all that was needed to

attract the cargo On the higher rated cargo Viking generally
cut the rates 10 percent but went even lower where it felt a larger
cut was necessary to attract the cargo and it could still make a

profit The 10 percent cut was in the tradition of other inde
pendent lines Rates cut more than 10 percent were usually on

the high side and in the range of 40 50 60 or 70

36 Viking s rates did not always go as low as the Confer
ences rates For example Viking refused to go below 15 on

New York State beans but a Conference line carried them at

about 13 50 during the open rate period
37 As an independent Viking did not maintain a tariff of

its rates open to the public although itwas obliged within 30 days
after one of its ships sailed to file the rates on cargo transported
by that ship with the Commission 5 In the meantime another

Viking ship could have sailed with cargo booked at lower or

higher rates Thus the Conference lines might wait as much as

30 days to ascertain Viking s rates from its filings with the Com

mission and of course it took additional time for member lines

I

5Section 19 Investigaticm 1995 1 U S S B B 470 502 1935
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to agree on new rates make them effective and book cargo
Viking to some extent was able to keep the Conference lines in

the dark as to its rates Its rates could be ascertained to an extent

from sources other than tariffs such as phone calls to Viking
The record as to availability of information from this source is

uncertain one witness saying a telephone call would get the rates
and another witness saying that only known friendly voices would

receive rate information Of course carrier s rates as quoted to a

shipper are often passed on by the shipper to a competing carrier
at times accurately Venezuelan custom manifests available to

competitors would also show Viking s rates

38 Viking s cargo comes largely from freight forwarders and

as much as 85 percent of its shipments are made by freight for

warders or list the names of forwarders on the shipping docu
ments On about 87 5 percent of its shipments Viking paid 2 5

percent brokerage the customary rate for uindependents to

the freight forwarder During the period of record Viking paid
brokerage in excess of 2 5 percent on about 100 shipments out of

over 4 000 shipments On a few occasions no brokerage at all was

paid Viking s agent had discretionary authority to exceed the
rate of 2 5 percent in paying brokerage Brokerage of five percent

IIand ten percent was paid at times The record is convincing that
in most instances it was Viking s lower freight rates which at

tracted the cargo but that in some instances the cargo was

secured by the payment of 5 or 10 percent brokerage Viking s

2 5 percent brokerage policy was the same as that of other non

Conference lines

39 Viking payments to freight forwarders compensated them

for the preparation of complicated analyses of manufacturer s

lists of articles shipped with stowage factors and other docu

ments which Viking s agent did not have the information and

facilities to prepare but were primarily made as payment to the
forwarders for bringing the cargo to Viking Viking s brokerage
policy was in part compelled by the competition of Dovar Line or

by an unnamed Conference line not Grace One line was cited
to Viking s agents many times as competing both rate wise and

brokerage wise until it left the Conference in 1960 or early 1961

40 Except as to Grace and Viking the record contains
nothing specific about the operating results of carriers in the
Venezuela trade but several Conference lines lost money in 1960

Those carriers generally opposed opening of the rates and gen
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erally supported closing of the rates after they had been opened
because of their losses

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing facts support and require denial of reparation
and requested rules

N either Viking nor Grace can show that the applicable statute

section 22 of the 1916 Act makes the losses they have sustained

legally or equitably recoverable

Section 22 under which both Grace and Viking necessarily
complain makes recoverable as reparation only damages caused

by a violation of the 1916 Act The complaints and argument of
both parties recognize and demonstrate that this is true Each as

complainant alleges and seeks to prove violation of the Act

with resulting injury by the other As respondent each denies

and disproves the other s allegations just described

While Grace in its complaint in No 946 alleged violations of

sections 14 and 16 of the 1916 Act by Viking the allegations are

wholly without evidentiary support and have not been asserted

by brief or argument
It is shown on pages 3 and 4 of this report that no Viking rate

here involved is subject to the provisions of section 18 b 5

of the 1916 Act and this disposes of Grace s allegation and

contention based upon that section

From the carefully drawn and detailed counts of the Grace

complaint we extract one remaining allegation which is that
the 1916 Act specifically section 15 has been and is now being
violated

In effect Grace s allegations and arguments as to violation of
section 15 are 1 that the owners of Viking by agreeing to create

Viking as an operator in the Venezuelan trade entered into an

agreement which section 15 requires to be filed immediately with

the Commission and that inasmuch as that agreement has not

been filed as it has not Viking s owners have violated section

15 by failing to comply with its filing provisions and 2 that

Viking s operations in the Venezuelan trade constitute carrying
out by Viking s owners of an unapproved section 15 agreement 6

also aviolation of section 15

i

j

1

S

Common usage has established the term section 15 agreement as meaning an ag eement

subiect to the provisions of section 15 of tbe 1916 Act
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The critical question is whether the agreement to create Viking i
is in view of Viking s intended operation in the Venezuelan

trade a section 15 agreement If so section 15 is violated

although this would not necessarily mean that Grace should re

cover reparations In our opinion the agreement is not a section j
15 agreement and section 15 has not been violated by failure to

file the agreement or by Viking s operations
J To be subject to the provisions of section 15 an agreement must 1

be an agreement of a common carrier by water or other person s

subject to the 1916 Act with another such carrier or person

fixing or regulating transportation rates or fares giving or

receiving special rates accommodations or other special privileges
or advantages controlling regulating preventing or destroying
competition pooling or apportioning earnings losses or traffic
allotting ports or restricting or otherwise regulating the number

and character of sailings between ports limiting or regulating
in any way the volume or character of freight or passenger traffic

to be carried or in any manner providing for an exclusive

preferential or cooperative working arrangement

The agreement between Laly and Imica to create Viking as a

berth operator in the Venezuela trade may well be considered to

provide for a cooperative working arrangement between them

Assuming arguendo that it does so the agreement nevertheless

is not subject to section 15 unless it is between a common carrier

or other person subject to the 1916 Act and another such person
or carrier As Laly and Imica are not carrying on the business

of forwarding or furnishing wharfage warehouse or other termi

nal facilities in connection with a common carrier by water and

were not when they entered into the agreement neither is or was

when the agreement was made an other person subject to the

1916 Act Section 1 Grace contends however that although
when the agreement was made neither Laly nor Imica was a

common carrier by water and this we find as fact both became

such carriers the instant Viking began operating that the agree
ment thus became an agreement between common carriers and

as it has been neither filed nor approved Viking s operations
constitute carrying out an unapproved section 15 agreement be
tween Laly and Imica by Laly and mica The a gument s in

genuity exceeds its merit It is in effect that as Viking is

operating as a common carrier by water so are Viking s owners

Laly and Imica The argument proves too much If it be correct
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7 it means that all individual incorporators of a steamship line
I have always been and are violators of section 15 of the 1916 Act

This was never the legislative intent nor is it the legislation s

effect Section 15 was enacted to subject anticompetitive agree
ments between those engaged in specified maritime enterprises to

the scrutiny of a regulatory agency and to authorize that agency

under stated conditions to exempt such agreements from the

operation of the antitrust laws and this it does This agreement
is not between parties specified by section 15 Therefore section 15

does not require that it be filed with and approved by the Com

mission nor can the Commission by approval exempt it from the

operation of the antitrust laws Although as we have indicated

there is a measure of logic in arguing that because Viking the

whole is engaged in common carriage by water so are Laly and

Imica as Viking s parts sufficient answer is given by our conclu

sion that this does not make Laly and Imica common carriers by
water within the meaninq of section 15 of the Act Indeed what

Judge Byers said in The Southern Cross 24 F Supp 91 93 D C

E D N Y 1938 is directly applicable to Grace s argument
If logic were an end in itself the argument eo eo I would at least be

plansible But when logic and common sense are approaching head on it is

not the latter which mnst give way

Inasmuch as all section 15 cases cited by Grace involve agreements
between common carriers or other persons subject to the 1916 Act

they are inapplicable here

Upon the basis of what has been said we conclude that neither

Viking nor any Viking interest was obligated to file or forbidden

to carry out the agreement under consideration We now turn to

Viking s charge that Grace has violated section 14 Second of the

1916 Act by operating fighting ships
Section 14 Second forbids any common carrier by water to

operate a fighting ship and defines the term The statute states

that a fighting ship is a vessel used in a particular trade by a

carrier or group of carriers for the purpose of excluding prevent
ing or reducing competition by driving another carrier out of

said trade

Viking contends that Grace used its vessels to destroy Viking s

competition by driving Viking out of the Venezuelan trade and

therefore each Grace sailing was the operation of a fighting ship
The argument though specious is not new Viking recognizes that

it was advanced and overruled in Seas Shipping Co v American

7 F M C
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South African Line 1 V S S B 568 1936 contends that Seas
was incorrectly decided and asks us to hold to the contrary Due

regard to the intention of Congress in enacting section 14 Second

prevents
The Alexander Committee which after its far reaching and

painstaking investigation secured the passage of the 1916 Act

recognized that operating fighting ships on the one hand and

cutting rates for cargo carried on vessels regularly employed
on the other are twodifjerent methods of competitive operation

In its report the Committee pointed out the testimony of wit

nesses that in the Atlantic Gulf Trade steamship conferences

could then crush independents Hby putting in steamers to fight
the competition which is to say the operation of fighting ships
Hor by having their regular boats cut rates to an unremunerative
basis Vol 4 p 394 emphasis added The Committee s rec

ommendation which Congress followed by enacting section 14

Second was intended to and does prohibit putting in steamers to

fight the competition but was not intended to and does not pro
hibit the cutting of rates on regular boats even to an unremu

nerative level This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the

evidence about fighting ships before the Committee all related
to ships specially put on to fight competitors and in no instance
to cutting rates on vessels regularly operating on the route

Grace l1aving put in no steamers to fight Vikings competition
has not operated fighting ships Nothing in this record indicates
that Grace has increased sailings changed sailing dates or in any

way changed its normal operating pattern

Viking has failed to support its charge that Grace s rate cutting
subjected Viking to unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage in

violation of section 16 of the 1916 Act by appropriate evidence

or convincing argument Grace s cut rates if not met by rates
as low or lower were effective equally to take cargo away from

all other operators not just Viking The Examiner s finding that

Grace did not violate section 16 as ch rged is not challenged by
exception or by oral argument

We turn now to the sole remaining issueif under section 19
of the 1920 Act we should issue rules with respect to the payment
of brokerage or systematically undercutting conference rates
It is wholly unnecessary to discuss the merits or demerits of any

proposed rule because no rule can issQe unless and until we finq
that conditions unfavorable to shippiIlg exist in this trade and
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e conclude upon the whole record that such conditions do not
lOW exist As stated in the initial decision this trade is now

elatively stable and the carriers prospects are improving It is
ell for us to point out however that payment of excessive

rokerage in our opinion is a pernicious practice inimical to the
est interest of shipping in our foreign trade and oppressive to
he shipper who must eventually bear the cost Hence the Federal
1aritime Commission will review this matter on an industry
vide scale Weare by no means sure that payment of excessive
rokerage is made only by non conference lines

Further we do not consider systematically undercutting a

ompetitor s rates a desirable or even valid method of ratemaking
dvertising by a carrier that its rates are so fixed is provocative

If retaliation and rate war with resulting instability detrimental
o our foreign commerce

Our ultimate conclusions are

1 That neither Grace nor Viking has violated any provision
If the 1916 Act and therefore neither is entitled to recover repara
ions from the other

2 Conditions unfavorable to shipping do not now exist in the
renezuela trade and therefore no rules to meet such conditions
viII be issued

3 The complaints in Docket Nos 946 and 950 should be dis
nissed and Docket No 953 should be discontinued

An appropriate order will be issued

7 F M C
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 946

GRACE LINE INC

V

SKIPS AjS VIKING LINE ET AL

No 950

SKIPS AjS VIKING LINE

V

GRACE LINE INC

I

No 953

SECTION 19 MERCHANT MARINE ACT 1920 INVESTIGATION OF

PRACTICES OF VIKING LINE

The Commission on this day having entered its report con

taining its findings and conclusions herein which report is madl

a part hereof

It is ordered
1 That Dockets No 946 and 950 be and they hereby are

dismissed and

2 That Docket No 953 be and it hereby is discontinued

By the Commission November 13 1962

Sgd Thomas Lisi

Secretary
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 244

MARTINI RossiSpA ET AL

V

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC

Decided November 13 1961

Permission granted Lykes Bros Steamship Co to waive collection of under

charges on shipments transported from Italy to the United States

Walter Caroll and Edward S Bagley for respondent

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

CHOS E STAKEM Chairman JOHN HARLLEE Vice Chairman
ASHTON C BARRETT Commissioner JOHN S PATTERSON Com

nissioner JAMES V DAY Commissioner

BY THE COMMISSION

This is an application made by Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc

Lykes pursuant to Rule 6b of the CommissionsRules of
Practice and Procedure for permission to waive collection of un

iercharges due on certain shipments transported from Italy to
he United States on the SS James Lykes in February 1962

1 Rule 6bprovides
Carriers or other persons subject to the shipping acts may file applications for the volun

ary payment of reparation or for permission to waive collection of undercharges even

hough no complaint has been filed pursuant to rule5bAll such applications shall be made
n accordance with the form prescribed in Appendix II5herein shall describe in detail
he transaction out of which the claim for reparation arose and shall be filed within the2year
tatutory period referred to in rule 5cSuch applications will be considered the equivalent
f a complaint and answer thereto admitting the facts complained of If allowed an order

orpayment will be issued by the Commission
2The shippers and commodities involved are Martini Rossi SpAvermouth Fiat SpA

utomobiles EternitSpA asbestos pipe Riccardo Giusti Figh wine SpA Lucchese Olii
k Vini olive oil Serchi Stefani wine Calzaturificio Orbio di C Capobianco shoes

7FMC
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By section 18b of the Shipping Act 1916 effective January
2 1962 water carriers the foreign commerce of the United
States were for the first time requires by statute to file with the

Commission tariffs showing all their rates and charges and were

prohibited from collecting or receiving other than the rate or

charge so filedfor the transportation of property or service con

nected therewitheDuring the month of January 1962 the carrier

Lykes had on file with the Commission its Special Rate Circular
No 2 containing rates for commodities such as those here in

volved Th3Circular had an expiration date of January 31 1962
after which the higher rates published in Lykes Westbound Medi

terranean excluding Spain U S South Atlantic Gulf Ports

Freight Tariff No 1 also on file with the Commission herein
after Westbound Mediterranean Tariff would apply absent

an extension of the Circular Lykes intended to extend the lower

rates but due in part to oversight and in part to misunderstanding
of the newly enacted tariff requirements as aforesaid its Genoa
Italy office the issuing office for the tariff failed to make the

necessary filing with the Commission

Lykes employees continued to solicit cargo on the basis of the

lower rates apparently in ignorance of the fact that Circular No

2 had expired On discovering the situation Lykes filed Special
Rate Circular No 3 effective February 20 1962 reinstating the

lower rates but in the interim the shipments here in question had

been booked transported and paid for on the basis of the lower

rates These were not the rates legally applicable to the shipments
since Lykes Westbound Mediterranean Tariff went into effect
albeit inadvertently on February 1 1962 and was in force until

February 20 1962 Having received less than the lawful rates
Lykes is in violation of the new statutory requirement It is also

obligated to collect the undercharges from the shippers concerned

The Examiner in his initial decision concluded that the Com
mission was without power to grant Lykes a waiver of the duty
to collect the undercharges because as to the foreign commerce

the Commission lacks the authority to determine prescribe or

Public Lw 87846 176 Stat 762 76461 Prior to this enactment Individual water

carriers engaged In the foreign commerce of the United States were not required to file rat

In inbound trades except in the East Coast of South America to the Pacific Coast of the

United States trade Conferences pursuant ti their agreements filed scheduled of inbound

rat after they became effective In the outbound trades the requirement by administrative

regulation was that the rate be filed within 80 days after becoming effective P L 87846

also provides that no rate Increase can be effective until 90 days after its filing unless the

Commission authorises a shorter period but a decrease may be made effective upon filing

7 FMC
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things to see that equity and justice are done in the matter of
reparations

Every precaution will be taken to insure that discrimination
does not result from the approval of applications under Rule 6b
To that end the requirements of the rule must be fully complied
with and the Examiners should freely utilize their authority to
obtain any additional information deemed necessary Where the

facts show that there will be no discrimination and that the case
is one of bona fide rate mistake or inadvertence it seems to us
clear that we may exercise our discretion to remedy the situation
Our action however cannot excuse parties from any statutory
penalties to which they may be subject

The record in this case shows that granting the relief sought
will not result in discrimination and that such grant as in the
Higa case supra will relieve innocent shippers from the con
sequences of the carriers failure to effectuate an intended tariff
filing For these and other reasons above mentioned the waives
will be granted

Ise Phis Menxiste Growoofotw6fstss et W v FCC out USA 802 F 9d 027 D C CIr
1962

7 FMC
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ORDER

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

SPECIAL DOCKET NO 244

MARTINI Rossi SxAET AL

V

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC

WHEREAS the Commission has this day made and entered a

eeport stating its findings and conclusion herein which report is
nade a part hereof by reference
It is ordered That the application of Lykes Bros Steamship
o Inc to waive collection of certain undercharges be and it

s hereby granted

3y the Commission November131962
Sgd THOMAS LISI

Secretary
7 FMC
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FEDERAL 1PTIME COMMISSION

No 999

AMERICAN GREAT SAKES MEDITERRANEAN EASTBOUND

FREIGHT CONFERENCE SURCHARG ON SHIPMENTS

FROM BUFFALO NEW YORK

Decided November 20 1962

Surcharge of 10 imposed by Conference on all cargo moving from Buffalo
to Mediterranenan Ports found to be unjustly discriminatory and ordered
set aside

James 0 Moore Jr Frank G Raichle and Ralph H Halpern
for petitioner Nelson A Rockefeller Governor of the State of
New York

Burton H White for respondents

Harold B Ehrlich for Niagara Frontier Port Authority

Edward Brick and W G Gilbert for Buffalo Area Chamber of
Commerce Arthur W Todd for Port Control of the City of Cleve
land Council of Lake Erie Ports Great Lakes Ports Traffic Com
mittee and Frank Catanzarite for the Buffalo Corn Exchange
intervenors

Donald J Brunner Hearing Counsel

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairman JOHN HARLLEE Vice Chairman
ASHTON C BARRETT Commissioner JOHN S PATTERSON

Commissioner JAMES V DAY Commissioner
7 FMC
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BY TflE COMMISSION

On May 30 1962 acting pursuant to Section 16 Firstt of the

Shipping Act the Governor of the State of New York petitioner
riled with the Commission a protest and petition wherein it was

tlleged that on April 13 1962 the American Great Lakes Medi

erranean Eastbound Freight Conference respondents 2 amended

ts freight Tariff No 4 as follows

SURCHARGE ON SHIPMENTS FROM BUFFALO NEW YORK

Effective June 1 1962 10 surcharge is established on all rates and

charges on shipments from Buffalo New York
3

Th petition further alleges that the surcharge is unjustly dis

riminatory in violation of Section 17 of the Shipping Act and

Ghat it unjustly discriminates against the State of New York and

reates an undue and unreasonable prejudice against the port and

t preference to other Great Lakes ports in violation of Section 16

On the basis of this petition and pursuant to Section 16 First

he Commission issued an order on June 5 1962 requiring re

pondents to show cause why the surcharge should not be set aside

Respondents filed an answer to the petition wherein it was

tlleged that the surcharge is justified because of extraordinary

fligh terminal costs incurred by respondents at Buffalo and the

erious delays at that port which costs and delays it is alleged
greatly exceed those at otherGreat Lakes ports

J Section 16 First was amended by P L 87 346 October 8 1961 by the addition of the

tollowing provision

Provided That within thirty days after enactment of this Act or within thirty days after

the effective date or the filing with the Commission whichever is later of any conference

freight rate rule or regulation in the foreign commerce of the United States the Governor

of any State Commonwealth or possession of the United States may file a protest with the

Commission upon the ground that the rate rule or regulation unjustly discriminates against

that State Commonwealth or possession of the United States in which case the Commission
shall issue an order to the conference to show cause why the rate rule or regulation should

not be set aside Within one hundred and eighty days from the date of the issuance of

such order the Commission shall determine whether or not such rate rule or regulation is

unjustly discriminatory Ilnd issue a final order either dismissing the protest or setting aside

he rate rule or regulation
2 Respondents are the Conference and its member lines The Conference is organized under

Federal Maritime Commission Agreement No 8250 and consists of the following steamship

ines American Export Lines Inc Concordia Line Great Lakes Service Fabre Line

Hellenic Lines Limited Mediterranean Star Line Montship Capo Great Lakes Service

Nedlloyd Line Niagara Line Orient Mid East Great Lakes Service Watts Watts Line Great

Lakes Service Zim Israel Navigation Company Ltd

3 The 10 surcharge is imposed on all commodities moving on respondents vessels from

Buffalo to ports in the Mediterranean No similar surcharge applies to other Great Lakes

ports There is nothing in the record to indicate that any of the other carriers serving

Buffalo have imposed a similar surcharge

7 F M C
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dents and then only at the end of the hearings when their ac
curacy could not be tested

In our view the record merely shows that the terminal costs are
somewhat higher and the stevedore efficiency somewhat lower at
Buffalo than at some other Great Lakes ports And as the Ex
aminer found it also shows that terminal charges and loading
time at some of these other ports are not significantly different
from those at Buffalo The evidence relating to commodities other

than flour was meager and it does not establish that the terminal
costs at Buffalo on these items differ at all from those at the other
ports In short the record fails to support respondents action in
singling out Buffalo for the imposition of a surcharge and it has
therefore not been justified

There are also other elements which should be considered in
determining whether a rate differential at a particular part may
be upheld such as volume of traffic competition distance ad

vantages of location character of traffic frequency of service
and others Port Differential Investigation 1 USSB 61 69 1925
The Conference made no attempt to present evidence on any ele
ment except terminal costs

The justification for a surcharge must be demonstrated by a
record that is considerably more complete and solid than the one
before us We conclude that the surcharge constitutes an unjust
discrimination against the Port of Buffalo and the State of New
York in violation of Section 16 First This is also the conclusion
the Examiner reached

Respondents take the position that the State of New York is
not discriminated against by the 10 surcharge at Buffalo The
record on the other hand shows clearly that the State of New
York has in addition to the interest any State would have in one
of its major ports a pecuniary interest in the Port of Buffalo The
State has advanced money to the port for the development of its
terminal facilities and for operating the port The Niagara

Frontier Port Authority which operates and owns the major
facilities at Buffalo is an agency of the State of New York whose
members are appointed by the Governor and whose operations
are financed by State funds It follows that the discrimination in
question constitutes a discrimination against the State as well
as the Port of Buffalo

An order setting aside the surcharge will be entered

FMC
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ORDER

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 999

IN THE MATTER OF AMERICAN GREAT LAKES MEDITERRANEAN

EASTBOUND FREIGHT CONFERENCE SURCHARGE ON SHIPMENTS

FROM BUFFALO NEW YORK

This proceeding having been initiated by an Order to Show
ause issued by the Federal Maritime Commission and the Com

nission having fully considered the matter and having this date
nade and entered of record a Report containing conclusions and
lecision thereon which Report is hereby referred to and made a

art hereof

It is orde1 ed That the 10 percent surcharge imposed at the
Port of Buffalo by respondent American Great Lakes Mediter
ranean Eastbound Freight Conference be and it is hereby set
3side and

It is furthe1 orde1 ed That the respondent publish issue and
file with the commission immediately an appropriate amendment
to its tariff indicating that the surcharge is no longer in effect
and

It is furthe J orde red That the respondent cease and desist from

enforcing the surcharge in any manner whatsoever
By the Commission November 20 1962

Signed Thomas Lisi

Secretary
7 F M C
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No 905

UNITED STATES LINES AND GONDRAND BROTHERS

VIOLATION OF SECTION 16

Decided December 19t 1962

Gondrand Brothers found to have knowingly and wilfully obtained fror

United States Lines Company transportation of logs by water fror

North Atlantic Range ports to the ports of Antwerp and Rotterdam a

less than the rates 01 charges which would otherwise have been appli
cable during the period 1954 through 1959t in violation of section 1

of the Shipping Actt 1916

United States Lines Company found to have allowed Gondrand Brothers t

obtain transportation of logs by water from North Atlantic Range port
to the ports of Antwerp and Rotterdam at less than the regular rates 0

charges established and enforced on the line of such carrier during th

period 1954 through 1959 in violation of section 16 Second of the Ship

ping Actt 1916

Elmer C Maddy and Ronald A Capone for respondent Unite

States Lines Co

Howard A Le7 Y and Robert J Blackwell Hearing Counsel

Arnold J Roth Hearing Examiner

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairrnan JOHN HARLLEE Vice Chairman

JOHN S PATTERSON Commissioner JAMES V DAY Commis
sioner ASHTON C BARRETT Commissioner did not participate iI

this case

BY THE COMMISSION
This proceeding was instituted by the Federal Maritime Boarc

Board to determine whether Gondrand Brothers Gondrand

of Zurich Switzerland and United States Lines Company U

Lines also sometimes herein called respondent violated sectior

16 of the Shipping Act 1916 in connection with the shipment of

7 F M C
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so far as is here pertinent participated in the conference freight
tariffs and did not publish or maintain any different tariffs

Gondrand is an agent in Switzerland for US Lines with

responsibility to book cargo for US Lines vessels both east and
westbound to solicit freight and to perform various other func
tions for US Lines in Switzerland including the collection of
freight monies For these services Gondrand is paid a commission
based on the gross freight booked by it or through its facilities
on cargoes shipped between Switzerland and the United States
Gondrand also operates as a freight forwarder in Europe and as

such it performs services for various consignees including in

many instances arranging for inland transportation of the goods
of such consignees after delivery by the vessel at the port of

discharge in Europe as well as for the ocean ttansportation
Gondrand s activities with respect to these goods are however
confined to those of a forwarder and it does not buy sell or use

them itself US Lines was at all times aware of this dual status
of Gondrand

Some time prior to December 1954 Gondrand and an official of
US Lines entered into an arrangement covering the eastbound
movement of logs whereby US Lines would make payments to
Gondrand so that the ultimate rate assessed on shipments of logs
handled by Gondrand would approximate the rates concurrently
maintained by competitive nonconference carriers in order to
enable US Lines to obtain against nonconference carrier com

petition a portion of the log movement In 1955 the existence of
this arrangement came to the attention of other officials of US
Lines and instructions were given that the arrangement be
discontinued as a possible violation of the conference agreement
but it nevertheless continued until 1959 The ultimate rates
assessed under this arrangement did not appear in any tariff

participated in by US Lines nor was a report of these rates made

by US Lines to the Board as required by the outstanding order
in Section 19 Investigation 1935 1 D S S B B 470 1935

The record discloses 59 shipments which were transported on

vessels of US Lines under the above arrangement The earliest
of these moved under bill of lading No 100 dated December 27
1954 on Voyage 51 of the Am erican Attorney which sailed from
New York on December 28 1954 and the latest under bill of

lading No 22 dated March 5 1959 on Voyage 51 of the American
Guide which sailed from New York on the same date The ship

7 F M C
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ments were variously described in the bills oflading as maple logs
birdseye maple logs peeled maple logs hardwood logs and hard

wood logs maple Except for one shipment in 1956 which was

loaded in Norfolk all were loaded in N ew York and they were

discharged in Antwerp and Rotterdam although a number of the

Rotterdam shipments were consigned to Amsterdam Freight

charges in each instance were billed to and paid by Gondrand On

11 of the shipments Gondrand appeared as sole consignee in the

bills of lading On the remainder Gondrand appeared as con

signee with an ultimate consignee shown in the body of the bill

or Gondrand was listed as a party to be notified of the arrival of

the shipment or Gondrand did not appear on the bill of lading
at all

The mechanics of the arrangement may be illustrated by a ship
ment of 71 peeled maple logs weight 74 860 pounds loaded at

New York on Voyage 8 of the American Archer under bill of

lading No 43 sailing date February 6 1959 Freight charges
were entered on the bill of lading at the conference rate of 120

per 100 pounds totaling 898 32 a freight bill in the same amount

was tendered to Gondrand under date of February 25 1959 and

paid by it The bill of lading indicates that the consignee was

Transportmij Traffic NV Rotterdam with arrival notice to be

addressed to Gondrand Under date of March 31 1959 a specifica
tion was prepared by Gondrand listing this and other shipments
handled during the first quarter of 1959 claiming refund on this

shipment of 3743 based upon a rate of 115 per 100 pounds
By letter of May 26 1959 addressed to the Paris France office

of US Lines Gondrand submitted copies of the specification to

gether with paid freight bills and requested remittance of 534 58

on the shipments handled in the first quarter of 1959 including
that mentioned above Under date of June 24 1959 the manifest

records of US Lines were corrected to reflect the claim made by
Gonc1rand and a check in the amount of 534 58 was transmitted

by US Lines to Gondrand on July 13 1959 By letter of July 24

1959 Gondrand acknowledged receipt of this check The re

mainder of the 59 shipments were handled in similar manner with

freight bills issued to Gondrand in the first instance and paid by
it at the applicable conference rates and later remittance of

amounts to Gondrand to adjust the freight charges to reflect lower

nonconference rates By letter of May 9 1960 addressed to the

London England office of US Lines Gondrand transmitted to

US Lines a check in the amount of 12 591 19 covering all refunds

7 F M C
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previously received byGondrandunder the above arrangemen1
during the years 1956 1959 This letter reads

In line with our discussion at Zurich last week we have talked the matteI
over here and we realise that the only way this false situation can be cor

rected is for us to refund to you the full amount of US 12 591 19

It is most regrettable that this action is necessary but we fully realisE
the situation you have been placed in

The record indicates that no shipments of logs between the port
here involved were handled by US Lines for any shippers othel
than those for whom Gondrand was acting In addition to pay
ments made to Gondrand under the above arrangement Gondrand
also received its regular commissions on the shipments as agen1
of US Lines

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

US Lines took exception to the Examiner s findings of fact a

above set forth and submitted instead its own Statement 01
Facts However this specifies neitl1er the findings excepted tc
nor the findings US Lines thinks the Examiner should have made
and it fails to comply with our Rule 13 h which requires that

exceptions indicate with particularity alleged errors in the initial
decision Moreover the findings proposed by US Lines to the
extent they relate to facts were actually made by the Examiner
albeit in slightly different language The evidence of record fully
supports the findings made by the Examiner

Section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 so far as pertinent pro
vides

That it shall be unlawful for any shipper consignor consignee forwarder
broker or other person or any officer agent or employee thereof knowingly
and willfully directly or indirectly by means of false billing false classi
fication false weighing false report of weight or by any other unjust or

unfair device or means to obtain or attempt to obtain transportation by
water for property at less than the rates or charges which would otherwise
be applicable

That it shall be unlaVlful for any common carrier by water or other person
subject to this Act either alone or in conjunction with any other person
directly or indirectly

Second To allow any person to obtain transportation for property at less
than the regular rates or charges then established and enforced on the line
of such carrier by means of false billing false classification false weighing
false report of weight or by any other unjust or unfair device or means

The Examiner concluded that the arrangement between Gon

drand and US Lines was entered into knowingly and wilfully
7 F M C
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lnd was effectuated by means of false billing in violation of sec

ion 16 In its exceptions US Lines reiterates the contentions

made in its brief to the Examiner It argues that the net amount

paid by Gondrand after the refund had been made in each in

tance was the regular rate then established and enforced by
US Lines It points to the requirement of filing rates ih the export
Grade within 30 days after they become effective which prevailed
it the times involved herein l and claims that since the rates on

lIe could be changed under this policy without prior notice to the

Board the filed rates were in effect supplanted every time US
Lines carried logs for Gondrand

A necessary corollary of this reasoning would seem to be that

US Lines filed the rate which it gave Gondland in each instance

But this was not done We take official notice of the fact that

never during the lengthy period in question did US Lines file

with the Board its actual rate to Gondrand During all that time

only US Lines conference rate for logs was on file Surely it is

not consistent for a carrier thus to publish and maintain one rate

ad infinitum and yet contend that its regular rate was something
else Nothing in the Board s decision in Filing of Freight Rates

rn the Foreign Commerce etc 6 F M B 396 1961 or other

cases cited by respondent supports the view that a carrier s regu

lar I ate is hatever figure it chooses on the spot to give the

shipper but which it never files as required Under this theory

ignoring as it does the rate actually published and any need to

perfect changes therein the principle of a regular rate all but

vani hes and a violation of section 16 could seldom be shown

Such a position is untenable

United States Lines was bound by its conference agreement to

observe the rates in the conference tariff These were the only
rates filed and published by it or on its behalf The rates so re

ported and published were its regular or stablished rates which

it was bound to charge and shippers were bound to pay Prince

Line Ltd V American Papel Exports Inc 45 F 2d 242 aff d 55

F 2d 1053 CA 2 1932 Compania Anonilna Venezolana de

t

s

I Dy Public Lmv i7 346 aplHO ctl Octohcr 3 1 161 sl tion IX of the Shipping Act 1 116

was anHnded to J cquire that evel Y cOlllmon carrier by walcr in foreijW commerce file with

the Commission and keep open to public inspcclion tarifTs ho ing all its nth s and chart c

for transpoJ tation and that no different rate or charge should be collected 01 received by such

call ier The prior requirement fOI filing ratcs 01 changcs within 30 dllYs is eontllined in

General Ordcr 83 16 C F R Parts 23ii and 53fi
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Navegacion v A J Perez Expo rt Co et al 303 F 2d 692 CA 5

1962 2

United States Lines offered testimony to the effect that i

carried no shipments of logs during the period in question othe
than those for Gondrand It therefore argues that all shippers
were treated equally and hence no discrimination existed and n

violation of section 16 Second can be found We think it unlikel

that over a period of four and one half years there were no otheJ

shippers of logs in the relevant trade who were not in one way OJ

another prejudiced by the fact that US Lines allowed onl

Gondrand to obtain transportation at a rate lower than the one i1

made available to the shipping public generally But we need n01

pursue the matter for violation of section 16 Second clearly is nOl

made contingent upon a showing of instances of such discrimina
tion The command of the section is absolute that a carrier shal

not by false means or by other unfair or unjust means directly OJ

indirectly allow a person to obtain transportation at less than thE

regular rate The policy underlying this command is the same a

that underlying the recent Shipping Act amendment which pro

hibits a carrier s deviation from its tariff as filed vith the Com

mission Fn 1 infl a

In the course of its argument respondent takes the positior
that its transactions with Gondrand were above board withir

the meaning of these words as used in the opinion in the P1inCl

Dine case snpra There the court said in reference to section H

Second 55 F 2d at 1055

The law did not forbid all concessions to a shipper apparently it assumec

that if these were above board and known or ascertainable by competitors
the resulting jealousies and pressure upon the carrier would be correctivE

enough But it did forbid the carrier to grant such favors when accompaniec

by any concealment and its command in that event was as absolute as thougt

it had been unconditional

It is true as respondent says that no deception was practicec
on Gondrand since Gondrand was a party to the rebating Bu1

this hardly creates an above board atmosphere for the arrange

ment The shipments were billed and paid for in the first instanCE

at the regular rates of US Lines undoubtedly to conceal thE

arrangement For a time the fact that Gondrand was receiving
a lower rate was not known even among all the US Lines officials

IIhlt r Hloedd JallO au Lumber Mil s 68 F 2d 268 eA 1l33 cite l hy respondent

is quitt a different cast in that there the court found inter alia no effective rate for tht

tran Jlortation of lumber higher thlln the one which hlld been agreed upon after ne otilltion

between carrieI and shipper
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who apparently should have been aware of it and certainly it

was not known to or ascertainable by the shipping public Itwas

pr cisely the sort of unlawful arrangement the court referred to

in the above Prince Line qU0tation In that case the agreement
between shipper and carrier covered the transportation of parcels
of upaper the contents of which were undisclosed by the shipper
and hence unclassified for rate purpose although the carrier s

tariff specified various classes of paper and rates therefor In

holding that the carrier violated s ction 16 Second the court de

scribed the arrangement in language equally appropriate here as

follows at 1055

This was an unfair device or means for it destroyed that equality of treat

ment between shippers which it was the primary purpose of the section

nd for that matter of the whole statute to maintain

Two additional points made by US Lines should be noticed It

says that the word uperson in section 16 Second means ushipper
including Uconsignee that there is no proof that Gondrand was

either of these and consequently that US Lines could not have

violated the section by allowing Gondrand to obtain transportation
at the lower rate This claim is made notwithstanding that Gon

drand is actually named as consignee in the documents covering
about a fourth of the shipments It is clear moreover that 16

Second cannot be construed as respondent contends because if it

is section 16 becomes an absurdity

The first paragraph of section 16 forbids uany shipper con

signor consignee forwarder broker or other person from ob

taining transportation at less than the applicable rate There is

a parallel proscription in section 16 Second against carriers allow

ing U
any person to obtain such transportation but this would be

operative under respondent s construction only where a shipper
or consignee was involved Further although carriers could not

directly allow rate concessions to shippers or consignees they

could under respondent s construction favor forwarders brokers

or others and through them could also favor shippers and con

signees We are satisfied as was the Examiner that the words

uany person as used in section 16 Second are fully as broad as

the words ushipper consignor consignee forwarder broker or
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other person used in the sections first paragraph and that they
plainly encompass Gondrands

Finally US Lines asserts that any possibility of Violation was
eliminated when Gondrand in May 1960 repaid to it the rebates
it had paid Gondrand over the years 1956 through 1959 Re

spondent does not undertake to explain this novel theory Suffice
it to say that repayment of a portion of the sums Gondrand

illegally received from US Lines does not cure the illegality and
has no bearing on that matter

The Examiner describes the arrangement here as false billing
which it perhaps was in view of the submission and payment in
the first instance of bills of lading and freight bills that both
parties by reason of their prior agreement knew did not reflect
the rates Gondrand was ultimately to be charged Unquestionably
the arrangement constituted an unjust or unfair device or

means prohibited by section 16 and we think it preferable in the
circumstances to rest our decision on that ground

Our conclusions are

1 That respondent Gondrand Brothers knowingly and wil
fully obtained from United States Lines Company transportation
of logs by water from North Atlantic Range ports to the ports of
Antwerp and Rotterdam at less than the rates or charges which
would otherwise have been applicable during the period December
27 1954 through March 5 1959 in violation of section 16 of the
Act and

2 That respondent United States Lines Company allowed

Gondrand Brothers to obtain transportation of logs by water from
North Atlantic Range ports to the ports of Antwerp and Rotter
dam at less than the regular rates or charges established and en
forced on the line of such carrier during the period December 27
1954 through March 5 1959 in violation of section 16 Second of
the Act

Since the unlawful arrangement has been terminated there is
no occassion for us to issue an order against the respondents and
the proceeding is discontinued

Respondent disputes comparison of 16 Second and the first paragraph on the ground
that the latter was not added to section 16 until 1988 49 Stat 1618 some 20 years after
16 Second was enacted Without the comparison the fact remains that 16 Second uses the
broad and unqualified language any person Furthermore ft is clear that in enacting the
first paragraph Congress sought parity Section 16 Second penalised carriers for allowing
any person to obtain unlawful rates and the first paragraph was designed similarly to
penalise any person who obtained or attempted to obtain such rates
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SPECJ AL DOCKET No 245
DDDO TAORMINA CORP COMPLAINANT

v

CONCORDIA LINE JOINT SERVICE OF DAMPSKIBSAKTIESELSKABET
ALASKA AKTIESELSKABET ATLAS DAMPSKIBSAKTIESELSKABET

IDAHO SKIPSAKSJESELSKAPET HILDA KNUDSEN AND

SKIPSAKSJESELSKAPET SAMUEL BAKKE RESPONDENT

I

j

l

JSPECIAL DOCKET No 246

DOMESTIC EDIBLE OIL CO V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 247
A SARGENTI Co INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

J

1

1

SPECIAL DOCKET No 248
KRASDALE FOODS INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 249
JOSEPH L SCLAFANI INC V CONCORDIA LINE JiTC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 250
D A SCLAFANI V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 251
CAPITOL FOODS V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 252
RINALDI BROS V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 253
PACKER BROS INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 254
C DANIELE CO INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC
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SPECIAL DOCKET No 255

LUIGI CASO V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 256
VITELLI ELVEA CO INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 257

MARINO BROS V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

Decided January 1963

Permission granted Concordia Line Joint Service etc to refund freight
charges and to waive collection of undercharges on shipments transported
from Italy to the United States

Thomas K Roche and Sanford C Miller for Respondent
E Robert Seaver Hearing Examiner

II
I
I

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairman JOHN HARLLEE Vice Chairman

JOHN S PATTERSON Commissioner JAMES V DAY Commis
sioner

BY THE COMMISSION

These are applications by respondent concurred in by com

plainants for an order of the Commission pursuant to Rule 6 b

of the Rules of Practice and Procedure authorizing the voluntary
payment of reparation to some of the complainants and waiver

of the collection of undercharges as to others The applications
arise from respondent s transportation for complainants in
March 1962 of certain peeled tomato products tomato sauce or

pulp and peeled tomatoes from Naples Italy to New York
On February 15 1962 the member lines of the West Coast of

Italy Sicilian and Adriatic Ports North Atlantic Range Confer
ence which include respondent voted to reduce the freight rate

on peeled tomato products from 26 50 per 1000 kilos to 1800
On February 16 1962 the Conference notified the Commission of
this reduction by cable Representatives of the Commission ad
vised the Conference that the filing of the rate change could not

Commissioner Barrett took no part in the hearing or decision of this case
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De accomplished by cablegram Proposed filing tariff rules re

Iuire that tariffs and amendments thereto be filed with the Com

nission in a prescribed manner and form 26 F R 12294 There

Lfter a tariff revision First Revised Page No 14 was prepared
and filed effective February 23 1962 setting forth the reduction
In the tomato rate to 18 00

In the interim respondent had advised complainants and other

hippers that the rate on tomato products was to be reduced to

U8 00 effective February 16 1962 and complainants tomato

products were in good faith booked on that basis However in

view of the Commission s rejection of the cable filing respondent
harged and in all but three instances collected from complainants

rreight based upon the 26 50 rate The quantity shipped by each

wmplainant the freight at the higher and lower rates and the

excess that respondent seeks to refund or to waive are set forth

in the following table

pec Freight Freight

ket Complainant Quantity Charged at EXeeB8
lumber Abbreviated or Billed 18 00

245 Uddo Taormina 146 W 3 869 00 2 628 00 1 241 00

246 Domestic etc 10 8 W 286 20 194 40 9180
247 A Sargenti 12 W 318 00 216 00 102 00
248 Krasdale Foods 12 W 318 00 216 00 102 00

249 Joseph L Sclafani 27 85 W 764 52 501 30 263 22

250 D A Sclafani 7 35 W 194 77 132 30 62 47

251 Capitol Foods 15 W 397 50 270 00 127 50

252 Rinaldi Bros 104 W 275 60 187 20 8840

253 Packer Bros 15 W 397 50 270 00 127 50

254 C Daniele Co 9 18 W 243 27 165 241 78 03

255 Luigi Caso 15 We 97 50 270 001 127 50

256 Vitelli Elvea 57 7 W 1 529 05 1 038 601 49045

257 Marino Bros 15 845 W 419 89 285 21 134 68

In an initial decision the Examiner found that an order should

e issued authorizing the voluntary payment of reparation in

Dockets 245 to 253 inclusive and 257 and the granting of applica
ion to waive collection of undercharges in 254 255 and 256 We

19ree
Common carriers by water in the foreign commerce of the

United States are required by section 18 b of the Shipping Act

L916 to file with the Commission tariffs showing all their rates

1 In Special Dockets 254 255 and 256 freight was paid at the lower rate The application in

hese three proceedings is for authority to waive collection of the underpayment In the other

lA8e8 the freight was pai at the higher rate

7 F M C
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and charges for transportation between United States ports and

foreign ports The statute prohibits charging more or less than

the rates specified in the taritfs so filed This requirement for

filing was new at the time of the transactions involved in these

proceedings section 18 b having become effective on January
2 1962

The parties do not question the refusal of the Commission to

accept the cablegram notice of the change in the freight rate

They urge that the Commission should authorize the relief re

quested based on the 18 00 rate in order to meet the good faith

intentions and expectations of all concerned They allege that the

circumstances here are substantially similar to those in Y Higa
Enterprises Ltd v Pacific Far East Line 7 F M C 62 1962

wherein the Commission waived the collection of certain under

charges There Pacific Far East Line had inadvertently failed

to file a tariff change which the parties in good faith had agreed
would apply and we held that an innocent shipper should not be

made to bear the consequences of the carrier s failure to file the

change
More recently in Martini a d Rossi S p A et ale v Lykes

Bro s Steamship Co 7 F M C 453 1962we granted similar

relief In that case Lykes inadvertently permitted its Special
Rate Circular on file with the Commission to expire bringing into

force the higher rates published in its regular tariff But it con

tinued to solicit cargo based on the lower rates and did in fact

reinstate those rates when it discovered that the Special Circular
had expired In authorizing Lykes to waive ollection of the

undercharges we cited the newness of the filing requirements of

section 18 b of the Shipping Act and the carrier s apparent
Kood faith mistake as a result thereof

The relief sought by the instant applications is in line with our

action in the Higa and Martini and Rossi cases It should be

granted in order to apply the rate that all the parties believed to

be in force at the time they contracted for the shipment of the

tomato products The conference attempted to file the reduced rate

by cable and until informed by the Commission that this filing
was unacceptable it was not unreasonable for respondent to book

cargo at the reduced rate believed to be the lawful one The

shippers are innocent and no discrimination will result in granting
the requested relief Respondent seeks to provide the same relief
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I

Ito all shippers of tomato products on its vessels during the time

in question
An order will be entered authorizing and directing the payment

of reparation to the respective complainants in Special Dockets

245 to 253 inclusive and 257 in the amounts shown in the last

column of the foregoing table and granting the application to

waive collection of undercharges in Special Dockets 254 255

and 256

7 F M C
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

SPECIAL DOCKET No 245

UDDO TAORMINA CORP COMPLAINANT

V

CONCORDIA LINE JOINT SERVICE OF DAMPSKIBSAKTIESELSKABET

ALASKA AKTIESELSKABET ATLAS DAMfSKIBSAKTIESELSKABET
IDAHO SKIPSAKSJESELSKAPET HILDA KNUDSEN AND

SKIPSAKSJESELSKAPET SAMUEL BAKKE RESPONDENT

SPECIAL DOCKET No 246

DOMESTIC EDIBLE OIL CO V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 247

A SARGENTI Co INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 248

KRASDALE FOODS INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 249

JOSEPH L SCLAFANI INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 250
D A SCLAFANI V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOClET No 251
CAPITOL FOODS V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 252

RINALDI BROS V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 253

PACKER BROS INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 254
C DANIELE CO INC V CONCORDIA LINE ETC
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I
I

SPECIAL DOCKET No 255

LUIGI CASO V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 256

VITELLI ELVEA Co V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

SPECIAL DOCKET No 257

MARINO BROS V CONCORDIA LINE ETC

ORDER
WHEREAS the Comfuission has this day made and entered a

report stating its findings and conclusion herein which report is

made a part hereof by reference

It is ordered That the application of Concordia Line to waive

collection of certain underchanges and to refund certain freight
charges be and it is hereby granted

By the Commission January 2 1963

I
Sgd THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 912

MATSON NAVIGATION COMPANYCONTAINER FREIGHT TARIFFS

Decided January 21 1963

Tariff of Matson Navigation Company applicable to containerized cargo from
California to Honolulu Hawaii and publishing singlefactor rates which
include pickup service in port terminal areas ocean haul and delivery
at container freight station or container freight yard is lawful in its

present form and not contrary to the provisions of Section 2 of the
Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

George D Rives and Robert N Lowry for Matson Navigation
Company

R Y Schureman for Western Motor Tariff Bureau Inc

A P Davis Jr and C H Fritze for Carnation Company
John MacDonald Smith for Pacific Motor Trucking Company
Bruce R Geernaert for Merchant Express of California and

Walkup Drayage and Warehouse Company
William P Daly for the Harbor Commission of San Diego

California

Richard S Harsh and Robert J Blackwell as Hearing Counsel

C W Robinson Hearing Examiner

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAIEM Chairman ASHTON C BARRETT Vice Chair

man JOHN HARLLEE Commissioner JOHN S PATTERSON Cammis
sioner

BY THE COMMISSION
This proceeding was instituted to determine the lawfulness

under the Shipping Act 1916 and the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 of two tariffs filed with the Commission by Matson Naviga
tion Company Matson The tariffs designated Westbound Con

Commissioner Day took no part in the hearing or decision of this case

7FMC
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tainer Freight Tariff No 14 and Eastbound Container Freight
Tariff No 15 prescribe the rates charges regulations and prac

tices governing the transportation of cargo in containers between

United States Pacific Coast ports and Honolulu Hawaii

The Western Motor Tariff Bureau Bureau on behalf of its

members except Pacific Motor Trucking Company Pacific Inter

mountain Express and Navajo Freight Lines formally protested
the tariffs Petitions to intervene were filed by Pacific Motor

Trucking Company Merchants Express of California Walkup

Drayage and Warehouse Company the Harbor Commission of San

Diego and Carnation Company Hearings were held and an initial

decision was issued

Tariff 14 the westbound tariff differs from the usual ocean

carrier tariff in that it combines in a single factor rate a charge
for picking up goods at the shipperspremises the rate for the

water transportation the socalled linehaul and a charge for

delivery to a designated offclock point in Honolulu Matsons

operations as presently conducted under Tariff 14 are the culmina

tion of a series of studies to find ways of reducing the costs of

handling general cargo between dock and vessel These costs

represented over onehalf of the total costs of MatsonsWest

CoastHawaii service Containerization of cargo was selected in

principle and further studies were made to develop a suitable

container Matson under the provisions of Tariff No 11 inaug
urated a container service in the latter part of 1958

Tariff 14 contains single factor rates on a large selection of

containerized cargo from the ports of San Francisco Stockton
and Los Angeles to Honolulu The tariff defines and designates
port areas for each of the ports of San Francisco Stockton and

Los Angeles The San Francisco port area is slightly smaller

than the San FranciscoEast Bay cartage zone established by the

California Public Utilities Commission in its Decision No 50872
Case No5235 issued December 14 1954 it is also smaller than

the San Francisco commercial zone determined in accordance with

the ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission in Commercial

1 Under the provisions of Rules 3a and 5h of the Commissions Rules of Practice and

Procedure the Bureau became a party to the proceedings by virtue of its protest

At the prehearing conference the parties agreed that the lawfulness of Tariff 15 the

eastbound tariff would not separately be placed in issue but that evidence relating to it

could be introduced for the purpose of exploring the lawfulness of Tariff 14 No pickup

service is provided under Tariff 15 and the rates therein apply to transportation beginning

Matsons container freight yard and apply only to the ocean line haul No charge for

pickup and delivery service Is included in this rate
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The use by Matson of a single drayage agent in each of the

designated port areas results in maximum utilization of contain
ers and chasss a reduced number of container and chassis pools
which must be maintained and a reduction in the number of one

way hauls by draymen Flexibility of operation and the substitu

tion of containers in the event of cancellation of bookings are

also facilitated by the use of exclusive agents As of January 1
1961 Matsonsinvestment in its container service totaled 10

235000 and its total firm lease obligations for containers and

chassis were7558757

Under the provisions of Tariff No 14 shippers located within

the port area pickup limits may elect to bring their shipments to

the container freight station as an alternative to the use of the

pickup service offered by Matson If the shipper elects not to

use Matsonspickup service he receives an allowance of 5 cents

per 100 pounds under Rule 23 of the tariff Under Rule 42 of the

tariff cargo situated outside the designated port area pickup limits

may be loaded into containers and moved to the container freight
station at the shippersexpense The rate is then 11 cents per

100 pounds less than the within area pickup rate Shippers out

side the port area pickup limits may also bring their shipments to

the container freight station Under these circumstances Rule

42 provides for a rate which is 5 cents less than the port area

pickup rate

Service at Honolulu terminates with delivery of the cargo to

the consignee at acentrally located container freight station How

ever consignees may take delivery of the containers themselves

at a container yard adjacent to the waterfront and haul them to

their premises for unloading and receive an allowance of 5 cents

per 100 lbs

In his initial decision the Examiner disposed of the matters

under investigation on the basis of a single issue which he framed

as follows

The principle issue is whether this Commission has jurisdiction over pickup
service and offclock container freight station service in defined port areas

The Examiner concluded that MatsonsTariff No 14 naming

singlefactor rates for containerized cargo is not subject to the

jurisdiction of the Federal Maritime Commission and should be

stricken from the Commissionsfiles Exceptions to the initial
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decision were filed by Matson and Carnation Company Hearing
Counsel and the Bureau filed replies to the exceptions of Matson

only

Matsons specific exceptions to the initial decision fall into two

general areas those which may for the sake of convenience be
termed procedural and those which are substantive Under the

first Matson urges that we remand the proceeding to the Examin

er because of his failure to comply with section 8b of the Ad

ministrative Procedure Act In this regard Matson contends that
the decision is ambiguous and subject to at least two different

interpretations and that the Examiner failed to provide a suffi
cient statement of the reasons or basis for his findings and con

clusions as required by section 8b of the Administrative Pro
cedure Act Matson contends that it is not clear from the initial
decision whether Matson may under no circumstances offer a

motor pickup service and offdock container freight station serv

ice or merely that the form of Tariff 14 is inadequate because
it provides for a single factor rate rather than stating separate
rates for the various aspects of the service Hearing Counsel
on the other hand urges that the decision is legally sufficient and

clearly states that Tariff 14 is defective under section 2 of the

Intercoastal Act because it contains singlefactor rates which in
clude charges for a pickup and delivery service not subject to the

jurisdiction of the Commission
While the decision may as Matson contends be subject to two

interpretations we do not agree that the decision should be re

manded solely for the purpose of clarification particularly in view
of the fact that we disagree with the conclusions reached therein
We think Hearing Counsel is correct in his interpretation of the

decision for if section 2 of the Intercoastal Act does not preclude
the quotation of single factor rates including pickup and delivery
charges we are aware of no other provision of the applicable
statutes which would do so

Section 2 of the Intercoastal Act provides in relevant part
The schedules filed with the Commission shall plainly show the place
between which passengers andor freight will be carried and shall contair

the classification of freight and of passenger accommodations in force anc
shall also state separately each terminal or other charge privilege or facility
granted or allowed and any rules or regulations which in anywise change

a The exceptions of Carnation are directed to the question of whether specific rates it

Tariff 14 constitute increases and deal with somewhat different problems than those pose

by the exceptions of Matson Consequently we shall deal with the exceptions of Carnatior

separately after disposing of the other issues presented
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affect or determine the aggregate of such aforesaid rates fares or charges
or the value of the service rendered

Hearing Counsel construes this section as requiring the separate
statement in Tariff 14 of that portion of the single factor rate
which represents the charge for the pickup and delivery service

offered by Matson The argument of Hearing Counsel runs basic

ally as follows The language of section 2 of the Intercoastal Act
is almost identical to that of section 61 of the Interstate Com
merce Act and This similarity was intended by Congress Early
in its history the Interstate Commerce Commission construed the

provisions of section 6 1 of the Interstate Commerce Act to re

quire that all charges for services not subject to the jurisdiction
of the Interstate Commerce Commission must be stated separately
from charges for services which are subject to its jurisdiction
This construction is valid for section 2 of the Intercoastal Act
because of its similarity with section 61 Jurisdiction over the

operations of motor carriers is vested in the Interstate Commerce

Commission by Part II of the Interstate Commerce Act and sec

tion 33 of the Shipping Act 4 precludes the exercise by the Com
mission of any concurrent jurisdiction over motor carriers Thus
according to Hearing Counsel section 2 requires the separation
of the charge for pickup and delivery a service not subject to
Commission jurisdiction from the line haul rate a service sub

ject to Commission jurisdiction before Tariff 14 can be accepted
by the Commission It is the contention of Matson that the Com

mission has jurisdiction over the pickup and delivery service

offered in Tarim 14 and that Tariff 14 is lawful in its present
form

Two decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission are cited
to us as establishing the proposition urged by Hearing Counsel
Cosmopolitan Shipping Co v Hamburg American Packet Co 13
CC 266 1908 and Tariffs Embracing MotorTruck or Wagon
Transfer Service 91 ICC 538 1924

The Cosmopolitan case involved through rates established by a

rail carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce

Commission and an ocean carrier not at that time subject to
regulation by any government agency The Interstate Commerce

i Section as provides That this Act shall not be construed to affect the power orjurisdic
Ion of the Interstate Commerce Commission nor to confer upon the Federal Maritime Com

mission concurrent power or jurisdiction over any matter within the power or jurisdiction
ff the Interstate Commerce Commission nor shall this Act be construed to apply to intra
date commerce
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Commission found that if two rail lines or a rail line and a water

line subject to the Interstate Commerce Commissionsjurisdic
tion united in a through rate the law presumed that no public
need exists for the public presentation of any other than the total
rate Such a joint rate could only be changed in accordance with

the procedure fixed by law and after public notice of 39 days
However regarding joint rates established between a rail carrier

subject to the Interstate Commerce Act and an ocean carrier not

subject thereto the Commission pointed out that the rail line

might charge the joint rate of its tariff yet by legally altering
from day to day its division of such rate give to the unregulated
carrier the means of inducing traffic by granting rebates or

preferential rates The Interstate Commerce Commission at page
284 of its report summed up the principal reason underlying its

construction of section 61

The Commission not having been given control over the ocean carriers
cannot compel observance of the law by such carriers and if they so choost

they may alter their rates at sich thnes as they please or for such patrons m

they please Therefore the lime must be drawn precisely between those car

riers whose rates and practices this Commission can control and those whicl

it cannot control and upon this line of reasoning it has been the consistent

ruling of the Commission that joint rates cannot be made between carrier

subject to the act and those not subject to the act Emphasis supplied

The clear rationale for this distinction between jurisdiction anc

no jurisdiction was the ability of the carrier not subject to the

jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission to circum

vent the design and purpose of the Interstate Commerce Act A

we shall point out later this situation no longer exists

In the MotorTruckor Wagon Transfer case the Interstate Com

merce Commission decided that it had jurisdiction over motor

carrier pickup and delivery within a rail carriersterminal area

but it did not have jurisdiction over linehaul transportation b3
motor vehicle The decision was prior to the passage of the Moto

Carrier Act of 1935 which vested such jurisdiction over motor

carriers in the Interstate Commerce Commission Applying th

principle of the Cosmopolitan decision the Interstate Commerc

Commission allowed the quotation of singlefactor rates whicl

included terminal area pickup and delivery by motorvehicle bu

required that charges for what in fact constituted linehaul car

riage by motor vehicle be stated separately from the rail linehau

rates Again the rationale of the Cosmopolitan case was the bast
of the distinction drawn between jurisdiction and no jurisdiction
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We think it important to note that in both of these cases the
Interstate Commerce Commission was dealing with a carrier

which was not only without the the Interstate Commerce Com

missions jurisdiction but which at the time in question was not

subject to the jurisdiction of any governmental agencya Thus
the unregulated carrier could freely grant special rates and

preferences without being in violation of any Federal regulatory
statute designed to protect the shipping public In short the

unregulated carrier was free to circumvent the design and pur
pose of the Interstate Commerce Act with impunity

Such is not the case presented here Matsons drayage agents
are common carriers by motor vehicle subject to the Interstate

Commerce Act and are certificated by the Interstate Commerce

Commission under that Act Western Motor Tariff Bureau Inc v

Matson Navigation Company No MCC 3000 decided June 11
1962 Their rates may be established and changed only in accord

ance with the procedures fixed by the Interstate Commerce Act
and they are subject to all the applicable provisions forbidding
rebates discriminations preferences or prejudices Today com

mon carriers by motor vehicle are subject to government regula
tion in their dealings as motor carriers with the shipping public
and with other carriers Thus the conditions which prompted the

Interstate Commerce Commission to so construe section 61 of

the Interstate Commerce Act do not exist today and should not in

cur opinion dictate our construction of section 2 of the Inter

coastal Act When the reason for the rule ceases to exist so should
the rule

It is not jurisdiction which requires the separate statement of

rates and charges but uniformity in the treatment of shippers
Prior to the enactment of the Intercoastal Act water carriers

subject to the Shipping Act were required to file and keep open
to public inspection only their maximum rates fares and charges
and the carrier was only prohibited from charging a greater com

pensation for his service than the rates fares and charges filed
in compliance with the Shipping Act Under these requirements
the carrier in many instances filed and publicly posted an un

realistically high maximum rate and then charged similarly
P The same is true of the two cases cited by Hearing Counsel as standing for court approval

1f the Interstate Commerce Commissions construction of section 6 1News Syndicate Co v

N Y Cent RR 275 US179 1927 and LewisSimasJonesCo v Southern Pacifte Co
1183 US 654 1981 The News Syndicate case involved a US rail carrier and a Canadian
rail carrier while the LewisSima8Jones case involved a US rail carrier and a Mexican rail

arrier
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situated shippers differing rates for the same service Shippers
were unduly hampered in their attempts to determine whether

their competitors were granted preferential rates because of the

difficulties involved in ascertaining the actual rate charged One

of the major difficulties stemmed from the manner in which

carriers published their rules and regulations providing for vari

ous absorptions and allowances Typical of the rules then current

were those considered by the United States Shipping Board in
Intercoastal Rates of Nelson SS Co 1USSB 326 1934 In

its decision in the Nelson case rendered the year following the

passage of the Intercoastal Act the Shipping Board found that

the vast majority of the tariffs filed with the Board were not in

compliance with section 2 because they failed to state the rates

charges rules and regulations in such a manner as to enablethe

consignor or consignee to see for himself the exact price of trans

portation For example all of the tariffs in question contained
instances of port equalization 8 but none specified the actual

amount of the equalization and it was necessary for the shipper
to examine the tariffs of rail carriers in order to determine the

actual cost of transportation to him Concerning such rules the

Shipping Board said

To hold that a shipper must look beyond the tariffs of the carrier offering him

a service to ascertain the rate would be to put the shipper under an onerous

obligation not imposed upon him by law The inclusion of any provision in a

tariff which makes the amount of the charge dependent upon the measure of
a rate published in tariffs of some other carrier cannot too strongly be

condemned 1USSB at 339
Another type of rule condemned by the Board provided for the

absorption of certain railroad unloading costs Thus one tariff
typical of all contained a rule providing
When railroads do not unload or absorb the cost of unloading Nelson Steam

ship Company will absorb the cost of such car unloading when the cargo is

loaded into Nelson Steamship Company vessels

See Sen Rept No 651 72d Cong lot Sess 1932 and House Rept No 2006 72d Cong

2d Sess 1932 on S 4491 which became the Intercoastal Shipping Act also Hearings befor

the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Commerce 72d Conga lot Sess and Hearing

before the House Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries 72d Cong lot Seas

7 While the initial proceeding was concerned only with the tariff of Nelson Steamshil

Company all carriers engaged in intercoastal transportation were subsequently made respond

ents and three dockets Nos 139 144 and 148 were consolidated and considered together
In addition the record in Docket No 126 a general investigation of intercoastal transports

tion a case which at that time had been heard but not decided was stipulated into the record

s Generally the term as used in the tariffs meant the difference between the cost of trans

portation from the point of origin of the cargo to the port at which it is loaded into th

carriersvessel and the cost of transportation on the same cargo from the same point o

origin to the port taking the lowest rail rate at which such cargo could be loaded into ai

Intercoastal vessel
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5 tons or more per month by Matson to Hawaii the Los Angeles
port area contains 553 such shippers and 16 are located within

the port area of Stockton In the case of Matsons service under
Tariff14 the ocean haul is2200 miles while the maximum distance
within any port area is approximately 40 miles InNorth Carolina
LineRates To and From Charleston S C 2USSB 83 1939
a predecessor agency approved the furnishing of pickup and

delivery service within the corporate city limits of Charleston
and Baltimore when that service was performed in conjunction
with an ocean haul of 589 miles After consideration of all factors
we find the port areas as designated in Tariff 14 to be reasonable
under the circumstances as they now exist

As we have noted above Carnation Company challenges the
reasonableness of certain of the rates quoted in Tariff 14 Carna
tion contends that Matson filed Tariff 14 under a misrepresenta
tion as to the character of the Tariff itself On the face of Tariff
14 it is stated All rates and charges named herein are reduc
tions except as otherwise noted It is Carnations position that
certain of the ratespublished in Items 275 and 341 are not de

creases but increases and that they are not otherwise noted as

increases Carnation contends that there has been no change in
the service rendered to Carnation by Matson which would justify
said increases and it is argued that if the rates in Tariff 11 were

just and reasonable the increased rates in Tariff 14 are perforce
unjust and unreasonable Reparation is claimed based on the
difference between the old and new rates

The record before us is insufficient to determine whether there
has been an increase in certain rates as alleged and if so whether

such increase is just and reasonable Accordingly the parties are

granted 30 days within which to petition for an order remanding
this proceeding to the Examiner for the limited purpose of resolv
ing the issues raised by Carnation Replies to any petition filed in

accordance herewith may be made within 10 days of the service
of said petition No order will be issued in this proceeding pend
ing expiration of said 30 day period Exceptions and proposed
findings not discussed in this report nor reflected in our findings
have been considered and found not justified
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IFEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1062

AGREEMENT 8765 BETWEEN U S FLAG CARRIERS IN THE

GULF MEDITERRANEAN TRADE

Decided February 5 1968

Agreement 8765 between conference and nonconference U S flag carriers

in the Gulf Mediterranean trade covering certain agricultural commod

ities found not violative of Shipping Act 1916 and approved by the

Commission pursuant to section 15 thereof

Ronald A Capone and Robert Henri Bin er for Isthmian Lines
Inc Kulukundis Maritime Industries Inc Lykes Bros Steam

ship Co Inc T J Stevenson Co Inc Central Gulf Steamship

Corporation General Shipping Trading Corporation and Com

pania Maritime Unidas S A Stockard Steamship Corporation
Atlantic Ocean Transport Corporation and Mediterranean Trans

port Corporation and States Marine Lines Inc and Global Bulk

Transport Corporation respondents
Sterling Stoudenmire for Waterman Steamship Corporation

respondent
John Hudgins and Joseph A Ryan Jr for the Secretary of

Agriculture of the United States intervenor

William Jarrel Smith Jr and Robert J Blackwell Hearing
Coumel

John Marshall Hearing Examiner

I

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairman ASHTON C BARRETT Vice Chair

man JOHN S PATTERSON Commissioner and JAMES V DAY

Commmissioner

BY THE COMMISSION

This case involves an agreement No 8765 signed by all of the

U S flag carriers in the trade between the U S Gulf ports and

7 F M C
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booking of 2470 tons at 25 30 Next Stevenson broke the rab
and from August 1961 through January 1962 received sever

bookings of wheat flour in bags from Agriculture totaling 34 53
tons at rates ranging from 24 90 to 26 50 Levant a conferencE
member thereupon withdrew from the conference and on Feb

ruary 6 1962 received a booking from Agriculture of 5032 ton
of wheat flour in bags at 25 50 Kulukundis also received Agri
culture bookings of 7908 tons of wheat flour in bags at 25 90 on

January 15 1962 and 7901 tons at 25 50 on February 6 1962

although this latter was later rebooked with a conference line at
the conference rate of 28 50 Kulukundis is continuing to offer
lower than conference rates on all 8765 commodities except wheat
flour in bags From March 25 to April 15 1962 Levant offered
lower rates on wheat flour in bags to Beirut and Port Said

Subsequent to its bookings mentioned above Stevenson became
at least temporarily inactive in the trade 3

This pattern of rate reductions by nonconference lines on sub
stantial tonnages of the most important commodities moving in
the trade aroused the concern of the conference members It was

feared the rate cutting would be expanded and or lead to disin

tegration of the conference One line Levant did withdraw as

previously noted and others were threatening to do so Such
conditions can lead to complete deterioration of the rate structure
in the trade and possibly the break up of the conference itself

Contrary to the position of the opponents of the agreement we

think it clear on this record that a serious situation existed in the
trade and that the conference lines were justified in attempting
within the ambit of section 15 of the Act to find a satisfactory
solution with the carriers concerned

Initially the U S flag conference members sought to prevail
upon the noncqnference lines to join the conference without
success Consideration was then given to an agreement which
would at least stabilize rates on the 8765 commodities and this
effort succeeded Of course the rates on these commodities could
have been thrown open permitting the conference lines to meet
the nonconference competition but this would likely have led to
further rate deterioration and instability the very condition the
conference was attempting to overcome Certainly the com

promise alternative chosen by the parties was a reasonable solu

3 We are unable to find in this record support for the claim that Stevenson abandoned

the trade The indications are to the contrary It became a party to Agreement 8765 and
has urged approval thereof through participation in these proceedings
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tion under the circumstances In our judgment although full con

ference participation by the rate cutting lines would have been

more desirable the limited agreement that was reached is not to

be condemned because it does not go all the way in assuring com

plete stability in the trade The conference parties to the agree

ment hope it will lead to full conference participation and it may

The Shipping Act recognizes and history has demonstrated that

stability of rates is needed to assure continuity and regularity of

service in the ocean commerce which is in the public interest the

interest of the commerce of the United States and in the interests

of both carriers and shippers Subject to continuous supervision
by this Commission the Act permits rate fixing agreements
among carriers By their very nature these reduce or eliminate

rate competition and there are trades where perforce of such

agreements rate competition is nonexistent Agreement 8765 is

therefore not unique The controversy over it seems to us to stem

more from the fact that the shipper mainly affected is the U S

Department of Agriculture than from anything found in the

Shipping Act as grounds for disapproving the agreement

In this connection the record shows that Agriculture effected a

saving of 174 427 82 by reason ofsecuring the aforesaid bookings

at less than the 28 50 conference rate for the commodities in

volved While we share the desire to conserve the taxpayer s

dollar the record indicates that the saving referred to was ac

complished by undercutting a conference rate which is barely

compensatory to the carriers and which is admitted by Agricul
ture to be reasonable Hence there is no question before the

Commission that the carriers are employing their concerted power

to charge an agency of the United States Government an unrea

sonable rate Under the circumstances the mere fact that Agri
culture is the shipper mainly affected appears to us to be irrelevant

to an issue properly involved in our inquiry into the approvability
of the agreement under section 15

It is contended that the agreement by eliminating the possibility
of rate competition on 8765 commodities while nonconference

competition exists as to other commodities discriminates against

Agriculture vis avis shippers of other commodities This con

tention even if valid overlooks the fact that Agriculture has a

number of alternatives if it decides the conference rates now

admitted by it to be reasonable are too high It has the legal
right under the cargo preference laws to use foreign flag vessels

7 F M C
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in any case for up to 50 percent of the cargo and if no U S flag
vessels are available at fair and reasonable rates it may use
foreign flag vessels for all of the cargo Or it may as it has done
in the past ship via U S flag tramp vessels These choices in
addition to Agriculturesability to ship over alternative routes
are sufficient to insure that the rates on 8765 commodities are
kept reasonable

Furthermore while Agriculture is the predominant shipper it
is not the sole shipper of 8765 commoditieses and the
applies with equal effect and without discrimination to all shippers
of such commodities There can be no unjust discrimination

against a shipper under the Shipping Act unless another similarly
situated shipper with whom the complaining shipper competes is
preferred Wharfage Charges and Practices at Boston 2USMC
245 248 1940 The Huber Manufacturing Co v N V Stools
yawl Maatsehappfj Nederland 4FMB348 347 1953 Here

the fact that the shippers of other than 8765 commodities are in
the same position before and after the agreement cannot be said
to be a preference in favor of those shippers It is but an inci

dental circumstance brought about by the inability thus far to
achieve complete conference participation among the regular
carriers in the trade If such participation had been achieved
Agriculturesposition ratewise would be exactly what it is under
the present agreement

What has been said above applies with equal force to the claim
that the agreement causes undue or unreasonable prejudice or
disadvantage to Agriculture under section 17 because fixed non
competitive rates on 8765 commodities prefers shippers of other
commodities on which there are variable competitive rates If
in the future there should be actual unjust discrimination or un
reasonable prejudice or disadvantage to shippers of 8765 com
modities the Act provides ample means for remedying the
situation including the power it vests in us to modify or withdraw
approval of any section 15 agreement theretofore approved

Having examined Agreement 8765 under the standards laid
down in section 15 our conclusion is that the record fails to
support a finding that the agreement is unjustly discriminatory
or unfair detrimental to the commerce of the United States
contrary to the public interest or otherwise violative of the Act

Hearing Counsel objects to certain of the procedural provisions
of the Agreement as being vague Although we do not think
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the objections so urged are well tjen we do think that Article 2

of the agreement is ambiguous and must be clarified As written

the article undertakes without qualification to bind the nonconfer

ence lines to charge the conference rates on 8765 commodities

These commodities however are covered by the conference s dual

rate or contract system and the nonconference lines cannot use

such a system without the Commission s express permission ob

tained in the manner and under the conditions set forth in section
14 b of the Act Since the parties apparently intended that the
non conference lines simply adhere to one set of rates on 8765

commodities these being the same as the rates the conference

gives its contract shippers we shall approve the agreenlent with

a modification making clear that the rates quoted in the tariffs of

the nonconference lines for 8765 commodities are single rates and

not an extension or application of the conference s dual rate sys

tem An appropriate order will be entered

JOHN HARLLEE Commissioner dissenting
Certainly no present urgent necessity has been proven with

relation to the agreement concerned here Even though the neces

sity were apparent I would hesitate on this record to approve the

agreement for the following reasons

The record in my opinion does not support the respondent s

claim or the Commission s finding that the rate situation is such

that it would probably lead to a rate war and possibly the break up

of the Gulf Mediterranean Ports Conference There is no evi

dence that there has been any extensive rate instability lately or

that Stevenson the carrier offering reduced rates most frequently
is even in the trade any more In fact there is evidence that the

rate level is barely compensatory from which we may infer that

it would not be economically feasible for the lines to engage in

drastic rate reductions for any considerable period much less

precipitate a rate war

But even if the rate situation in the Gulf Mediterranean trade

were as grim as respondents believe it to be I would question a

rate fixing agreement aimed solely at one shipper namely the

Department of Agriculture 1 Approval of this agreement will

deprive Agriculture of the right to obtain rates set in accordance

with the competitive forces operative in this trade whereas

shippers of other commodities will be free to shop around

l
I

III
I

I As the majority opinion points out at p 496 over 99 8 percent of the 8765 commodity

tonnage was shipped directly by or under the sponsorship of Agriculture
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Agriculture is by virtue of the cargo preference laws a captive
shipper To sacrifice the right of one shipper to competitive rates
for the sake of preserving rate stability among all other shipper
is a unique kind of discrimination but it is discrimination all the
same If outside competition were removed as to all shipper
eg by the nonconference carriers joining the conference then
all shippers would contribute to rate stability rather than only
one shipper as in the matter before us In my opinion such an
agreement is unfair as between shippers within the meaning of
section 15

It is not enough to say that Agriculture has avenues by which
it can escape the noncompetitive rates that is by shipping over
alternate routes or by tramp and foreign flag vessels If it is pos
sible that Agriculture will be forced to look to means of transpor
tation which it has in the past chosen not to utilize then the

agreement is contrary to the public interest within the meaning
of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 But even if Agriculture
has other devices so have the conference members They have the
conference structure strengthened by the dualrate system to use
as an economic weapon to maintain rate stabilization If rates
cannot be stabilized within that structure then we should take
another hard look at the conferencedualrate system But we

should not allow the conference members to go outside of that
system to enter into side agreements with carriers who wish
to remain outside the conference without better evidence of

necessity for them
In summary then the record clearly shows that Agriculture

will bear the full brunt of this agreement and will thereby lose
the benefit of the savings which have accrued to it in the past
from the reduced rates

I believe that this agreement is therefore unfair as between
shippers and contrary to the public interest within the

meaning of section 15 My opinion is that such an agreement can
not be approved and under the clear mandate of section 15 must
be disapproved by the Commission
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ORDER

I

I
FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1062

AGREEMENT 8765 BETWEEN U S FLAG CARRIERS IN THE

GULF MEDITERRANEAN TRADE

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the

matter and having this date made and entered of record a Report
containing its findings and conclusion thereon which Report is

hereby referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That the first sentence of Article 2 of Agreement
8765 is hereby modified by changing the period to a comma and

adding the phrase except that the rates so quoteq charged and

collected by the non conference members shall be single rates

and in no manner an extension or application of the Conference

dual rate system

It is further ordered That Agreement 8765 as modified by this

Order be and it is hereby approved

By the Commission February 5 1963

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
SEAL
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No 989

CERTAIN TARIFF PRACTICES OF SEA LAND SERVICE

INC PUERTO RICAN DIVISION

Decided February 5 1963

Single factor rates of common carrier by water from inland points in Puerto
Rico to a port in United States are required to be filed with the Com

mission but a separate statement in the tariff of charges for the included

pickup service inPuerto Rico is not required
C H Wheeler and Warren Price Jr for Sea Land Service

Inc Puerto Rican Division respondent
John M Kinnaird and George F Galland for Consolidated

Freightways Corp ofDelaware Garrison Fast Freight Division

intervener

L A Parrish Alabama State Docks Department intervener

Norman D Kline Donald J Brunner and Robert J Blackwell

Hearing Counsel

Charles E Morgan Hearing Examiner

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairman ASHTON C BARRETT Vice Chair

1nan JOHN HARLLEE Commissioner JOHN S PATTERSON Com

1niss ioner JAMES V DAY Commissioner

BY THE COMMISSION

On January 3 1963 the Commission decided on its own initia

tive to review the Initial Decision of the Examiner in this pro

ceeding The proceedjng was instituted by the Commission to

determine the lawfulness of the filing of certain single factor rates

on Sugar Refined or Turbinated in Bags by Sea Land Service

Inc Puerto Rican Division Sea Land as 13th Revised Page No

7 F M C
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i

4 to its Homeward Freight Tariff No 4 FMC F No 2 Leave

co intervene was granted to Consolidated Freightways Corpora

ion of Delaware Garrison Fast Freight Division Garrison and

co the Alabama States Docks Department With the consent of

che parties the Examiner adopted ashortened procedure in which

10 hearings were held but a verified statement of facts was sub

mitted by Sea Land The only evidence of record in this proceed

ing is Sea Land s verified statement

FACTS

Sea Land began its container service in the North Atlantic

Puerto Rican trade in August of 1958 Container service was

instituted in an effort to reduce the cargo handling costs incurred

in the traditional breakbulk service These costs represented ap

proximately one half of the cost of Sea Land s operations in the

trade Sea Land maintains terminals at the ports of San Juan

Ponce and Mayaguez Puerto Rico and at Port Newark New

Jersey At each of these ports container marshaling yards are

set up for the receipt delivery and holding of empty and laden

containers

Sea Land presently employs three specially converted container

ships in the Puerto Rican trade offering two sailings per week in

each direction Each ship can carry a total of 226 containers

which are either stowed below deck in specially constructed cells

or on deck where they are secured by specially designed fittings
The single factor rates here in question apply only to shipments

of sugar originating from Aguirre Central Igualdad Central San

Francisco Humacao and Mercidita in Puerto Rico The rates

include 1 pickup by Sea Land at the shipper s premises 2 the

wharfage charges and handling charges 3 ocean transportation
to Port Newark and delivery there at Sea Land s terminal The

shipper using the full container service has Sea Land call at his

premises where the cargo is loaded directly into the container

Movement over the highways of Puerto Rico is accomplished by
means of specially constructed semi trailer chassis into which the

containers are locked The containers are hauled from the ship
per s premises to Sea Land s portside terminal at Ponce Mayaguez
or San Juan where the containers are loaded aboard the vessel

by means of specially designed gantry cranes for transportation
to Port Newark The haul from shipper s premises to Sea

Land s

portside terminal is accomplished by motor carriers under con

7 F M C
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tract to Sea Land The entire movement from point of origin at Ishipper s premises to delivery at Port Newark is under the bill IIof lading and responsibility of Sea Land I

Shippers have the option under the proposed tariff of electing I
to make delivery of their goods to Sea Land s terminal In such a

case the shipper selects an independent motor carrier and pays
that carrier s charges for delivery to Sea Land When the cargo
arrives at the container marshaling yard it must be unloaded
from the motor carrier s vehicle and loaded into Sea Land s con

tainers which are then placed aboard the vessel If the shipper
elects to make his own delivery he pays Sea Land s published
port to port rate This type of movement involves extra cargo
handling and checking of shipments not required when Sea
Land s pickup service is utilized The additional cargo handling
also increases the possibility of loss or damage to cargoes and
results in costs of handling between the dock and the vessel which
the container service was designed to eliminate

When the pickup service is used Sea Land containers are

hauled 15 miles from the inland points of Aguirre Mercidita and
Central San Francisco to the port of Ponce and about 5 miles
from Central Igualdad to the Port of Mayaguez The distance
from Humacao to San Juan is unspecified however sugar origi
nating from that point has historically been shipped through San
Juan Single factor rates have been in existence only a short
time yet more than 40 of all current shipments move under
these rates

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

All parties agreed and the Examiner found that the rates for
Sea Land s service here under consideration must be filed with
the Commission under Section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 which requires every common carrier by water in the off
shore domestic commerce of the United States to fHe and keep
open to public inspection schedules showing the rates fares and

charges for the transportation services offered by such carriers
We agree with the Examiner s findings and conclusions with

respect to this issue Sea Land is a common carrier by water

operating between the United States and Puerto Rico and as such
is clearly subject to the requirements of Section 2 Thus there
remains only the question of the Commission s jurisdiction to
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accept for filing in their present form Sea Land s single factor

rates on HSugar Refined or Turbinated in Bags
There is no dispute as to whether Sea Land s pickup service

is a bona fide terminal service incidental to the line haul trans

portation However Hearing Counsel feels that some clarifica
tion is required concerning the validity of Sea Land s rates under
that provision of section 2 which requires that each schedule of
rates filed

shall also state separately each terminal or other charge privilege or facility
granted or allowed and any rules or regulations which in anywise change
affect or determine any part of the aggregate of such aforesaid rates fares
or charges or the value of the service rendered to the passenger consignor
or consignee

It is suggested that while the Commission may properly find that

single factor rates are valid under section 2 without additional

breakdown or separation of charges clarification of the meaning
of section 2 is necessary because of two prior Commission pro
ceedings In Aleutian Homes Inc v Coastwise Line et al 5
F M B 602 1959 the tariff of Coastwise Line provided only a

tackle to tackle rate and no terminal charges were published
However the shipper was not permitted to deliver or receive
cargo at the end of ship s tackle Coastwise assessed all terminal

charges and in at least one port it performed certain of the
terminal services itself Instead of publishing the terminal s

charges in its tariff and applying them in a lawful manner Coast
wise in effect adopted the terminal s tariffs misapplied them and
collected overcharges The tariff publishing practices of Coastwise
Line were condemned because

It is the duty of a common carrier by water to provide a place for the receipt
and delivery of property This obligation may be fulfilled by the carrier itself
or through an agent In any event the 1933 Act requires that the charges for
the services involved regardless of who makes them must be stated separately
in the tariff of the carrier The failure of coastwise to do this particularly
when it calculated and collected such charges resulted in a violation of section
2 of the 1933 Act and section 18 of the 1916 Act 5 F MB 612 613 Citation
omitted

In Intercoastal Investigation 1935 1 V S S B 400 1935 it
was stated at page 433 434

f in connection with intercoastal transportation a terminal or other charge
is made or a privilege or facility is granted or allowed or a rule or regula
tion in anywise changes affects or determines any part of the aggregate of
the rates fares or charges or the value of the service to the passenger or

hipper it must be stated separately in the tariff of the carrier regardless of

7 F M C
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who makes the charge grants or allows the privilege or facility or applies
the rule or regulation

It is urged that the foregoing interpretations of section 2 render

Sea Land s tariff deficient because there is no separate designa
tion of the charges imposed for the pickup service performed by
Sea Land We recently had occasion to consider the proper inter

pretation of section 2 in Matson Navigation Company Container

Freight Tariffs 7 F M C 480 1963 There respondent included

in a single factor rate charges for pickup service within designated
port terminal areas and delivery to an off dock container freight
station Concerning the validity of those rates under section 2

we said at page 489

We think it clear that section 2 was never intended to require the separate
statement of each and every terminal charge which is a component of the

final rate for the service offered To the contrary the purpose of the state

separately language of section 2 was to make the carrier once it had fixed

its rate or charge for the service offered specify individually anything else

which would effect a change in the ultimate rate to be paid by the shipper
Thus if a tariff contains a description of the complete service offered and the

total rate charged for that service section 2 requires only that the carrier

specify and state separately any additional charges imposed by the carrier

and all absorptions or allowances granted or allowed by it which would

increase or reduce the total rate for the transportation offered

In the Aleutian Homes case supra the rate published was for

transportation from tackle to tackle but the actual service offered

by the carrier was something more since the shipper was not

permitted to deliver or receive cargo at the end of ship s tackle III
Additional charges were imposed and collected by the carrier but

the shipper was not able from an examination of the tariff of the

carrier to determine what these charges were Thus the clear

purpose of section 2 was defeated because the shipper could not

tell from the tariff the exact price of the transportation offered to

him and to his competitors In order to determine the proper I

charges the shipper had to go beyond the carrier s tariff to the i

termInals tariff and then determine whether the carrier had

imposed the correct charges Such a burden may not be imposed
npon a shipper Intercoastal Rates of Nelson 8 8 Co 1 v S S B

326 1934 We do not understand the Aleutian Homes case to

preclude carriers from including proper terminal charges within

single factor rates Furthermore we understand the quoted
language from the Intercoastal case supra as requiring the sepa

rate statement of only those terminal charges privileges or facili

ties not properly identified as included within the quoted rate
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III

Sea Land s tariff offers two services one includes pickup and

delivery for which a single factor rate is quoted while the other

requires delivery of the goods to Sea Land at the container mar

shaling yard For the latter a port to port rate is quoted The

shipper may easily determine what he is paying for and which

service he may most economically employ The primary purpose
of section 2 is achieved when the shipper is able to determine from

the tariff the exact price of the transportation to him as well as

to his competitor We accordingly find and conclude that Sea

Land s single factor rates here under consideration are valid

under section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
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ORDER

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 989

CERTAIN TARIFF PRACTICES OF SEA LAND SERVICE

INC PUERTO RICAN DIVISION

This proceeding having been duly heard arid submitted and the

Federal Maritime Commission having fully considered the mat III
ter and having this date made and entered a Report containing
its conclusions and decision thereon which Report is hereby
referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That this proceeding be and it is hereby dis

continued

By the Commission February 5 1963

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 976

AGREEMENT 8492 BETWEEN T F KOLLMAR INC D B A

NORTHLAND FREIGHT LINES AND WAGNER TUG BOAT

COMPANY IN THE ALASKAN TRADE

Decided February 1 1963

Agreement 8492 found not violative of the Shipping Act 1916 and approved
by the Commission pursuant to section 15 thereof

Alan F Wohlstetter for Wagner Tug Boat Company Foss

Launch Tug Co and T F Kollmar Inc d b a Northland

Freight Lines respondents
Mark P Schlefer and T S L Perlman for Puget Sound Alaska

Van Lines Inc and Puget Sound Tug Barge Co Inc pro
testants

Calhoun E Jacobson and Richard O Gantz for port of Anchor

age Alaska intervenor

Robert B Hood Jr Hearing Counsel
A L Jordan Hearing Examiner

I
I
I

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

THOS E STAKEM Chairman JOHN HARLLEE Commissioner
JOHN S PATTERSON Commissioner JAMES V DAY Commis
sioner

By THE COMMISSION

This proceeding is concerned with an agreement No 8492

between a common carrier tug and barge operator Wagner Tug
Boat Company Wagner and a non vessel operating common

Commissioner Barrett took no part In the hearing or decision of this ease

7 F M C
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Page 7 1 Under Agreement 8492 N orthlancl will solicit and book

cargo and issue its own bills of lading and Wagner will accom

plish the physical transportation of the cargo by tug ancl barge
Such cargo may move on the same barge as cargo booked by

Wagner under its own tariff

Agreement 8492 applies only to such cargo as Northland

tenders to Wagner and there is no obligation on Northland s

part to supply any minimum quantity Wagner is not obligated to

furnish any minimum space or schedule of sailings for Northland

cargo its obligation being limited to such barge or barges
actually being employed in its common carrier services On

Northland cargo moving to Alaska Wagner assumes possession
at the first place of rest on its pier at Seattle and delivers to

Northland at ship s tackle at Anchorage For cargo from Alaska

Waguer assumes possession only after storage aboard its vessel

at Anchorage and delivery to Northland is completed at the final

place of rest on the pier at Seattle Wagner assumes loading and

unloading costs at Seattle and Northland pays these costs at

Anchorage All cargo insurance is paid by Northland and Wagner
furnishes the necessary dunnage for Northland cargo Gross

revenue derived from Northland cargo will be distributed between

Wagner and Northland in accordance with division sheets to be

filed with the Commission the division currently anticipated being
50 to Northland and 50 to Wagner Either party can cancel

the agreement on 90 days notice

Both the Northland and Wagner tariffs now on file provide that

the carrier will furnish cargo containers or vans for the loading
of cargo the nature density and dimension of which are in the

judgment of the carrier suitable for containerization Both

tariffs make weight allowances for cargo loaded into the carrier s

vans by shippers However Wagner presently owns no vans and

does not plan to purchase any until the trade requires it whereas

Northland owns vans and has apparently made full use of them

Under Wagner s tariff the rate and minimum tonnage for bulk

cement are identical to the rate and minimum tonnage for bulk

cement contained in a transportation contract Foss has with

Permanente Cement Co and the lattel has agreed that its cement

I

1 By a Report served Jlnuary 8 1962 in Dockets 904 l nd 914 which were complaint actions

by Puget Sound Tug Barge Co against Foss Wagner NOI thll nd et aI we held that Foss

WlS a common carrier as to general Clrgo transported on its barges for Northland during

1960 and that Foss Northland agreements covering such transportation are subject to section

15 Pending this decision considemtion of Agreement 8492 here in issue was deferred
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In connection with the alleged infringement of the public
interest and detriment to commerce standards of section 15 it is
worthy of note that Wane of the carrier and port interests which
PSAVL asserts will be adversely affected by the operation of the
proposed agreement have asked us to disapprove or modify it
and the Port of Anchorage wants it approved So far as concerns
PSAVL itself the thrust of its position is that the unfair and
discriminatory character of the agreement will disappear if the
WagnerNorthland combine is required to provide winter serv
ice We are unable to follow this reasoning Aside from our in

ability to impose such a requirement the record makes plain
that winter cargoes are relatively light necessitating a curtailment
of service by the carriers presently in the trade We should think
these carriers would be hurt rather than helped by the additional
overtonnaging that the WagnerNorthland service would bring
to the winter trade

Furthermore the fact remains that Cook Inlet on which

Anchorage is situated experiences ice conditions which preclude
winter operation except by special vessels and on occasion even
they find it impossible Alaska Freight though it offers year
around tug and barge service to Anchorage is forced to make its
calls at Seward or Valdez when ice conditions are severe at
Anchorage In testimony PSAVLs president conceded that he
would not operate a scheduled service to Anchorage during winter
Thus even if it could be said that harm will flow from the
WagnerNorthland operation because seasonal this would result
from conditions which are not reasonably within the control of
Wagner and Northland It seems to us the objections PSAVL
urges could as validly be urged against the carriers who because
of winter ice only seasonally serve Great Lakes ports through the
St Lawrence Seaway

PSAVLs situation as a result of Agreement 8492 is not ma
terially different from what it would be if a single common carrier
entered the trade on a seasonal basis as indeed Wagner appears
to have done and plans to continue regardless of whether Agree
ment 8492 is approved PSAVL is not of course entitled to be
protected from competition and we are unable to find any merit
in its argument that the agreement is unfair detrimental or con
trary to the public interest under section 15 Opposed to these

charges moreover is the interest of Alaskas largest city Anchor
age which earnestly seeks the benefits inherent in the provision

7 FMC
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

ORDER

No 976

AGREEMENT No 8492 BETWEEN T F KOLLMAR INC

D B A NORTHLAND FREIGHT LINES AND WAGNER TUG

BOAT COMPANY IN THE ALASKA TRADE

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the

matter and having this date made and entered of record a Report

containing its findings and conclusion thereon which Report is

hereby referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That Agreement 8492 be and it is hereby ap

proved
By the Commission February 12 1963

Seal

Signed Thomas Lisi

Secretary

7 F M C




